NOTICE AND AGENDA
CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
REGULAR WORKSHOP
CITY HALL AUDITORIUM, 120 108TH AVE,
TREASURE ISLAND, FL 33706
MAY 1, 2018
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE COMMISSION MEETING
Welcome to the City of Treasure Island Commission Workshop. If you wish to speak on a topic which is on today’s agenda, a
speaker’s form [available in the rear of the room] must be completed and given to the City Clerk. Please do not address the
Commission from your seat, but rather from the podium where your comments can be heard by all and recorded as required by
Florida law. Unscheduled topics may be presented under the Public Comments section of the agenda.

I.

CITY MANAGER AND CITY ATTORNEY REPORT

II. DISCUSSION
1. Consideration of Ord. 18-05, Banning Marijuana Moratorium
2. Consideration of Termination of Declaration of Restrictive Covenants of BofA
3. Consideration of Res. 18-45, Assistant Community Improvement Director
4. Consideration of Res. 18-47, Letter of Engagement for Legal Counsel from Bryant, Miller, Olive
(BMO) and Associated Budget Amendment in the amount of $7,500
5. Consideration of Res. 18-46, Res 18-46, Purchase of Replacement Fire Engine
6. Treasure Bay Playground Fence Installation and Tennis Court Fence Repairs
7. Extension of Treasure Bay Summer Weekend Hours
8. Adding Inflators to Non-Exclusive License Agreements
9. Consideration of Res. 18-35, Execution of a State-Funded Grant Agreement between FDOT
10. Gulf Boulevard Improvement/Beautification Project

III. OLD BUSINESS
IV. CITY COMMISSION REPORTS
V. PUBLIC COMMENT
VI. ADJOURN

For any person desiring to appeal any decision made by the board, agency, or commission with respect to any matter considered at
such meeting or hearing, he or she will need a record of the proceedings, and that, for such purpose, he or she may need to ensure
that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to be
based [F.S. 286.0105]. NOTE: Any transcript shall be requested and made by the individual requesting same at his or her own
expense. Therefore, a court reporter may be desired or required accordingly.
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Any person with a disability who needs any accommodation in order to participate in this proceeding is entitled to assistance at no
cost. Please contact the Office of the City Clerk in writing at 120 108th Avenue, Treasure Island, FL, 33706 or by phone at (727) 5474575 at least two working days prior to the meeting to advise what assistance is needed.
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
May 1, 2018

Item No. 2.1

DATE:

April 16, 2018

TO:

Garry Brumback, City Manager

FROM:

Paula Cohen, Community Improvement Director

SUBJECT:
Ord. 18-05 Banning Marijuana Moratorium
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND
On November 8, 2016 Florida’s voters approved Amendment 2 which legalized the
medical use of marijuana for those suffering from “Debilitating Medical Conditions”
and authorizes the cultivation, processing, distribution and sale of marijuana and
related activities by medical marijuana treatment centers.
The Amendment assured the rights of Florida patients to receive safe, legal access
through a regulated system. In accordance with Amendment 2, these regulations
were to be written by the 2017 Florida Legislature.
On August 15, 2017 the City Commission adopted Ordinance 17-03 imposing a
temporary moratorium on the establishment and operation of medical marijuana
dispensing facilities and treatment centers within the City of Treasure Island for a
period of 180 days. That moratorium was set to expire on February 12, 2018.
On December 19, 2017 the Commission discussed their desire to obtain input from
members of the community on whether they desire to allow medical marijuana
dispensing facilities and treatment centers in the City. In order to provide sufficient
time after the holiday season to setup a forum, the Commission directed staff to
extend the moratorium an additional 90 days.
On February 6, 2018 the City Commission approved Ordinance 18-1 to extend the
medical marijuana moratorium 90 days from February 12, 2018.
On February 13, 2018 the City of Treasure Island held a public forum on the issue
of medical marijuana dispensing and treatment facilities. Additionally, two Local
Planning Agency meetings were held in March and April to discuss and accept
public comment on medical marijuana and dispensing and treatment facilities. On
April 12, 2018, the Local Planning Agency approved Resolution No. 18-2
recommending the banning of medical marijuana dispensing and treatment facilities
in the City of Treasure Island.
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POLICY / PURPOSE
Purpose:
This ordinance prohibits the establishment of medical marijuana
dispensaries in the City of Treasure Island.
ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
Amendment 2 established the following timetable:
 By July 3, 2017, the Florida Department of Health (“Department”) shall have
promulgated regulations related to:
o the issuance of patient identification cards;
o procedures for establishing qualification and standards for caregivers;
o procedures for the registration of Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers,
including their registration, security, record keeping, inspections and
safety; and developed regulations that define the amount of marijuana
that could be reasonably presumed to be an adequate supply for
qualifying patient’s medical use.
 By October 3, 2017, the Department shall begin issuing identification cards to
qualifying patients and caregivers.
 The April 13, 2018 newsletter from the Florida Department of Health, noted:
o 98,045 Patients in the Registry
o 1,314 Qualified Physicians
o 71,456 approved ID applications to qualifying patients and caregivers
o 32 approved retail dispensing locations
o 13 approved medical marijuana treatment centers in the state
RECOMMENDATION
 Staff recommends approval of Ordinance 18-05 banning the establishment of
medical marijuana dispensaries in the City of Treasure Island.
 LPA approved Resolution 18-2 with a vote of 6-1 on April 12, 2017 after a
public hearing.
ATTACHMENTS
 Draft Ordinance 18-05
 Overview of state regulations
 General Questions and Answers
 Minutes from the City Commission Medical Marijuana Forum
 Comments received from the public
 Resolution LPA 18-02
…
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ORDINANCE 18-05
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ORDINANCE 18-05
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA,
AMENDING THE CODE OF ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND,
FLORIDA,
BY
AMENDING
CHAPTER
68
“ZONING
REGULATIONS”,
ARTICLE
I
“IN
GENERAL”,
SECTION 68-2
“DEFINITIONS” TO INCLUDE MEDICAL MARIJUANA TREATMENT
CENTER
AND
MEDICAL
MARIJUANA
TREATMENT
CENTER
DISPENSING FACILITY; AMENDING CHAPTER 68 “ZONING”, ARTICLE V
“ZONING DISTRICTS”, BY CREATING A NEW SECTION 68-196
“PROHIBITED
USES
IN ALL
DISTRICTS” TO
BAN
THE
ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA
TREATMENT
CENTER
DISPENSING
FACILITIES
WITHIN THE
CORPORATE LIMITS OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND; PROVIDING
FOR SEVERABILITY; CONFLICT; CODIFICATION; AND AN EFFECTIVE
DATE.
WHEREAS, in 2014, the Florida Legislature enacted the “Compassionate Medical
Cannabis Act of 2014” (codified as section 381.986, Florida Statutes) which authorized a
limited number of large nurseries to cultivate, process, transport, and dispense non-euphoric,
low-THC cannabis and operate as “Dispensing Organizations” for individuals with certain
specified serious ailments; and
WHEREAS, in 2016, the Florida Legislature amended the Compassionate Medical
Cannabis Act of 2014 (the “Act”) to include the use of “medical marijuana,” beyond the lowTHC cannabis, for eligible patients with terminal conditions; and
WHEREAS, Chapter 64-4 “Compassionate Use” of the Florida Administrative Code
has been enacted to regulate the Department of Heath with regard to the requirements for
dispensing organizations, including procedures for application, review, approval, inspection,
and authorizations of dispensing organizations, and
WHEREAS, on November 8, 2016, Florida’s voters voted to approve an amendment
to the Florida Constitution titled “Use of Marijuana for Debilitating Medical Conditions”
(“Amendment 2”), which legalizes the medical use of marijuana throughout the State of
Florida for those individuals suffering from “Debilitating Medical Conditions” and authorizes
the cultivation, processing, distribution and sale of marijuana and related activities by
“Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers;” and
WHEREAS, a comprehensive state licensing and regulatory framework for the
cultivation, processing and dispensing of cannabis under the Act presently exists; and
WHEREAS, Section 381.986(8)(b), Florida Statutes, provides the criteria for the
number, location, and other permitting requirements that do not conflict with state law or
rules of the Department of Health for all dispensing facilities of Dispensing Organizations
located within the incorporated areas of that City may be established by local ordinance, and
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WHEREAS, the 2017 State Legislature passed legislation regarding medical
marijuana treatment centers to address the requirements set forth in Amendment 2 which
established Article
X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution, and the Florida Department of Health will be
drafting administrative rules for treatment centers; and
WHEREAS, the 2017 Legislative amended section 381.986(11) of the Florida Statutes
to preempt to the state the regulation, cultivation, processing, and delivery of medical
marijuana treatment centers except that a municipality may by ordinance ban medical
marijuana treatment center dispensing facilities from being located within the boundaries of
that municipality; and
WHEREAS, the potential for adverse secondary effects, including but not limited to,
traffic congestion, nuisance issues, demands for City services including inspections and
police monitoring, and other aspects of the operation of Medical Marijuana Treatment
Centers exists within the City of Treasure Island; and
WHEREAS, as provided in Section 2(b), Article VIII of the Constitution of the State
of Florida, and Section 166.02(1) Florida Statutes, the City of Treasure Island, Florida, a
municipal corporation, enjoys all governmental, corporate, and proprietary power
necessary to conduct municipal functions and render municipal services, and may exercise
any power for municipal purposes, except as expressly prohibited by law; and
WHEREAS, Section 166.02(3), Florida Statutes, authorizes the governing body of
each municipality in the state to enact legislation concerning any subject matter upon which
the state legislature may act, except when expressly prohibited by law; and
WHEREAS, Section 163.3167, Florida Statutes, authorizes the City of Treasure Island
to adopt and amend comprehensive plans to guide future development and growth, and to
implement adopted or amended comprehensive plans by the adoption of appropriate
land development regulations; and
WHEREAS, Section 166.3194, Florida Statutes, requires all land development
regulations to be consistent with the adopted comprehensive plan; and
WHEREAS, Section 163.3202, Florida Statutes, requires the City to adopt or amend
and enforce land development regulations that are consistent with and implement the
adopted comprehensive plan, including but not limited to, provisions regulating the use of
land to ensure the compatibility of adjacent uses among other matters; and
WHEREAS, on April 27,1999, the City Commission enacted Ordinance No. 98-9,
adopting the City’s Comprehensive Plan (the “Comprehensive Plan”), which has been
subsequently amended; and
WHEREAS, on September 19, 1995, the City Commission enacted Ordinance No. 9510 amending and restating the City’s Land Development Code (the “Land Development Code”)
which has been subsequently amended; and
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WHEREAS, medical marijuana Dispensing Organizations and Medical Marijuana
Treatment Centers are new and unique uses which are not currently addressed in the
City’s Comprehensive Plan, Land Development Code and the City’s Code of Ordinances; and
WHEREAS, on April 20, 2017 the Local Planning Agency reviewed and
discussed Ordinance 17-3, imposing a temporary moratorium on the establishment and
operation of medical marijuana dispensing facilities and treatment centers within the City for a
period of 180-days; and
00945834-1
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WHEREAS, on May 11, 2017 the Local Planning Agency held a public hearing
on Ordinance 17-3; and
WHEREAS, on May 11, 2017, at the conclusion of the public hearing, the Local
Planning Agency voted to approve LPA Resolution 17-03, recommending approval of
Ordinance 17-3 to the City Commission; and
WHEREAS, the City Commission determined that it was in the best interest of
its residents, businesses, and visitors to enact a temporary moratorium to ensure their health,
safety and welfare relating to the cultivation, possession, processing transfer, transport,
selling, distribution and dispensing or selling medical marijuana or related activities; and
WHEREAS, on August 15, 2017 the City Commission approved Ordinance 17-3
imposing a 180-day temporary moratorium on the acceptance, processing, and issuance of
development permits, development orders or any other official action of City of Treasure
Island permitting or having the effect of permitting new medical marijuana Dispensing
Organizations and Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers (the “establishment or operation of
medical marijuana Dispensing Organization and Medical Marijuana Treatment Center”); and
WHEREAS, on December 19, 2017 the City Commission discussed at their
workshop session the need to hold a medical marijuana forum in order to receive additional
feedback from the community of the issue of medical marijuana; and
WHEREAS, the City Commission expressed their desire to extend the moratorium
90 days to in order to have sufficient time to hold a medical marijuana forum for the
community; and
WHEREAS, on February 6, 2018 the City Commission approved Ordinance 18-1
to extend the medical marijuana moratorium 90 days; and
WHEREAS, on February 13, 2018 the City of Treasure Island held a public forum on
the issue of medical marijuana; and
WHEREAS, on April 12, 2018 the Local Planning Agency held a public hearing
on Ordinance18-05; and
WHEREAS, on April 12, 2018, at the conclusion of the public hearing, the Local
Planning Agency voted to approve LPA Resolution 18-01, recommending approval of
Ordinance 18-05 to the City Commission; and
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WHEREAS, after receiving emails, holding a public forum, and receiving comments
from the public during the public hearings; the City Commission hereby determines that
medical marijuana treatments center dispensing facilities shall be a banned operation and use
within city limits of Treasure Island; and
WHEREAS, this Ordinance enacts the decision of the City of Treasure Island
City Commission, as outlined in Section 381.986(11), Florida Statutes, “Medical use of
marijuana”; regarding the regulation of cultivation, processing, and delivery of marijuana by
medical marijuana treatment center dispensing facilities.
3
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NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA, DOES ORDAIN:
SECTION 1. The recitals set forth in the “Whereas” clauses above are ratified and confirmed
as true and correct, and are hereby adopted as legislative findings by the City Commission
for the adoption of this Ordinance.
SECTION 2. Chapter 68 “ZONING REGULATIONS”, Article I, “IN GENERAL”, Section 682
“DEFINITIONS” of the code of Ordinances of the City of Treasure Island, Florida is
hereby amended to read as follows:
Section 68-2. - Definitions.
Unless specifically defined below or in the specific article in which they appear, words
or phrases used in these regulations shall be interpreted so as to give them the meaning they
have in common usage, and to give these regulations their most reasonable application.
For the purpose of enforcing and administering this chapter, the following words shall have the
definitions and meanings as herein set forth.
Abutting means to physically touch or border upon, or to share a common property line.
Access, vehicular means the principal means of vehicular ingress and egress to
property from a right-of-way or easement.
Accessory use or structure means a use or a structure subordinate to the principal use
or building on the same lot and serving a purpose customarily incidental to the use of the
principal building, provided any such structure is built with or after the construction of the
principal building.
Adjacent means property that touches or is directly across a street, access
easement, alley, or right-of-way (except those properties separated by an arterial or collector
street) from the subject property.
Adult entertainment establishment means a site or premises, or portion thereof,
upon which certain adult use activities or operations are conducted, such as, but not limited
to adult arcade, adult bookstore, adult booth, adult theater, special cabarets, physical
culture establishments, and adult photographic or modeling studios, including any business
establishment whose primary business stock in trade is dependent upon the activities relating
to specified sexual activities or specified anatomical areas.
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Alcoholic beverage establishment means any establishment devoted primarily to the
retail sale of alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises.
Alley means a public right-of-way which affords only a secondary means of access
to abutting property.
Alteration means any change, rearrangement, enlargement, extension, reduction of
any structure or part thereof or moving on the same site.
Amortization means the installment costs of a use or structure extended throughout
a predetermined life of such use or structure.
00945834-1
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Ancillary nonresidential use means off-street parking, drainage retention areas, and
open space buffer areas for adjacent, contiguous nonresidential uses.
Animal hospital means any building or portion thereof designed or used for the
veterinary care, surgical procedures or treatment of animals, but not boarding of well animals.
Antenna means any exterior transmitting or receiving device used in communications
that radiates or captures electromagnetic waves, digital signals, analog signals, radio
frequencies (excluding radar), wireless communications signals or other communication
signals.
Arcade means a series of arches supported by columns, piers, or pillars, either
freestanding or attached to a wall to form a covered passageway.
Architect means a person licensed by the state to practice architecture.
Artist studio means a worker's workroom for an individual and their employees for
the purposes of activities including but not limited to painting, drawing, ceramics, sculpture,
jewelry making, photography, graphic design, dance, glass blowing, film-making, video or film
production.
Assembly occupancies means occupancies that include, but are not limited to all
buildings or portions of buildings used for gatherings of persons, for such purposes as
seminars, conventions, conferences, deliberation, entertainment, dining, religious institution
use, amusement facilities or awaiting transportation.
Automobile gas station means any building, structure or land used primarily for the
dispensing, sale or offering for sale at retail of any automotive fuels or oils.
Automobile service station means any building, structure or land used primarily for
the dispensing, sale or offering for sale at retail of any automobile fuels, oils or accessories,
but not including major repair work such as motor overhaul, body and fender repair or spray
painting. An automobile service station may provide for minor repair of vehicles and rental of
automobiles or trailers.
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Availability/available with regard to the provisions of facilities and services concurrent
with the impacts of development, means that at a minimum the facilities and services will be
provided in accordance with the standards set forth in F.A.C. 9J-5.0055(2).
Awning means an accessory structure, either temporary or permanent, which is
supported by an open framework and is covered by material such as but not limited to
cloth, plastic, fiberglass, or metal.
Bar. (See "alcoholic beverage establishment.")
Base flood elevation means the elevation of the flood having a one percent chance
of being equaled or exceeded in a year as depicted on the flood insurance rate map (FIRM).
Beach shelter means an accessory structure temporary or permanent, consisting of
one or more columns and a roof and not including walls or a floor or facilities of any type.
board.
Board of adjustment, for the purposes of this Code, shall mean the planning and zoning
00945834-1
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Boarding house (rooming house) means a building other than a hotel or motel
where lodging with or without meals for three or more persons not of the immediate family is
provided for compensation.
Buffer area means a natural or landscaped area or strip of land, with or without
such physical separation devices as a fence or wall, established to separate and insulate one
type of use from another use; or to shield or block noise, lights or other considerations; or
to separate development from a natural feature so as to reduce the incompatibility between
uses or features and protect the integrity of each.
Building means any structure having a roof supported by columns or walls designed
or built for the support, enclosure, shelter or protection of persons, animals, chattels, or
property of any kind.
Building height means the vertical distance from the average finished grade of all
exterior corners to the highest point of the building, not including those structures specifically
permitted to extend beyond the height of the building. On any site where construction is
required to adhere to the base flood elevation, as established for the National Flood Insurance
Act of 1968, the building height is the vertical distance from the first living level or the tidal
floodplain, whichever is lower, to the highest point of the building not including those
structures specifically permitted to extend beyond the height of the building.
Building setback line means the required minimum horizontal distance between the
front, rear or side lines of the lot and the front, rear or side lines of the building.
Building site means that part of a parcel of land designed to be occupied by the
principal building and such accessory buildings or uses customarily incidental to it.
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Bus shelter means a covered structure, usually having three walls, located on or
adjacent to the right-of-way of a street and designed primarily for the protection and
convenience of bus passengers.
Bush means a woody plant, smaller than a tree and having many stems branching out
low instead of one main stem or trunk; shrub.
Cafeteria. (See "restaurant.")
Car wash means an establishment for the washing, cleaning, waxing and polishing of
the exterior surface of passenger vehicles; and for the incidental cleaning and vacuuming
of the interior passenger sections.
Child day care center means a licensed facility which provides, for any portion of the
day, care-giving services to three or more persons under the age of 18, who are not
related to the owner or operator.
City means the City of Treasure Island located within Pinellas County, Florida.
City manager means the city manager of the city.
Clinic, medical means a facility which does not provide for overnight
accommodations wherein professional services concerning personal health of humans are
administered by medical
00945834-1
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doctors, chiropractors, osteopaths, optometrists, dentists or any other such profession, which
may lawfully be practiced in the state.
Clinic, veterinary means a facility which provides for care of animals wholly within
a soundproof, air conditioned structure and wherein overnight boarding of animals is
accommodated for medical reasons.
Club, private means building and facilities owned or operated by a corporation,
association, person or persons for social, educational or recreational purpose, but not
primarily for profit or to render a service which is customarily carried on as a business.
Commercial means a use or other activity, involving the sale or offering, of goods
or services for any and all kinds of vocations, occupations, professions, trades, enterprises,
establishments, and all other kinds of activities and matters, together with all devices,
machines, private, for profit or not, whether salaried or unsalaried, either directly or
indirectly, on any premises in this city, or anywhere else within its jurisdiction.
Commercial property means a building, site, or portion of a structure where
commercial use activities occur.
Commercial recreation use means a use of the property for a commercial purpose for
a per use fee, where the use of the property by the customer is for a recreational use, such
as a miniature golf course, a fishing pier or a commercial swimming pool.
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Common lot line means a line dividing one lot or parcel from another.
Community residential home, as defined in F.S. § 419.001, means "a dwelling
unit licensed to serve clients of the state department of children and family services, which
provides a living environment for seven to 14 unrelated residents who operate as the
functional equivalent of a family, including such supervision and care by supportive staff as
may be necessary to meet the physical, emotional, and social needs of the residents." This
term may include adult congregate living facilities (ACLFs), assisted living facilities (ALFs),
and other comparable care and rehabilitative facilities meeting the statutory definition. This
category is restricted to persons who do not require special provisions for emergency
evacuation.
Comprehensive plan means the comprehensive plan as defined by F.S. ch. 163
"Community Planning Act" as adopted by the city and which may consist of several maps,
data and other descriptive matter, for the physical development of the city or any portion
thereof, including any amendments, extensions or additions thereto, indicating the general
location for major streets, parks, public utilities, land use or other similar information.
Concurrency means that the necessary public facilities and services to maintain
the adopted level of service standards are available when the impacts of development occur.
Concurrency management system means the procedures and/or process that the city
will utilize to assure that development orders and permits are not issued unless the
necessary facilities and services are available concurrent with the impacts of development.
Condo-hotel means a hotel or motel comprised of units that are owned by an
individual, corporation, or any other legal entity having mandatory membership into an
association comprised of all owners within the same development, and is a building or
buildings, collectively,
7
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"facility", containing individual guest rooms, units or efficiencies for which daily, weekly or
monthly lodging is provided as transient accommodations.
Condominium means a form of ownership as defined by state statutes.
Contiguous means the same as abutting.
County means Pinellas County, Florida.
Coverage. (See "lot coverage.")
Density means the number of dwelling units and hotel or motel units permitted on
a particular lot or parcel of property. In determining the number of units permitted on a lot or
parcel of land, any fraction of a unit in excess of eight-tenths shall be considered to be a
whole unit.
Developer means any party seeking to alter the pre-existing conditions on a lot or
parcel of land through such activities as the grading, excavation, dredging, filling, paving,
construction of new buildings or accessory structures, expansion of existing buildings or
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accessory structures, total or partial demolition of existing buildings or accessory
structures, connection to public utilities, and other activities commonly associated with the
improvement of real property.
Development means any construction, structures, creation of structures or alteration
of the land surface or natural resources which requires authorization by the city through
issuance of a development order.
Development activity means any of the following activities:
(1) Construction, clearing, filling, excavating, grading, paving dredging, mining,
drilling or otherwise significantly disturbing the soil of a site.
(2) Building, installing, enlarging, replacing or substantially restoring a structure,
impervious surface, or water management system, and including the longterm storage of materials.
(3) Subdividing land into two or more parcels.
(4) A tree removal for which authorization is required under this Code.
(5) Erection of a sign for which authorization is required under this Code.
(6) Alteration of a historic property for which authorization is required under this
Code.
(7) Changing the use of a site so that the need for parking is increased.
(8) Construction, elimination or alteration of a driveway onto a public street.
Development order means any order granting, denying or granting with conditions
an application for a development permit.
Development permit means any one of the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

00945834-1

Building permit;
Site plan;
Final plat;
Special exception;
Variance;
Development orders for developments of regional impact as defined in F.S.
§ 380.06; and
8

(7) Any other official action of the city having the effect of permitting the
development of land.
Development rights means the number of dwelling units or the amount of
commercial square footage which may be constructed on a particular parcel or lot as
specified in the zoning regulations.
Director means the city manager of the city and/or those to whom he has charged
the enforcement or interpretation of the land development regulations or selected provisions
thereof.
District means any certain described area to which these regulations apply and
within which the zoning regulations are uniform.
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Dwelling, multiple-family means a building designed for and/or containing three or
more dwelling units.
Dwelling, residential means a single-family, two-family (duplex), or multiple-family
dwelling which is not a tourist dwelling.
unit.
Dwelling, single-family means a building designed for and/or containing only one dwelling
Dwelling, tourist means a single-family, two-family or multifamily dwelling which is used
as a tourist dwelling. A residential dwelling shall be considered a tourist dwelling according
to the following criteria:
(1) If the single-family, two-family or multifamily dwelling is subject to or operates
under any arrangement plan or design whereby the use of the dwelling or unit in
the dwelling has been segmented over time so that owners, lessees or holders
(regardless of the form of ownership or the form in which the right to use is
expressed) of such unit has a recurring exclusive right to use either that dwelling
or unit or another unit in the same dwelling according to a predetermined fixed
schedule and only if the schedule would permit in any one year a change or
turnover of occupancy six or more times, it shall be considered a tourist dwelling.
(2) If the single-family, two-family or multifamily dwelling operates under or is subject
to an arrangement plan or design whereby sleeping accommodations and sanitary
facilities in the dwelling or in a unit in the dwelling are offered to the public or
reserved to private parties, or are advertised as being available, and the use
thereof by members of the public or private parties is primarily on a daily, weekly,
monthly or seasonal basis, it shall be considered a tourist dwelling. Provided that
when the dwelling or unit in the dwelling is the legal domicile, and/or the sole
permanent residence of the occupant, occupants, and/or guest(s), a rebuttable
presumption arises that the dwelling or unit in the dwelling is not being used as a
tourist dwelling. Provided further that if the turnover in occupancy of such dwelling
or unit in the dwelling does not change more frequently than six times or more in
any continuous 12-month period, then a rebuttable presumption shall arise that the
dwelling or unit in the dwelling is not being used as a tourist dwelling. In
determining whether a property is used as a tourist dwelling, such determination
shall be made without regard to the form of ownership of the dwelling or unit in the
dwelling, or whether the occupant, or occupants, has or have a direct or indirect
00945834-1
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ownership interest in the dwelling or unit; and without regard to whether the
right of occupancy arises from a rental agreement other agreement, or the
payment of consideration.
(3) In addition to the above, if a single-family dwelling located in the RU-75
zoning district is operated or used in such a way that it has a turnover in
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occupancy of more than two times in any one year, it shall create a rebuttable
presumption that such single-family dwelling is a tourist dwelling.
units.
Dwelling, two-family (duplex) means a building designed for and/or containing two dwelling
Dwelling unit (d.u.) means a single unit consisting of not less than 500 square feet of
living area providing complete, independent living facilities for one family, including
permanent provisions for living, sleeping, eating, cooking and sanitation, but not including
recreation vehicles, tents, hotels, motels or boardinghouses.
Easement means a grant of a right to use land for specified purposes. It is an interest
in land granted for limited use.
Educational facilities means a location used for instruction in any branch of
knowledge, and including the following: elementary, middle, and high schools, whether
public or private; colleges, community colleges and universities; vocational and professional
schools giving instruction in vocational, professional, technical, industrial, musical, dancing,
dramatic, artistic, linguistic, scientific, religious or other special subjects.
Effluent means the emission of pollutants from any source.
Engineer means a person professionally licensed by the state to practice engineering.
Essential services means public utility facilities above ground which are related to
the water, sanitary sewer, storm drainage, solid waste, telephone, cable television, gas and
electrical collection or distribution systems that service the city but not including buildings
housing employees; or administrative or recreational facilities.
Excavations means removal of 100 cubic yards or more of earth material for
purposes other than that incidental to and on the site of authorized construction.
Exhibit hall means an indoor facility for the display of items, art, or materials to the
public.
This facility may also serve as a place of assembly for lectures or instruction.
FAA means the Federal Aviation Administration.
Fair market value means the value of property or structures, as used in the definition
of substantial improvement, as determined by the county property appraiser, or M.A.I. or
S.R.A. appraisal, either before the improvement was started, or if the structure has been
damaged and is being restored, before the damage occurred.
Family means one or more persons permanently occupying a dwelling unit and
living together as a single, nonprofit household unit (excluding section 68-493 pertaining
to home occupations). Family does not include any society, club, fraternity, sorority,
association, or like
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organization. This definition does not include any group of individuals whose association
is temporary or seasonal or similar to a tourist dwelling, resort, boardinghouse, motel or hotel.
This definition shall be construed to include those individuals protected as a family unit by
the Fair Housing Act or other applicable laws that do not result in a fundamental alteration
of the city's local zoning regulations.
FCC means the Federal Communications Commission.
Fence (garden wall) means any construction of wood, metal, wire mesh, masonry or
other materials, erected for the purpose of privacy, protection or ornamentation.
Final development order means a development permit as defined.
Floor area (gross/total) means the sum of the square footage of the floor area of a
structure above the base flood elevation plus the square footage of floor area below the base
flood elevation that is enclosed measured from the exterior face of the exterior walls or from
the centerline of a wall separating two buildings, but not including interior parking spaces or
loading space for motor vehicles.
Floor area ratio (FAR) means a measurement of the intensity of building development
on a site. A floor area ratio is the relationship between the gross floor area on a site and the
net land area. The FAR is calculated by adding together the gross floor areas of all buildings
on the site and division by the net land area.
NOTE: Variations may occur if upper floors are stepped back from ground level lot coverage.
11
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Gross Building Area
(All Floors)
Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

=
Lot Area

Footcandle means a unit of measure of the intensity of light falling on a surface, equal
to one lumen per square foot.
Full cutoff fixture means a type of light fixture with no light emitted above the horizontal
no light dispersion or direct glare shines above a 90-degree, horizontal plane from the base
of the fixtures.
Frontage means the length of the property line for a parcel which runs parallel to,
and along, a road right-of-way or public or approved private street, exclusive of alleyways.
Governing body means the city commission of the city as legally constituted.
Grade (finished) means the finished elevation of a site after all fill, land balancing or
site preparations have been completed. Finished grade shall not exceed the base flood
elevation. The first inch of rainfall must be contained on-site.
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Grandfather clause means
circumstances previously existing.

a

clause

creating

an

exemption

based

on

Gross usable area means that area which is considered to be the total floor area of
a building, minus specified storage areas. The gross usable area shall include all service,
kitchen, and outdoor areas used for the purposes of the business.
Group home, as licensed by the state department of children and family services,
means a residential family living environment with supervision for six or less people. This
is not considered a commercial use. Such a home is for persons who do not require special
provisions
00945834-1
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for emergency evacuation. In addition, no such home may be located within 1,000 feet of
another existing group home, with the said distance to be measured in a straight line from
the nearest point of the property line of the existing home to the nearest point of the
property line of the proposed home, except as provided by law
Hedge means a dense row of shrubs or bushes forming a boundary.
Height means, when referring to a tower, antenna or other structure, the distance
measured from the finished grade of the parcel to the highest point on the tower or other
structure, even if the highest point on the tower or structure is an antenna.
Home occupation means the occupation of an individual and/or members of his
immediate family conducted entirely in their dwelling when such dwelling is the principal use
of the property and all the conditions of this Code, for home occupations, can be
affirmatively evidenced and complied with.
Hotel or motel means a building or buildings, collectively, "facility," containing
individual guest rooms, units or efficiencies for which daily, weekly or monthly lodging is
provided as transient accommodations.
Hotel or motel unit means a room or group of rooms within a hotel or motel, as
defined, with individual sleeping facilities having one entrance door.
Impervious surface means a surface that has been compacted or covered with a layer
of material so that it is highly resistant to or prevents infiltration by stormwater. It includes
surfaces such as compacted limerock, or clay, as well as most conventionally surfaced
streets, roofs, sidewalks, parking lots and other similar surfaces.
Impervious surface ratio (ISR) means a measure of the intensity of hard surfaced
development on a site. An impervious surface ratio is the relationship between the total
impervious surface area on a site and the net land area. The ISR is calculated by dividing
the square footage of the area of all impervious surfaces on the site by the square footage of
the net land area.
Indoor entertainment facility means a location which provides for activities within
the confines of a building. Such uses shall include but not be limited to arcade games,
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miniature golf, movie theater, music, playground equipment, bowling, archery, skating, batting
cages, etc. This may also be a location for an exercise facility, martial arts, theater arts, and
dance instruction. These facilities generally provide an accessory snack or beverage bar for
their patrons.
Junk means inoperative, dilapidated, abandoned or wrecked materials, including but
not limited to automobiles, trucks, tractors, wagons, boats and other kinds of vehicles and
parts thereof, scrap materials, scrap building material, scrap contractors' equipment,
tanks, casks, cans, barrels, boxes, drums, piping, bottles, glass, old iron, machinery and the
like.
Junkyard means a place where junk, waste, discarded or salvaged materials are
bought, sold, exchanged, stored, baled, packed, disassembled or handled, including
automobile wrecking yards where vehicles are dismantled or wrecked and the used parts are
stored and/or sold, house wrecking, and structural steel materials and equipment but not
including the purchase or storage of used furniture and household equipment, used cars in
operable condition, used or salvaged materials as a part of manufacturing operations.
00945834-1
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Kennel means an establishment where domestic animals are bred, boarded or sold.
Land balancing means any operation such as cut and fill, cutting and scraping or
similar procedures involving 100 cubic yards or more of material wherein a parcel, lot, tract
or building site topography is altered.
Land Use means the development that has occurred on the land, the development that
is proposed on the land, or the use that is permitted or permissible on the land, under an
adopted comprehensive plan or element or portion thereof and land development regulations.
Landfill (earth, soil and hard materials) means addition of 100 yards or more of
earth, topsoil, sand, gravel, rock, concrete products or bricks to any lot or parcel other than that
incidental to and on the site of authorized construction.
Landscape architect means a person licensed by the state to practice landscape
architecture.
Landscape area or green space means an area or areas including beautification
strips, consisting of those materials, such as, but not limited to hedges, trees, planted
ground cover, sodded and grassed areas and planted floral installations, all of which must
be composed of natural plantings only, as distinguished from artificially manufactured planting
reproductions.
Liner building means a shallow storefront at ground level, but may extend to the second story
and above, used to block the appearance of vehicles in a parking garage along the principal
streets.
Live-work unit means a building in which offices, studios, or other commercial uses
are located on the first floor and a residential dwelling unit is located above the first floor.
Living level means the number of floors in a building above the base flood elevation.
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Loading space (berth) means a space which provides for the loading or unloading
of service vehicles and has a minimum size of 12 feet in width, 30 feet in length and 14 feet in
height.
Lot means a parcel of land occupied or intended for occupancy by a use permitted in
these regulations, including all structures, required yards, parking spaces, and open space
and having frontage upon a public or private street right-of-way or easement for ingress and
egress purposes. (See "parcel.")
Lot area means the horizontal plane area within the lot lines expressed in these
regulations in square feet or acres exclusive of public or private dedications.
Lot, corner means a lot abutting upon two or more streets at their intersection or at a
street corner having an interior angle not greater than 135 degrees. All boundaries abutting
streets shall be considered front yards, all other boundaries shall be considered side yards.
(See Attachment One).
Lot coverage means the area of the lot expressed as a percentage of the total lot
area covered by the ground floor of all principal and accessory uses and structures, including
all areas covered by the roof of such uses and structures measured along the exterior faces of
the walls or along the foundation wall line or between the exterior faces of supporting
columns or from the
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centerline of walls separating two buildings or a combination of the foregoing whichever
produces the greatest total ground coverage for such uses and structures.
Lot depth means the horizontal distance between the front and rear lot lines measured
in the mean direction of the side lines of the lot from the midpoint of the front lot line to the
midpoint of the opposite mean rear line of the lot.
Lot, interior means a lot other than a corner lot with frontage on one street only.
(See Attachment One).
Lot line means the line bounding a lot as herein defined as established by
ownership except that where a lot line lies within a private street or waterway the edge of the
private street right-of-way or waterway shall be considered to be the lot line for the
purposes of calculating density, lot, yard and bulk requirements.
Lot, through (double frontage) means an interior lot which has street frontages at
opposite boundaries of the lot excluding alleys. (See Attachment One).
Attachment One
Lot width means the horizontal distance between the side lot lines measured along
the front building setback line of the lot as determined by the prescribed front yard
requirements of the zoning district.
Lumen means the unit of measure used to quantify the amount of light produced by a
lamp or emitted from a luminaire (as distinct from "watt," a measure of power consumption).
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Luminaire means the complete lighting unit (fixture), consisting of a lamp, or lamps
and ballast(s) (when applicable), together with the parts designed to distribute the light
(reflector, lens, diffuser), to position and protect the lamps, and to connect the lamps to the
power supply.
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Marina, boat yard means a site or commercial establishment which provides minor
repair, maintenance or sale of boats, marine engines, marine equipment and marine services of
all kinds; including but not limited to rental of covered or uncovered boat slips, dock space,
enclosed dry storage space, marine railways or lifting or launching services.
Mean high water means the average height of the high waters over a 19-year period;
or for shorter periods of observations, the average height of the high waters after
corrections are applied to eliminate known variations and to reduce the result to the equivalent
of a mean 19-year value as defined in state statutes.
Mean high waterline means the intersection of the tidal plane of mean high water with
the shore as defined in state statutes.
Medical marijuana treatment center means an entity defined in Article X, Section 29 of
the Florida Constitution, that acquires, cultivates, possesses, processes (including
development of related products such as food, tinctures, aerosols, oils, or ointments),
transfers, transports, sells, distributes, dispenses, or administers marijuana, products
containing marijuana, related supplies, or educational materials to qualifying patients or their
caregivers and is registered by the Florida Department of Health.
Medical marijuana treatment center dispensing facilities means a facility that is
established or operated by a medical marijuana treatment center where medical marijuana
or any product derived therefrom is dispensed at retail.
Mixed use means a combination of uses on a single property.
Mixed-use building means a building that contains two or more of the following major
use types: residential dwelling units, tourist dwelling units, office, or retail establishments.
Mixed-use development means a building, site, or structure whose use will be for two
or more of the following major use types: residential dwelling units, tourist dwelling units,
office, or retail establishments.
Motel. (See "hotel or motel.")
Net usable area means the area accessible to the public, excluding rest rooms,
hallways, kitchens, areas behind bars, but including customer waiting areas, exterior patios
and decks that are used for customer service.
Noise means a subjective description to an undesirable or unwanted sound. (See
"sound.")
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Nonresidential use or property means a building, site, or structure which use does
not provide for single-family, two family (duplex), or multifamily dwellings.
Nonconforming lot means a single lot, tract or parcel of land shown on either a
recorded or unrecorded map, plat, drawing or survey, where such map, plat, drawing or
survey was in existence at the time of the adoption of Ordinance 78-18, adopted on February
1, 1979, such lot failing to meet the requirements for area, width and/or depth for any
permitted use within the zoning district in which it is located.
00945834-1
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Nonconforming structure or use means a structure or land use legally existing at the
time of the passage of this Code or amendment thereto, which does not conform to the
provisions, requirements, and regulations of the zoning districts in which it is located.
Nursery school or kindergarten means any premises or portion thereof used
for educational work or parental care of nonresident children of less than the age
required for enrollment in the public school system whether or not for compensation as
licensed by the state.
Nursing home or convalescent home means a home for the aged or infirm in which
three or more persons not of the immediate family are received, kept or provided with food
and shelter or care for compensation, but not including hospitals, clinics, or similar
establishments devoted primarily to the diagnosis and treatment of the sick or injured as
licensed by the state.
Occupants means the total number of persons that may occupy a building or
portion thereof or other areas designated for occupancy or use at any one time. The term
"other areas designated for occupancy or use" shall be deemed to include, but not be limited
to, decks, patios, piers, wharves, or other improved areas of the site for use by the patrons.
Odor means an objectionable smell response in a human being.
Off-site means located outside the lot or parcel lines of the principal use.
Office means a building, room or space where clerical or administrative activities
are performed or wherein specialized services such as the offices of a doctor, dentist,
lawyer, engineer, architect, chiropractor, osteopath, insurance agent or real estate broker are
provided.
Official land use map also known as the official future land use map means the
official land use map of the city which depicts the future land use classifications of the
comprehensive plan. Such map is herewith adopted by reference and shall not be changed
except by order of the city commission as provided for herein.
Official zoning map means the map of all zoning districts, delineating the boundaries
of the zoning districts, together with all matters and things shown on such maps, as they are
updated and amended from time to time, collectively constitute the "official zoning map." The
official zoning map is incorporated by reference and made a part of the land development
regulations.
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Open space means undeveloped land which is suitable for passive recreation,
preservation, or conservation uses.
Outdoor dining means an unenclosed, open air area that contains tables, chairs and
other similar facilities which is accessory to a licensed and operating restaurant, bakery,
café, candy, confectionary and ice cream stores where food and beverage are served and
consumed for pay. Outdoor dining shall not include the preparation of food or beverages,
cooking, storage or placement of equipment of any kind, except the temporary placement of
implements associated with the service of food. Outdoor dining does not include open air
market, outdoor display, outdoor storage, mobile food vending vehicles or any use of property
that does not provide a permanent structure for restrooms and kitchen facilities.
Outdoor display means the placement of merchandise, commodities, equipment,
materials or articles outside of a building for the purposes of attracting customers and
displaying
00945834-1
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examples of items that are for sale within a building. Display shall be limited to the placement
of sample items for sale within the building.
Outdoor occupied space means an area that is not enclosed, but is designed and
intended for use on an occasional or more frequent basis. Outdoor occupied space may
include patios at restaurants, outdoor garden centers, decks for outdoor music, children's
play areas, etc. if the space is intended for use in connection with the principal use.
Outdoor storage means the accumulation of merchandise, commodities,
equipment, materials, containers, semi-trailers, inoperable vehicles, or articles outside of a
building either used as stock in trade or related to the use of the site. This term does not
include outdoor display.
"lot.")
Parcel means a tract of land which may be described by metes and bounds or plat. (See
Parking area means any public or private land area designated and used for parking
motor vehicles including parking lots, garages, private driveways, and legally designated areas
of public streets.
Parking lot means an off-street, ground level area improved for the temporary storage
of licensed operable motor vehicles. Does not include an area used exclusively for the
display of motor vehicles for sale as part of an automobile dealership (all references to
parking lot may be commercial, private, valet, and/or public in nature unless otherwise
specified).
Parking lot, accessory means a parking lot that is located on the same lot as the
permitted or special exception use and is subordinate to such use.
Parking lot, off-site means located outside the lot or parcel lines of the principal use.
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Parking lot, shared means parking facilities that may be used jointly with parking
facilities for other uses when operations are not normally conducted during the same hours, or
when hours of peak use vary, or when excess parking is available; joint use of a parking lot
or area for more than one principal use.
Parking lot or structure, commercial means a lot or parcel of land or portion thereof,
which is not accessory to any other use of the same or any other lot or parcel, and
contains parking space rented to the general public for a fee.
Parking lot or structure, private means a parking lot or structure for the exclusive use
of the owners, tenants, lessees, or occupants of the lot or parcel on which the parking area is
located or their customers, employees, or whomever else they permit to use the parking area.
Parking lot or structure, public means a parking lot or structure available to the public
with or without payment of a fee.
Parking lot, temporary means a parking lot established for a fixed period of time. The
use will terminate automatically upon expiration of the fixed time period unless permission to
conduct the use is renewed.
Parking lot, valet means the parking of vehicles where a fee may or may not be charged by
an attendant provided by the establishment for which the parking is provided.
00945834-1
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Parking, off-street means a parking area improved for licensed motor vehicles,
temporarily stored in connection with a use requiring same. It includes parking spaces, aisles,
access drives, landscaped areas, and vehicular access to a public street.
Parking, on-street means the storage space for a licensed motor vehicle that is
located within the street right-of-way.
Parking, remote means a parking lot or structure on a site other than the property it
serves, usually at a substantial distance, and often connected by a shuttle bus, but located
on Treasure Island.
Parking space means an area, enclosed or unenclosed, sufficient in size to store
one motor vehicle and permitting the necessary ingress and egress of a motor vehicle.
Parking, special event means parking for a recurring or non-recurring special
event activity.
Parking, stacked means the parking of cars in a parallel line, one in back of the other
on private property.
Parking structure means a structure designed to accommodate vehicular parking
spaces that are fully or partially enclosed or located on the deck surface of a building. This
definition includes parking garages and parking decks.
Pedestrian friendly zone means an area on private property, at least four-foot
wide, adjacent and parallel to the public right-of-way. The area is meant to expand the
sidewalk for the public to utilize.
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Permitted use means the specific purposes for which lands or buildings are maintained
in accordance with the zoning district regulations of this Code.
Personal service store means an establishment which provides personal services
directly to the consumer, such as barbershop, beauty shop and dry cleaning, but which does
not have as its primary function the sale of retail goods.
Pervious area—Open space means any portion of lot or parcel not required,
designated or encumbered by either principal or accessory uses, buildings and structures and
other site uses. Such open area may be landscaped or retained in the natural state; however,
no improvements or alterations will be permitted which would hinder the area's natural
percolation of rain water or stormwater runoff.
Planning and zoning board means the advisory body to the city commission of the city
as legally established and referenced in this Code.
Plat means a map depicting the division or subdivision of land into lots, blocks,
parcels, tracts or portions thereof; however the same may be designated.
Plat of record means a plat which conforms to all the requirements of the applicable
laws of the state and this Code and has been filed and recorded in the office of the clerk of
the circuit court for the county.
19
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Preliminary development order is one of the following:
(1) Rezoning;
(2) Special exception;
(3) Preliminary plat approval.
Premises means any lot and/or all buildings and structures thereon.
Principal use or structure means a use or a structure in which is conducted the
predominant or primary function or activity of the lot upon which it is located.
Private yacht club means a site of at least six acres or more which contains at least
20 boat slips contiguous thereto, owned by its members, which members pay dues assessed
on no less than an annual basis, the use of which is restricted predominantly to the
members and owners, and the use of which is primarily devoted to the promotion of private
yachting and boating activities, tennis and other outdoor sports and social activities related
thereto.
Professional planner means a person who is a full member of the American Institute
of Certified Planners and may be registered by the state as a professional planner.
Professional services means business, including but not limited to, providing the
following: medical, veterinary, and other health care services; legal services; consulting,
engineering and architectural services; and accounting, auditing, and bookkeeping services in
an office setting.
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Property line. (See "lot line.")
Property owners' association means a nonprofit organization recognized as such
under the laws of the state operated under recorded land agreements through which each
owner of a portion of a subdivision, be it a lot, home, property or any other interest, is
automatically subject to a charge for a prorated share of expenses either direct or indirect
for maintaining common properties within the subdivision, such as roads, parks, recreational
areas, common areas or other similar properties. Within the text of this Code, a property
owners' association is considered a single entity for property ownership.
Public facilities and services means those covered by the city comprehensive
plan required by F.S. § 163.3177, and for which level of service standards must be adopted.
These are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Roads;
Sanitary sewer;
Solid waste;
Drainage;
Potable water;
Parks and recreation.

Public notice means the legal advertisement given of an action or proposed action of
the city commission as set forth in these regulations or applicable statute of the state.
Public, semi-public uses means those primary and secondary uses listed under the
P
(Preservation), R/OS (Recreation/Open Space), I (Institutional), and T/U
(Transportation/Utility) zoning districts.
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Rear lines means those lines adjoining lots or alleys in the rear.
Recreation area or space (private) means an accessory use consisting of one or
more areas, enclosed with a structure and/or open, devoted to the active and/or passive
recreational enjoyment of one or more persons residing within the principal use to which it is
accessory. When developed and/or equipped for various recreational pursuits, the areas
shall not be allowed for any other required site uses except open and/or rear building setback
areas.
Religious institution use means a site, premise, or location that is used
principally, primarily, or exclusively for the purposes of religious exercise as protected by the
Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act.
Residential structure means a structure whose use will be for a single-family home,
two- family (duplex), three-family dwelling units, or multifamily dwellings inclusive of apartment
house, a townhouse, a condominium, or any type of dwelling unit.
Residential use or property means a building, site, or structure whose use will be for
a single-family, two-family (duplex), three-family dwelling or multifamily dwellings.
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Restaurant means an establishment where food is ordered from a menu, prepared and
served for pay, for consumption on the premises but not a drive-in restaurant.
Restaurant, drive-in means any food or beverage dispensing operation at retail to
the general public where the public is served while remaining in automobiles or other motor
vehicles.
Retail establishment means any facility where the primary use is the sale of goods
or merchandise to the general public. Limited processing or assembly may be permitted as
accessory to the selling activity.
Rezoning, an amendment to the zoning map which changes the zoning classification of
a parcel or parcels of land.
Right-of-way means the area of a highway, road, street, way or parkway or other
such strip of land reserved for public use, whether established by prescription, easement,
dedication, gift, purchase, eminent domain or any other legal means.
Satellite antenna means any parabolic or spherical antenna which receives television
or other signals from orbiting satellites or other devices. The height of a ground-mounted
antenna shall be the maximum height to which it is capable of being raised and shall be
measured from the highest point of the finished grade of the roof adjacent to the structure.
A satellite antenna shall be considered as an accessory structure when it is not part of a public
utility. A web or mesh type antenna is an antenna primarily constructed of a web or mesh
material so that it does not substantially impair visibility. A ground mounted or "short pole"
installation denotes a pole of nine feet or less in height. A "long pole" installation denotes a
pole of greater than nine feet in height which is braced to the side of a building for added
rigidity.
Sediment means the mineral or organic particulate material that is in suspension or
has settled in surface waters or groundwaters.
Service station. (See "automobile gas station and automobile service station.")
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Shrub means a low growing perennial, woody or evergreen plant with persistent stems.
Side lines means those lines between lots facing the same street or alley.
Special care facility means an institution such as a hospital, nursing home, or similar
type of facility established for the care of non-ambulatory patients or clients who require
special provisions for emergency evacuation. Community residential homes providing
care for non- ambulatory clients requiring special provisions for emergency evacuation are
specifically included in this definition for regulatory purposes.
Special event means an approved activity that can be either recurring or nonrecurring. Such event is usually for a short duration of time and is usually an
entertainment, education, cultural, or neighborhood event including, but not limited to,
activities such as organized neighborhood yard sales, neighborhood block parties, wedding
receptions on the beach, spaghetti dinners, special beach events, beach clean-ups, outdoor
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concerts and movies, outdoor morning markets, bazaars, parades, and carnivals. Such
events extend beyond the normal uses and standards allowed by the land development
regulations of the city.
Special exception means a use that would not be appropriate generally or
without restriction throughout the zoning district, but which, if controlled as to number, area,
location, and relation to the neighborhood, would promote the public health, safety, welfare,
order, comfort, convenience, appearance or prosperity and is permissible. Such uses may be
in accordance with the procedures as set forth in this Code.
State means the State of Florida and all its duly appointed agencies.
Statement of zoning compliance means a statement issued by the city manager
or designated representative of the city setting forth that the permitted construction has
been completed in compliance with the approved plans and specifications and conforms
with all provisions of the land development regulations.
Store, convenience means a small retail establishment which sells a general line of
goods and products intended for the convenience of surrounding residents and whose gross
floor area does not exceed 3,000 square feet.
Store, retail means an establishment which sells goods or products directly to the
public for compensation.
Stormwater means the flow of water which results from, and that occurs
immediately following a rainfall.
Stormwater management system means the system, or combination of systems,
designed to treat stormwater, or collect, convey, channel, hold, inhibit, or divert the movement of
stormwater on, through and from a site.
Stormwater runoff means that portion of the stormwater that flows from the land
surface of a site either naturally, in manmade ditches, or in a closed conduit system.
Street means any thoroughfare, street, avenue, boulevard, highway, parkway or
space which may or may not be dedicated or deeded to the public for use and which affords the
principal means of access to abutting property for the purposes of vehicular travel.
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Street, arterial (major) means streets and highways serving major metropolitan
activity centers, the highest traffic volume corridors, the longest trip desires, and a high
proportion of total urban area travel on a minimum of mileage. Service to abutting land should
be subordinate to the provision of travel service to major traffic movements. This system
carries the major portion of trips entering and leaving an urban area, as well as the majority
of through movements desiring to bypass the central city, and normally will carry important
intra-urban as well as intercity bus routes.
Street, arterial (minor) means streets and highways interconnecting with and
augmenting the urban principal arterial system and providing service to trips of moderate length
at a somewhat lower level of travel mobility. The system places more emphasis on land
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access and distributes travel to geographic areas smaller than those identified with the
higher system. It includes all arterials not classified as major.
Street, collector means streets penetrating neighborhoods, collecting traffic from
local streets in the neighborhoods, and channeling it onto the arterial system. A minor
amount of through traffic may be carried on collector streets, but the system primarily provides
land access service and carries local traffic movements within residential neighborhoods,
commercial and industrial areas. It may also serve local bus routes.
Street, expressway means a street which is to be used only for the movement of
vehicles providing for no vehicular or pedestrian access to abutting property except at
permitted, authorized and controlled points. The acquisition of right-of-way for expressways
includes the acquisition of access rights thereto.
Street, limited access means a highway or freeway which does not permit access
except at authorized and controlled points. The acquisition of right-of-way for such highways or
freeways usually includes the acquisition of access rights thereto. Access may also be
limited through methods other than acquisition of access rights.
Street, local means streets not classified in a higher system, primarily providing
direct access to abutting land and access to the higher systems. They offer the lowest level of
mobility and usually carry no bus routes. Service to through traffic is deliberately discouraged.
Street, marginal access means a street which is parallel and adjacent to an
expressway, arterial or limited access street or in the immediate vicinity of such streets and
which has as its principal purpose of relieving such street from local service of abutting
property by providing protection from conflicts with through traffic. A marginal access
street may also be called a frontage street.
Street, private means any street existing prior to or at the time of adoption of this
Code which has not been dedicated for public use and not accepted for ownership or
maintenance by the appropriate public agency. After adoption of the ordinance from
which this chapter was derived, private streets shall be limited to property under single
ownership or a property owners' association.
Street, public means any street designed to serve more than one property owner which
is dedicated to the public use and accepted for ownership and maintenance by the
appropriate public agency; includes any street right-of-way dedicated to the public prior to or
at the time of adoption of the ordinance from which this chapter was derived. Streets
controlled by a property
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owners' association may be retained as private streets by the association as long as
the association accepts the obligation for complete control and maintenance. A street
designed to serve more than one property owners' association must be public.
Street wall means the part of a building that faces the street, but it generally refers to
how and where several buildings line up to define a proper walking environment. At the
most basic level, buildings should be set back an equal distance so that facades are even
for as far as a pedestrian can see. A street wall helps to promote walking over automobile
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use by fostering a feeling of safety. Because the upper floors of urban buildings define an
enclosed visual space for the pedestrian, they expand the view down the street.
Structural alteration means any change, except the repair or replacement, in the
supporting members of a building such as bearing walls, columns, beams or girders; or
the rearrangement of interior partitions and/or space affecting more than 20 percent of the
total floor area of the building.
Structure means a walled and roofed building that is principally above ground, a
manufactured home or other manmade facilities or infrastructures including, but not limited
to fences, billboards, swimming pools, docks, poles, pipelines, transmission lines, tracks
and advertising signs. A lawfully permitted mailbox, as provided for in subsection 68-458(e),
shall not be deemed to be a structure.
Subdivision means the division of real property into two or more lots, parcels, tracts,
tiers, blocks, sites, units or any other division of land, or if the establishment of new streets
and alleys is involved, any division of such parcel. The term includes resubdivisions and,
when appropriate to the text, relates to the process of subdividing or to the lands or area
subdivided; however, the following shall be exempt:
(1) The public acquisition of strips of land for the widening of existing streets;
(2) The combination or recombination of portions of previously platted lots where
no new parcels or residual parcels smaller than any of the original lots are
created;
(3) The division of land into parcels greater than one and one-fourth acres where
no new streets or easements of access are planned;
(4) The transference of part of one lot or tract to an adjacent lot or tract provided
the transference does not reduce any lot or tract to an area or width less
than the minimum specified in this chapter.
Submerged land means the land area situated below the mean high water line of
a standing body of water, including ocean, estuary, lake, pond, river or stream. For the
purpose of this definition retention areas that are a function of development and wetlands
shall not be considered submerged land.
Survey, certified means a survey, sketch, plan, map or other exhibit containing a
written statement regarding its accuracy or conformity to specified standards certified and
signed by the registered surveyor under whose supervision the survey was prepared.
Surveyor means a person licensed by the state to practice land surveying.
Temporary means a time period of not more than 90 days.
00945834-1
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Tower means any structure that is designed and constructed primarily for the purpose
of supporting one or more antennas, including self-supporting lattice towers, guyed
towers or monopole towers. The term includes radio and television transmission/relay
towers, microwave towers, common-carrier towers, cellular telephone towers, alternative
tower structures and the like. The term includes the structure and any support thereto.
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Townhouse or townhouse unit means an attached, privately owned single-family
dwelling unit which is a part of and adjacent to other similarly owned single-family dwelling
units that are connected to but separated from one another by no more than two party walls
having no doors, windows, or other provisions for human passage or visibility. A townhouse or
townhouse unit may only be developed with one dwelling unit.
Townhouse development means a site for the design and development of
townhouse group(s) that allow for individual ownership of a townhouse or townhouse unit.
Example #1: Townhouse Development with Common Areas
Example #2: Townhouse Development without Common Area.
The individual townhouse lots encompass all of the land in the townhouse development.
Typically, there are easements recorded with the townhouse lots to ensure utility services
and ingress/egress access is provided to each townhouse lot.
25
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Townhouse group means a cluster or grouping of townhouse units containing no less
than three and no more than ten townhouse dwelling units contiguous to one another. A
townhouse group or groups are located in a townhouse development. The townhouse group
consists of the attached townhouse units in one structure.
Townhouse lot means a recorded and deeded lot upon which a townhouse or townhouse unit
is developed. Only one townhouse unit may be constructed on a townhouse lot.
Use, accessory. (See "accessory use.")
Use, principal. (See "principal use.")
Vehicle means a conveyance for persons or materials, as may be licensed by the state.
Yard means that open area of a lot or parcel which is provided as a setback and
is unoccupied by any structure.
Yard, required front means a yard extending across the full width of the lot or
parcel measured along the frontage from the building setback line. (See Attachment Two.)
Yard, required rear means a yard extending across the full side line width of the lot
or parcel and measured between the rear line of the lot or parcel and the building setback line.
(See Attachment Two).
Yard, required side means a yard extending along and parallel to the side line and
building setback line and located between the required front, rear or waterfront yards. (See
Attachment Two).
00945834-1
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Yard, waterfront means a yard or any portion thereof on lots abutting a waterfront
and extending across the full width of the lot or any portion thereof or parcel and measured
from the mean high water line, property line or seawall, whichever is closer and the building
setback line.
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Zoning means the division of land within a jurisdiction into separate districts within
which uses are permitted, prohibited or permitted as a special exception. Brief definitions of the
different types of uses and structures as relates to zoning are explained in the article VI. Zoning
establishes site regulations, such as building heights, density, floor area ratio, setbacks,
building coverage, impervious surface ratio, etc.
Zoning districts are established to promote compatible patterns of land use within the
city limits. Zoning districts also establish site development regulations and performance
standards appropriate to the purposes and the uses allowed in each district. Distinct zoning
districts exist for residential, resort, commercial, recreation/open space, etc. uses.
SECTION 3: Chapter 68, “ZONING REGULATIONS”, Article V, “ZONING DISTRICTS” of
the
Code of Ordinances of the City of Treasure Island, Florida is hereby amended to create a
new Section 68-196 “PROHIBITED USES IN ALL DISTRICTS” to read as follows:
Sec. 68-196. - PROHIBITED USES IN ALL DISTRICTS
For the purpose of preventing misinterpretation and for emphasis, the following
operations or uses are specifically prohibited in all zoning districts:
27
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(a) Medical marijuana treatment center dispensing facilities are prohibited within the
boundaries of the City. .

SECTION 4. SEVERABILITY. It is declared to be the intent of the City Commission
that, if any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion of this
Ordinance is for any reason held invalid or unconstitutional by a court of
competent jurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a separate, distinct and
independent provision, and such holding shall not affect the validity of the remaining
portions thereof.
SECTION 5. CONFLICT. This action supersedes all codes and ordinances of the City
or parts of, in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of the conflict.
SECTION 6. CODIFICATION. Sections 2 and 3 of this Ordinance shall be codified in
the Code of Ordinances for the City of Treasure Island, Florida. The codifier is
authorized to renumber or reclassify such other provision of the Code of Ordinance
to accomplish such intention. The codifier is also authorized to make editorial changes
not affecting the substance of this Ordinance in the substitution of article, ordinance,
section, paragraph, or such other appropriate word or phrase in order to accomplish
such intention.
SECTION 7. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its
final passage.
FIRST READING:
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PUBLISHED:
SECOND READING AND PUBLIC HEARING:
PUBLISHED:
, Mayor
ATTEST:
Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
Approved as to form and content:
Jennifer R. Cowan, City Attorney
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ORDINANCE 18-05
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND,
FLORIDA, AMENDING THE CODE OF ORDINANCES OF THE
CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA, BY AMENDING
CHAPTER 68 “ZONING REGULATIONS”, ARTICLE I “IN
GENERAL”, SECTION 68-2 “DEFINITIONS” TO INCLUDE
MEDICAL MARIJUANA TREATMENT CENTER AND MEDICAL
MARIJUANA TREATMENT CENTER DISPENSING FACILITY;
AMENDING CHAPTER 68 “ZONING”, ARTICLE V “ZONING
DISTRICTS”, BY CREATING A NEW SECTION 68-196
“PROHIBITED USES IN ALL DISTRICTS” TO BAN THE
ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF MEDICAL
MARIJUANA TREATMENT CENTER DISPENSING FACILITIES
WITHIN THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND; PROVIDING FOR SEVERABILITY; CONFLICT;
CODIFICATION; AND AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, in 2014, the Florida Legislature enacted the “Compassionate Medical
Cannabis Act of 2014” (codified as section 381.986, Florida Statutes) which authorized a limited
number of large nurseries to cultivate, process, transport, and dispense non-euphoric, low-THC
cannabis and operate as “Dispensing Organizations” for individuals with certain specified serious
ailments; and
WHEREAS, in 2016, the Florida Legislature amended the Compassionate Medical
Cannabis Act of 2014 (the “Act”) to include the use of “medical marijuana,” beyond the low-THC
cannabis, for eligible patients with terminal conditions; and
WHEREAS, Chapter 64-4 “Compassionate Use” of the Florida Administrative Code has
been enacted to regulate the Department of Heath with regard to the requirements for dispensing
organizations, including procedures for application, review, approval, inspection, and
authorizations of dispensing organizations, and
WHEREAS, on November 8, 2016, Florida’s voters voted to approve an amendment to
the Florida Constitution titled “Use of Marijuana for Debilitating Medical Conditions” (“Amendment
2”), which legalizes the medical use of marijuana throughout the State of Florida for those
individuals suffering from “Debilitating Medical Conditions” and authorizes the cultivation,
processing, distribution and sale of marijuana and related activities by “Medical Marijuana
Treatment Centers;” and
WHEREAS, a comprehensive state licensing and regulatory framework for the cultivation,
processing and dispensing of cannabis under the Act presently exists; and
WHEREAS, Section 381.986(8)(b), Florida Statutes, provides the criteria for the number,
location, and other permitting requirements that do not conflict with state law or rules of the
Department of Health for all dispensing facilities of Dispensing Organizations located within the
incorporated areas of that City may be established by local ordinance, and
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WHEREAS, the 2017 State Legislature passed legislation regarding medical marijuana
treatment centers to address the requirements set forth in Amendment 2 which established Article
X, Section 29 of the Florida Constitution, and the Florida Department of Health will be drafting
administrative rules for treatment centers; and
WHEREAS, the 2017 Legislative amended section 381.986(11) of the Florida Statutes to
preempt to the state the regulation, cultivation, processing, and delivery of medical marijuana
treatment centers except that a municipality may by ordinance ban medical marijuana treatment
center dispensing facilities from being located within the boundaries of that municipality; and
WHEREAS, the potential for adverse secondary effects, including but not limited to, traffic
congestion, nuisance issues, demands for City services including inspections and police
monitoring, and other aspects of the operation of Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers exists
within the City of Treasure Island; and
WHEREAS, as provided in Section 2(b), Article VIII of the Constitution of the State of
Florida, and Section 166.02(1) Florida Statutes, the City of Treasure Island, Florida, a municipal
corporation, enjoys all governmental, corporate, and proprietary power necessary to conduct
municipal functions and render municipal services, and may exercise any power for municipal
purposes, except as expressly prohibited by law; and
WHEREAS, Section 166.02(3), Florida Statutes, authorizes the governing body of each
municipality in the state to enact legislation concerning any subject matter upon which the state
legislature may act, except when expressly prohibited by law; and
WHEREAS, Section 163.3167, Florida Statutes, authorizes the City of Treasure Island to
adopt and amend comprehensive plans to guide future development and growth, and to
implement adopted or amended comprehensive plans by the adoption of appropriate land
development regulations; and
WHEREAS, Section 166.3194, Florida Statutes, requires all land development regulations
to be consistent with the adopted comprehensive plan; and
WHEREAS, Section 163.3202, Florida Statutes, requires the City to adopt or amend and
enforce land development regulations that are consistent with and implement the adopted
comprehensive plan, including but not limited to, provisions regulating the use of land to ensure
the compatibility of adjacent uses among other matters; and
WHEREAS, on April 27,1999, the City Commission enacted Ordinance No. 98-9, adopting
the City’s Comprehensive Plan (the “Comprehensive Plan”), which has been subsequently
amended; and
WHEREAS, on September 19, 1995, the City Commission enacted Ordinance No. 95-10
amending and restating the City’s Land Development Code (the “Land Development Code”) which
has been subsequently amended; and
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WHEREAS, medical marijuana Dispensing Organizations and Medical Marijuana
Treatment Centers are new and unique uses which are not currently addressed in the City’s
Comprehensive Plan, Land Development Code and the City’s Code of Ordinances; and
WHEREAS, on April 20, 2017 the Local Planning Agency reviewed and discussed
Ordinance 17-3, imposing a temporary moratorium on the establishment and operation of medical
marijuana dispensing facilities and treatment centers within the City for a period of 180-days; and
WHEREAS, on May 11, 2017 the Local Planning Agency held a public hearing on
Ordinance 17-3; and
WHEREAS, on May 11, 2017, at the conclusion of the public hearing, the Local Planning
Agency voted to approve LPA Resolution 17-03, recommending approval of Ordinance 17-3 to
the City Commission; and
WHEREAS, the City Commission determined that it was in the best interest of its residents,
businesses, and visitors to enact a temporary moratorium to ensure their health, safety and
welfare relating to the cultivation, possession, processing transfer, transport, selling, distribution
and dispensing or selling medical marijuana or related activities; and
WHEREAS, on August 15, 2017 the City Commission approved Ordinance 17-3 imposing
a 180-day temporary moratorium on the acceptance, processing, and issuance of development
permits, development orders or any other official action of City of Treasure Island permitting or
having the effect of permitting new medical marijuana Dispensing Organizations and Medical
Marijuana Treatment Centers (the “establishment or operation of medical marijuana Dispensing
Organization and Medical Marijuana Treatment Center”); and
WHEREAS, on December 19, 2017 the City Commission discussed at their workshop
session the need to hold a medical marijuana forum in order to receive additional feedback from
the community of the issue of medical marijuana; and
WHEREAS, the City Commission expressed their desire to extend the moratorium 90 days
to in order to have sufficient time to hold a medical marijuana forum for the community; and
WHEREAS, on February 6, 2018 the City Commission approved Ordinance 18-1 to extend
the medical marijuana moratorium 90 days; and
WHEREAS, on February 13, 2018 the City of Treasure Island held a public forum on the
issue of medical marijuana; and
WHEREAS, on April 12, 2018 the Local Planning Agency held a public hearing on
Ordinance18-05; and
WHEREAS, on April 12, 2018, at the conclusion of the public hearing, the Local Planning
Agency voted to approve LPA Resolution 18-01, recommending approval of Ordinance 18-05 to
the City Commission; and
WHEREAS, after receiving emails, holding a public forum, and receiving comments from
the public during the public hearings; the City Commission hereby determines that medical
00945834-1
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marijuana treatments center dispensing facilities shall be a banned operation and use within city
limits of Treasure Island; and
WHEREAS, this Ordinance enacts the decision of the City of Treasure Island City
Commission, as outlined in Section 381.986(11), Florida Statutes, “Medical use of marijuana”;
regarding the regulation of cultivation, processing, and delivery of marijuana by medical marijuana
treatment center dispensing facilities.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA, DOES ORDAIN:
SECTION 1. The recitals set forth in the “Whereas” clauses above are ratified and confirmed as
true and correct, and are hereby adopted as legislative findings by the City Commission for the
adoption of this Ordinance.
SECTION 2. Chapter 68 “ZONING REGULATIONS”, Article I, “IN GENERAL”, Section 68-2
“DEFINITIONS” of the code of Ordinances of the City of Treasure Island, Florida is hereby
amended to read as follows:
Section 68-2. - Definitions.
Unless specifically defined below or in the specific article in which they appear, words or
phrases used in these regulations shall be interpreted so as to give them the meaning they have
in common usage, and to give these regulations their most reasonable application. For the
purpose of enforcing and administering this chapter, the following words shall have the definitions
and meanings as herein set forth.
Abutting means to physically touch or border upon, or to share a common property line.
Access, vehicular means the principal means of vehicular ingress and egress to property
from a right-of-way or easement.
Accessory use or structure means a use or a structure subordinate to the principal use or
building on the same lot and serving a purpose customarily incidental to the use of the principal
building, provided any such structure is built with or after the construction of the principal building.
Adjacent means property that touches or is directly across a street, access easement,
alley, or right-of-way (except those properties separated by an arterial or collector street) from the
subject property.
Adult entertainment establishment means a site or premises, or portion thereof, upon
which certain adult use activities or operations are conducted, such as, but not limited to adult
arcade, adult bookstore, adult booth, adult theater, special cabarets, physical culture
establishments, and adult photographic or modeling studios, including any business
establishment whose primary business stock in trade is dependent upon the activities relating to
specified sexual activities or specified anatomical areas.
Alcoholic beverage establishment means any establishment devoted primarily to the retail
sale of alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises.
00945834-1
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Alley means a public right-of-way which affords only a secondary means of access to
abutting property.
Alteration means any change, rearrangement, enlargement, extension, reduction of any
structure or part thereof or moving on the same site.
Amortization means the installment costs of a use or structure extended throughout a
predetermined life of such use or structure.
Ancillary nonresidential use means off-street parking, drainage retention areas, and open
space buffer areas for adjacent, contiguous nonresidential uses.
Animal hospital means any building or portion thereof designed or used for the veterinary
care, surgical procedures or treatment of animals, but not boarding of well animals.
Antenna means any exterior transmitting or receiving device used in communications that
radiates or captures electromagnetic waves, digital signals, analog signals, radio frequencies
(excluding radar), wireless communications signals or other communication signals.
Arcade means a series of arches supported by columns, piers, or pillars, either
freestanding or attached to a wall to form a covered passageway.
Architect means a person licensed by the state to practice architecture.
Artist studio means a worker's workroom for an individual and their employees for the
purposes of activities including but not limited to painting, drawing, ceramics, sculpture, jewelry
making, photography, graphic design, dance, glass blowing, film-making, video or film production.
Assembly occupancies means occupancies that include, but are not limited to all buildings
or portions of buildings used for gatherings of persons, for such purposes as seminars,
conventions, conferences, deliberation, entertainment, dining, religious institution use,
amusement facilities or awaiting transportation.
Automobile gas station means any building, structure or land used primarily for the dispensing,
sale or offering for sale at retail of any automotive fuels or oils.
Automobile service station means any building, structure or land used primarily for the
dispensing, sale or offering for sale at retail of any automobile fuels, oils or accessories, but not
including major repair work such as motor overhaul, body and fender repair or spray painting. An
automobile service station may provide for minor repair of vehicles and rental of automobiles or
trailers.
Availability/available with regard to the provisions of facilities and services concurrent with
the impacts of development, means that at a minimum the facilities and services will be provided
in accordance with the standards set forth in F.A.C. 9J-5.0055(2).
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Awning means an accessory structure, either temporary or permanent, which is supported
by an open framework and is covered by material such as but not limited to cloth, plastic,
fiberglass, or metal.
Bar. (See "alcoholic beverage establishment.")
Base flood elevation means the elevation of the flood having a one percent chance of
being equaled or exceeded in a year as depicted on the flood insurance rate map (FIRM).
Beach shelter means an accessory structure temporary or permanent, consisting of one
or more columns and a roof and not including walls or a floor or facilities of any type.
Board of adjustment, for the purposes of this Code, shall mean the planning and zoning
board.
Boarding house (rooming house) means a building other than a hotel or motel where
lodging with or without meals for three or more persons not of the immediate family is provided
for compensation.
Buffer area means a natural or landscaped area or strip of land, with or without such
physical separation devices as a fence or wall, established to separate and insulate one type of
use from another use; or to shield or block noise, lights or other considerations; or to separate
development from a natural feature so as to reduce the incompatibility between uses or features
and protect the integrity of each.
Building means any structure having a roof supported by columns or walls designed or
built for the support, enclosure, shelter or protection of persons, animals, chattels, or property of
any kind.
Building height means the vertical distance from the average finished grade of all exterior
corners to the highest point of the building, not including those structures specifically permitted to
extend beyond the height of the building. On any site where construction is required to adhere to
the base flood elevation, as established for the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, the building
height is the vertical distance from the first living level or the tidal floodplain, whichever is lower,
to the highest point of the building not including those structures specifically permitted to extend
beyond the height of the building.
Building setback line means the required minimum horizontal distance between the front,
rear or side lines of the lot and the front, rear or side lines of the building.
Building site means that part of a parcel of land designed to be occupied by the principal
building and such accessory buildings or uses customarily incidental to it.
Bus shelter means a covered structure, usually having three walls, located on or adjacent
to the right-of-way of a street and designed primarily for the protection and convenience of bus
passengers.
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Bush means a woody plant, smaller than a tree and having many stems branching out low
instead of one main stem or trunk; shrub.
Cafeteria. (See "restaurant.")
Car wash means an establishment for the washing, cleaning, waxing and polishing of the
exterior surface of passenger vehicles; and for the incidental cleaning and vacuuming of the
interior passenger sections.
Child day care center means a licensed facility which provides, for any portion of the day,
care-giving services to three or more persons under the age of 18, who are not related to the
owner or operator.
City means the City of Treasure Island located within Pinellas County, Florida.
City manager means the city manager of the city.
Clinic, medical means a facility which does not provide for overnight accommodations
wherein professional services concerning personal health of humans are administered by medical
doctors, chiropractors, osteopaths, optometrists, dentists or any other such profession, which may
lawfully be practiced in the state.
Clinic, veterinary means a facility which provides for care of animals wholly within a
soundproof, air conditioned structure and wherein overnight boarding of animals is
accommodated for medical reasons.
Club, private means building and facilities owned or operated by a corporation,
association, person or persons for social, educational or recreational purpose, but not primarily
for profit or to render a service which is customarily carried on as a business.
Commercial means a use or other activity, involving the sale or offering, of goods or
services for any and all kinds of vocations, occupations, professions, trades, enterprises,
establishments, and all other kinds of activities and matters, together with all devices, machines,
private, for profit or not, whether salaried or unsalaried, either directly or indirectly, on any
premises in this city, or anywhere else within its jurisdiction.
Commercial property means a building, site, or portion of a structure where commercial
use activities occur.
Commercial recreation use means a use of the property for a commercial purpose for a
per use fee, where the use of the property by the customer is for a recreational use, such as a
miniature golf course, a fishing pier or a commercial swimming pool.
Common lot line means a line dividing one lot or parcel from another.
Community residential home, as defined in F.S. § 419.001, means "a dwelling unit licensed
to serve clients of the state department of children and family services, which provides a living
environment for seven to 14 unrelated residents who operate as the functional equivalent of a
00945834-1
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family, including such supervision and care by supportive staff as may be necessary to meet the
physical, emotional, and social needs of the residents." This term may include adult congregate
living facilities (ACLFs), assisted living facilities (ALFs), and other comparable care and
rehabilitative facilities meeting the statutory definition. This category is restricted to persons who
do not require special provisions for emergency evacuation.
Comprehensive plan means the comprehensive plan as defined by F.S. ch. 163
"Community Planning Act" as adopted by the city and which may consist of several maps, data
and other descriptive matter, for the physical development of the city or any portion thereof,
including any amendments, extensions or additions thereto, indicating the general location for
major streets, parks, public utilities, land use or other similar information.
Concurrency means that the necessary public facilities and services to maintain the
adopted level of service standards are available when the impacts of development occur.
Concurrency management system means the procedures and/or process that the city will
utilize to assure that development orders and permits are not issued unless the necessary facilities
and services are available concurrent with the impacts of development.
Condo-hotel means a hotel or motel comprised of units that are owned by an individual,
corporation, or any other legal entity having mandatory membership into an association comprised
of all owners within the same development, and is a building or buildings, collectively, "facility",
containing individual guest rooms, units or efficiencies for which daily, weekly or monthly lodging
is provided as transient accommodations.
Condominium means a form of ownership as defined by state statutes.
Contiguous means the same as abutting.
County means Pinellas County, Florida.
Coverage. (See "lot coverage.")
Density means the number of dwelling units and hotel or motel units permitted on a
particular lot or parcel of property. In determining the number of units permitted on a lot or parcel
of land, any fraction of a unit in excess of eight-tenths shall be considered to be a whole unit.
Developer means any party seeking to alter the pre-existing conditions on a lot or parcel
of land through such activities as the grading, excavation, dredging, filling, paving, construction of
new buildings or accessory structures, expansion of existing buildings or accessory structures,
total or partial demolition of existing buildings or accessory structures, connection to public utilities,
and other activities commonly associated with the improvement of real property.
Development means any construction, structures, creation of structures or alteration of the
land surface or natural resources which requires authorization by the city through issuance of a
development order.
Development activity means any of the following activities:
00945834-1
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(1) Construction, clearing, filling, excavating, grading, paving dredging, mining, drilling
or otherwise significantly disturbing the soil of a site.
(2) Building, installing, enlarging, replacing or substantially restoring a structure,
impervious surface, or water management system, and including the long-term
storage of materials.
(3) Subdividing land into two or more parcels.
(4) A tree removal for which authorization is required under this Code.
(5) Erection of a sign for which authorization is required under this Code.
(6) Alteration of a historic property for which authorization is required under this Code.
(7) Changing the use of a site so that the need for parking is increased.
(8) Construction, elimination or alteration of a driveway onto a public street.
Development order means any order granting, denying or granting with conditions an
application for a development permit.
Development permit means any one of the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Building permit;
Site plan;
Final plat;
Special exception;
Variance;
Development orders for developments of regional impact as defined in F.S. §
380.06; and
(7) Any other official action of the city having the effect of permitting the development
of land.
Development rights means the number of dwelling units or the amount of commercial
square footage which may be constructed on a particular parcel or lot as specified in the zoning
regulations.
Director means the city manager of the city and/or those to whom he has charged the
enforcement or interpretation of the land development regulations or selected provisions thereof.
District means any certain described area to which these regulations apply and within
which the zoning regulations are uniform.
Dwelling, multiple-family means a building designed for and/or containing three or more
dwelling units.
Dwelling, residential means a single-family, two-family (duplex), or multiple-family dwelling
which is not a tourist dwelling.
Dwelling, single-family means a building designed for and/or containing only one dwelling
unit.
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Dwelling, tourist means a single-family, two-family or multifamily dwelling which is used as
a tourist dwelling. A residential dwelling shall be considered a tourist dwelling according to the
following criteria:
(1) If the single-family, two-family or multifamily dwelling is subject to or operates
under any arrangement plan or design whereby the use of the dwelling or unit in
the dwelling has been segmented over time so that owners, lessees or holders
(regardless of the form of ownership or the form in which the right to use is
expressed) of such unit has a recurring exclusive right to use either that dwelling
or unit or another unit in the same dwelling according to a predetermined fixed
schedule and only if the schedule would permit in any one year a change or
turnover of occupancy six or more times, it shall be considered a tourist dwelling.
(2) If the single-family, two-family or multifamily dwelling operates under or is subject
to an arrangement plan or design whereby sleeping accommodations and sanitary
facilities in the dwelling or in a unit in the dwelling are offered to the public or
reserved to private parties, or are advertised as being available, and the use
thereof by members of the public or private parties is primarily on a daily, weekly,
monthly or seasonal basis, it shall be considered a tourist dwelling. Provided that
when the dwelling or unit in the dwelling is the legal domicile, and/or the sole
permanent residence of the occupant, occupants, and/or guest(s), a rebuttable
presumption arises that the dwelling or unit in the dwelling is not being used as a
tourist dwelling. Provided further that if the turnover in occupancy of such dwelling
or unit in the dwelling does not change more frequently than six times or more in
any continuous 12-month period, then a rebuttable presumption shall arise that the
dwelling or unit in the dwelling is not being used as a tourist dwelling. In
determining whether a property is used as a tourist dwelling, such determination
shall be made without regard to the form of ownership of the dwelling or unit in the
dwelling, or whether the occupant, or occupants, has or have a direct or indirect
ownership interest in the dwelling or unit; and without regard to whether the right
of occupancy arises from a rental agreement other agreement, or the payment of
consideration.
(3) In addition to the above, if a single-family dwelling located in the RU-75 zoning
district is operated or used in such a way that it has a turnover in occupancy of
more than two times in any one year, it shall create a rebuttable presumption that
such single-family dwelling is a tourist dwelling.
Dwelling, two-family (duplex) means a building designed for and/or containing two dwelling
units.
Dwelling unit (d.u.) means a single unit consisting of not less than 500 square feet of living
area providing complete, independent living facilities for one family, including permanent
provisions for living, sleeping, eating, cooking and sanitation, but not including recreation vehicles,
tents, hotels, motels or boardinghouses.
Easement means a grant of a right to use land for specified purposes. It is an interest in
land granted for limited use.
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Educational facilities means a location used for instruction in any branch of knowledge,
and including the following: elementary, middle, and high schools, whether public or private;
colleges, community colleges and universities; vocational and professional schools giving
instruction in vocational, professional, technical, industrial, musical, dancing, dramatic, artistic,
linguistic, scientific, religious or other special subjects.
Effluent means the emission of pollutants from any source.
Engineer means a person professionally licensed by the state to practice engineering.
Essential services means public utility facilities above ground which are related to the
water, sanitary sewer, storm drainage, solid waste, telephone, cable television, gas and electrical
collection or distribution systems that service the city but not including buildings housing
employees; or administrative or recreational facilities.
Excavations means removal of 100 cubic yards or more of earth material for purposes
other than that incidental to and on the site of authorized construction.
Exhibit hall means an indoor facility for the display of items, art, or materials to the public.
This facility may also serve as a place of assembly for lectures or instruction.
FAA means the Federal Aviation Administration.
Fair market value means the value of property or structures, as used in the definition of
substantial improvement, as determined by the county property appraiser, or M.A.I. or S.R.A.
appraisal, either before the improvement was started, or if the structure has been damaged and
is being restored, before the damage occurred.
Family means one or more persons permanently occupying a dwelling unit and living
together as a single, nonprofit household unit (excluding section 68-493 pertaining to home
occupations). Family does not include any society, club, fraternity, sorority, association, or like
organization. This definition does not include any group of individuals whose association is
temporary or seasonal or similar to a tourist dwelling, resort, boardinghouse, motel or hotel. This
definition shall be construed to include those individuals protected as a family unit by the Fair
Housing Act or other applicable laws that do not result in a fundamental alteration of the city's
local zoning regulations.
FCC means the Federal Communications Commission.
Fence (garden wall) means any construction of wood, metal, wire mesh, masonry or other
materials, erected for the purpose of privacy, protection or ornamentation.
Final development order means a development permit as defined.
Floor area (gross/total) means the sum of the square footage of the floor area of a structure
above the base flood elevation plus the square footage of floor area below the base flood elevation
that is enclosed measured from the exterior face of the exterior walls or from the centerline of a
00945834-1
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wall separating two buildings, but not including interior parking spaces or loading space for motor
vehicles.
Floor area ratio (FAR) means a measurement of the intensity of building development on
a site. A floor area ratio is the relationship between the gross floor area on a site and the net land
area. The FAR is calculated by adding together the gross floor areas of all buildings on the site
and division by the net land area.

NOTE: Variations may occur if upper floors are stepped back from ground level lot coverage.
Gross Building Area (All
Floors)
Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
= _____
Lot Area
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Footcandle means a unit of measure of the intensity of light falling on a surface, equal to
one lumen per square foot.
Full cutoff fixture means a type of light fixture with no light emitted above the horizontal no
light dispersion or direct glare shines above a 90-degree, horizontal plane from the base of the
fixtures.
Frontage means the length of the property line for a parcel which runs parallel to, and
along, a road right-of-way or public or approved private street, exclusive of alleyways.
Governing body means the city commission of the city as legally constituted.
Grade (finished) means the finished elevation of a site after all fill, land balancing or site
preparations have been completed. Finished grade shall not exceed the base flood elevation. The
first inch of rainfall must be contained on-site.
Grandfather clause means a clause creating an exemption based on circumstances
previously existing.
Gross usable area means that area which is considered to be the total floor area of a
building, minus specified storage areas. The gross usable area shall include all service, kitchen,
and outdoor areas used for the purposes of the business.
Group home, as licensed by the state department of children and family services, means
a residential family living environment with supervision for six or less people. This is not
considered a commercial use. Such a home is for persons who do not require special provisions
for emergency evacuation. In addition, no such home may be located within 1,000 feet of another
existing group home, with the said distance to be measured in a straight line from the nearest
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point of the property line of the existing home to the nearest point of the property line of the
proposed home, except as provided by law
Hedge means a dense row of shrubs or bushes forming a boundary.
Height means, when referring to a tower, antenna or other structure, the distance
measured from the finished grade of the parcel to the highest point on the tower or other structure,
even if the highest point on the tower or structure is an antenna.
Home occupation means the occupation of an individual and/or members of his immediate
family conducted entirely in their dwelling when such dwelling is the principal use of the property
and all the conditions of this Code, for home occupations, can be affirmatively evidenced and
complied with.
Hotel or motel means a building or buildings, collectively, "facility," containing individual
guest rooms, units or efficiencies for which daily, weekly or monthly lodging is provided as
transient accommodations.
Hotel or motel unit means a room or group of rooms within a hotel or motel, as defined,
with individual sleeping facilities having one entrance door.
Impervious surface means a surface that has been compacted or covered with a layer of
material so that it is highly resistant to or prevents infiltration by stormwater. It includes surfaces
such as compacted limerock, or clay, as well as most conventionally surfaced streets, roofs,
sidewalks, parking lots and other similar surfaces.
Impervious surface ratio (ISR) means a measure of the intensity of hard surfaced
development on a site. An impervious surface ratio is the relationship between the total impervious
surface area on a site and the net land area. The ISR is calculated by dividing the square footage
of the area of all impervious surfaces on the site by the square footage of the net land area.
Indoor entertainment facility means a location which provides for activities within the
confines of a building. Such uses shall include but not be limited to arcade games, miniature golf,
movie theater, music, playground equipment, bowling, archery, skating, batting cages, etc. This
may also be a location for an exercise facility, martial arts, theater arts, and dance instruction.
These facilities generally provide an accessory snack or beverage bar for their patrons.
Junk means inoperative, dilapidated, abandoned or wrecked materials, including but not
limited to automobiles, trucks, tractors, wagons, boats and other kinds of vehicles and parts
thereof, scrap materials, scrap building material, scrap contractors' equipment, tanks, casks, cans,
barrels, boxes, drums, piping, bottles, glass, old iron, machinery and the like.
Junkyard means a place where junk, waste, discarded or salvaged materials are bought,
sold, exchanged, stored, baled, packed, disassembled or handled, including automobile wrecking
yards where vehicles are dismantled or wrecked and the used parts are stored and/or sold, house
wrecking, and structural steel materials and equipment but not including the purchase or storage
of used furniture and household equipment, used cars in operable condition, used or salvaged
materials as a part of manufacturing operations.
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Kennel means an establishment where domestic animals are bred, boarded or sold.
Land balancing means any operation such as cut and fill, cutting and scraping or similar
procedures involving 100 cubic yards or more of material wherein a parcel, lot, tract or building
site topography is altered.
Land Use means the development that has occurred on the land, the development that is
proposed on the land, or the use that is permitted or permissible on the land, under an adopted
comprehensive plan or element or portion thereof and land development regulations.
Landfill (earth, soil and hard materials) means addition of 100 yards or more of earth,
topsoil, sand, gravel, rock, concrete products or bricks to any lot or parcel other than that incidental
to and on the site of authorized construction.
Landscape architect means a person licensed by the state to practice landscape
architecture.
Landscape area or green space means an area or areas including beautification strips,
consisting of those materials, such as, but not limited to hedges, trees, planted ground cover,
sodded and grassed areas and planted floral installations, all of which must be composed of
natural plantings only, as distinguished from artificially manufactured planting reproductions.
Liner building means a shallow storefront at ground level, but may extend to the second story and
above, used to block the appearance of vehicles in a parking garage along the principal streets.
Live-work unit means a building in which offices, studios, or other commercial uses are
located on the first floor and a residential dwelling unit is located above the first floor.
Living level means the number of floors in a building above the base flood elevation.
Loading space (berth) means a space which provides for the loading or unloading of
service vehicles and has a minimum size of 12 feet in width, 30 feet in length and 14 feet in height.
Lot means a parcel of land occupied or intended for occupancy by a use permitted in these
regulations, including all structures, required yards, parking spaces, and open space and having
frontage upon a public or private street right-of-way or easement for ingress and egress purposes.
(See "parcel.")
Lot area means the horizontal plane area within the lot lines expressed in these regulations
in square feet or acres exclusive of public or private dedications.
Lot, corner means a lot abutting upon two or more streets at their intersection or at a street
corner having an interior angle not greater than 135 degrees. All boundaries abutting streets shall
be considered front yards, all other boundaries shall be considered side yards. (See Attachment
One).
Lot coverage means the area of the lot expressed as a percentage of the total lot area
covered by the ground floor of all principal and accessory uses and structures, including all areas
00945834-1
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covered by the roof of such uses and structures measured along the exterior faces of the walls or
along the foundation wall line or between the exterior faces of supporting columns or from the
centerline of walls separating two buildings or a combination of the foregoing whichever produces
the greatest total ground coverage for such uses and structures.
Lot depth means the horizontal distance between the front and rear lot lines measured in
the mean direction of the side lines of the lot from the midpoint of the front lot line to the midpoint
of the opposite mean rear line of the lot.
Lot, interior means a lot other than a corner lot with frontage on one street only. (See
Attachment One).
Lot line means the line bounding a lot as herein defined as established by ownership
except that where a lot line lies within a private street or waterway the edge of the private street
right-of-way or waterway shall be considered to be the lot line for the purposes of calculating
density, lot, yard and bulk requirements.
Lot, through (double frontage) means an interior lot which has street frontages at opposite
boundaries of the lot excluding alleys. (See Attachment One).
Attachment One

Lot width means the horizontal distance between the side lot lines measured along the
front building setback line of the lot as determined by the prescribed front yard requirements of
the zoning district.
Lumen means the unit of measure used to quantify the amount of light produced by a lamp
or emitted from a luminaire (as distinct from "watt," a measure of power consumption).
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Luminaire means the complete lighting unit (fixture), consisting of a lamp, or lamps and
ballast(s) (when applicable), together with the parts designed to distribute the light (reflector, lens,
diffuser), to position and protect the lamps, and to connect the lamps to the power supply.
Marina, boat yard means a site or commercial establishment which provides minor repair,
maintenance or sale of boats, marine engines, marine equipment and marine services of all kinds;
including but not limited to rental of covered or uncovered boat slips, dock space, enclosed dry
storage space, marine railways or lifting or launching services.
Mean high water means the average height of the high waters over a 19-year period; or
for shorter periods of observations, the average height of the high waters after corrections are
applied to eliminate known variations and to reduce the result to the equivalent of a mean 19-year
value as defined in state statutes.
Mean high waterline means the intersection of the tidal plane of mean high water with the
shore as defined in state statutes.
Medical marijuana treatment center means an entity defined in Article X, Section 29 of the
Florida Constitution, that acquires, cultivates, possesses, processes (including development of
related products such as food, tinctures, aerosols, oils, or ointments), transfers, transports, sells,
distributes, dispenses, or administers marijuana, products containing marijuana, related supplies,
or educational materials to qualifying patients or their caregivers and is registered by the Florida
Department of Health.
Medical marijuana treatment center dispensing facilities means a facility that is established
or operated by a medical marijuana treatment center where medical marijuana or any product
derived therefrom is dispensed at retail.
Mixed use means a combination of uses on a single property.
Mixed-use building means a building that contains two or more of the following major use
types: residential dwelling units, tourist dwelling units, office, or retail establishments.
Mixed-use development means a building, site, or structure whose use will be for two or
more of the following major use types: residential dwelling units, tourist dwelling units, office, or
retail establishments.
Motel. (See "hotel or motel.")
Net usable area means the area accessible to the public, excluding rest rooms, hallways,
kitchens, areas behind bars, but including customer waiting areas, exterior patios and decks that
are used for customer service.
Noise means a subjective description to an undesirable or unwanted sound. (See "sound.")
Nonresidential use or property means a building, site, or structure which use does not
provide for single-family, two family (duplex), or multifamily dwellings.
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Nonconforming lot means a single lot, tract or parcel of land shown on either a recorded
or unrecorded map, plat, drawing or survey, where such map, plat, drawing or survey was in
existence at the time of the adoption of Ordinance 78-18, adopted on February 1, 1979, such lot
failing to meet the requirements for area, width and/or depth for any permitted use within the
zoning district in which it is located.
Nonconforming structure or use means a structure or land use legally existing at the time
of the passage of this Code or amendment thereto, which does not conform to the provisions,
requirements, and regulations of the zoning districts in which it is located.
Nursery school or kindergarten means any premises or portion thereof used for
educational work or parental care of nonresident children of less than the age required for
enrollment in the public school system whether or not for compensation as licensed by the state.
Nursing home or convalescent home means a home for the aged or infirm in which three
or more persons not of the immediate family are received, kept or provided with food and shelter
or care for compensation, but not including hospitals, clinics, or similar establishments devoted
primarily to the diagnosis and treatment of the sick or injured as licensed by the state.
Occupants means the total number of persons that may occupy a building or portion
thereof or other areas designated for occupancy or use at any one time. The term "other areas
designated for occupancy or use" shall be deemed to include, but not be limited to, decks, patios,
piers, wharves, or other improved areas of the site for use by the patrons.
Odor means an objectionable smell response in a human being.
Off-site means located outside the lot or parcel lines of the principal use.
Office means a building, room or space where clerical or administrative activities are
performed or wherein specialized services such as the offices of a doctor, dentist, lawyer,
engineer, architect, chiropractor, osteopath, insurance agent or real estate broker are provided.
Official land use map also known as the official future land use map means the official land
use map of the city which depicts the future land use classifications of the comprehensive plan.
Such map is herewith adopted by reference and shall not be changed except by order of the city
commission as provided for herein.
Official zoning map means the map of all zoning districts, delineating the boundaries of
the zoning districts, together with all matters and things shown on such maps, as they are updated
and amended from time to time, collectively constitute the "official zoning map." The official zoning
map is incorporated by reference and made a part of the land development regulations.
Open space means undeveloped land which is suitable for passive recreation,
preservation, or conservation uses.
Outdoor dining means an unenclosed, open air area that contains tables, chairs and other
similar facilities which is accessory to a licensed and operating restaurant, bakery, café, candy,
confectionary and ice cream stores where food and beverage are served and consumed for pay.
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Outdoor dining shall not include the preparation of food or beverages, cooking, storage or
placement of equipment of any kind, except the temporary placement of implements associated
with the service of food. Outdoor dining does not include open air market, outdoor display, outdoor
storage, mobile food vending vehicles or any use of property that does not provide a permanent
structure for restrooms and kitchen facilities.
Outdoor display means the placement of merchandise, commodities, equipment, materials
or articles outside of a building for the purposes of attracting customers and displaying examples
of items that are for sale within a building. Display shall be limited to the placement of sample
items for sale within the building.
Outdoor occupied space means an area that is not enclosed, but is designed and intended
for use on an occasional or more frequent basis. Outdoor occupied space may include patios at
restaurants, outdoor garden centers, decks for outdoor music, children's play areas, etc. if the
space is intended for use in connection with the principal use.
Outdoor storage means the accumulation of merchandise, commodities, equipment,
materials, containers, semi-trailers, inoperable vehicles, or articles outside of a building either
used as stock in trade or related to the use of the site. This term does not include outdoor display.
Parcel means a tract of land which may be described by metes and bounds or plat. (See
"lot.")
Parking area means any public or private land area designated and used for parking motor
vehicles including parking lots, garages, private driveways, and legally designated areas of public
streets.
Parking lot means an off-street, ground level area improved for the temporary storage of
licensed operable motor vehicles. Does not include an area used exclusively for the display of
motor vehicles for sale as part of an automobile dealership (all references to parking lot may be
commercial, private, valet, and/or public in nature unless otherwise specified).
Parking lot, accessory means a parking lot that is located on the same lot as the permitted
or special exception use and is subordinate to such use.
Parking lot, off-site means located outside the lot or parcel lines of the principal use.
Parking lot, shared means parking facilities that may be used jointly with parking facilities
for other uses when operations are not normally conducted during the same hours, or when hours
of peak use vary, or when excess parking is available; joint use of a parking lot or area for more
than one principal use.
Parking lot or structure, commercial means a lot or parcel of land or portion thereof, which
is not accessory to any other use of the same or any other lot or parcel, and contains parking
space rented to the general public for a fee.
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Parking lot or structure, private means a parking lot or structure for the exclusive use of
the owners, tenants, lessees, or occupants of the lot or parcel on which the parking area is located
or their customers, employees, or whomever else they permit to use the parking area.
Parking lot or structure, public means a parking lot or structure available to the public with
or without payment of a fee.
Parking lot, temporary means a parking lot established for a fixed period of time. The use
will terminate automatically upon expiration of the fixed time period unless permission to conduct
the use is renewed.
Parking lot, valet means the parking of vehicles where a fee may or may not be charged by an
attendant provided by the establishment for which the parking is provided.
Parking, off-street means a parking area improved for licensed motor vehicles, temporarily
stored in connection with a use requiring same. It includes parking spaces, aisles, access drives,
landscaped areas, and vehicular access to a public street.
Parking, on-street means the storage space for a licensed motor vehicle that is located
within the street right-of-way.
Parking, remote means a parking lot or structure on a site other than the property it serves,
usually at a substantial distance, and often connected by a shuttle bus, but located on Treasure
Island.
Parking space means an area, enclosed or unenclosed, sufficient in size to store one
motor vehicle and permitting the necessary ingress and egress of a motor vehicle.
Parking, special event means parking for a recurring or non-recurring special event activity.
Parking, stacked means the parking of cars in a parallel line, one in back of the other on
private property.
Parking structure means a structure designed to accommodate vehicular parking spaces
that are fully or partially enclosed or located on the deck surface of a building. This definition
includes parking garages and parking decks.
Pedestrian friendly zone means an area on private property, at least four-foot wide,
adjacent and parallel to the public right-of-way. The area is meant to expand the sidewalk for the
public to utilize.
Permitted use means the specific purposes for which lands or buildings are maintained in
accordance with the zoning district regulations of this Code.
Personal service store means an establishment which provides personal services directly
to the consumer, such as barbershop, beauty shop and dry cleaning, but which does not have
as its primary function the sale of retail goods.
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Pervious area—Open space means any portion of lot or parcel not required, designated
or encumbered by either principal or accessory uses, buildings and structures and other site uses.
Such open area may be landscaped or retained in the natural state; however, no improvements
or alterations will be permitted which would hinder the area's natural percolation of rain water or
stormwater runoff.
Planning and zoning board means the advisory body to the city commission of the city as
legally established and referenced in this Code.
Plat means a map depicting the division or subdivision of land into lots, blocks, parcels,
tracts or portions thereof; however the same may be designated.
Plat of record means a plat which conforms to all the requirements of the applicable laws
of the state and this Code and has been filed and recorded in the office of the clerk of the circuit
court for the county.
Preliminary development order is one of the following:
(1) Rezoning;
(2) Special exception; (3) Preliminary plat approval.
Premises means any lot and/or all buildings and structures thereon.
Principal use or structure means a use or a structure in which is conducted the
predominant or primary function or activity of the lot upon which it is located.
Private yacht club means a site of at least six acres or more which contains at least 20
boat slips contiguous thereto, owned by its members, which members pay dues assessed on no
less than an annual basis, the use of which is restricted predominantly to the members and
owners, and the use of which is primarily devoted to the promotion of private yachting and boating
activities, tennis and other outdoor sports and social activities related thereto.
Professional planner means a person who is a full member of the American Institute of
Certified Planners and may be registered by the state as a professional planner.
Professional services means business, including but not limited to, providing the following:
medical, veterinary, and other health care services; legal services; consulting, engineering and
architectural services; and accounting, auditing, and bookkeeping services in an office setting.
Property line. (See "lot line.")
Property owners' association means a nonprofit organization recognized as such under
the laws of the state operated under recorded land agreements through which each owner of a
portion of a subdivision, be it a lot, home, property or any other interest, is automatically subject
to a charge for a prorated share of expenses either direct or indirect for maintaining common
properties within the subdivision, such as roads, parks, recreational areas, common areas or other
similar properties. Within the text of this Code, a property owners' association is considered a
single entity for property ownership.
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Public facilities and services means those covered by the city comprehensive plan required
by F.S. § 163.3177, and for which level of service standards must be adopted. These are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Roads;
Sanitary sewer;
Solid waste;
Drainage;
Potable water; (6) Parks and recreation.

Public notice means the legal advertisement given of an action or proposed action of the
city commission as set forth in these regulations or applicable statute of the state.
Public, semi-public uses means those primary and secondary uses listed under the P
(Preservation), R/OS (Recreation/Open Space), I (Institutional), and T/U (Transportation/Utility)
zoning districts.
Rear lines means those lines adjoining lots or alleys in the rear.
Recreation area or space (private) means an accessory use consisting of one or more
areas, enclosed with a structure and/or open, devoted to the active and/or passive recreational
enjoyment of one or more persons residing within the principal use to which it is accessory. When
developed and/or equipped for various recreational pursuits, the areas shall not be allowed for
any other required site uses except open and/or rear building setback areas.
Religious institution use means a site, premise, or location that is used principally,
primarily, or exclusively for the purposes of religious exercise as protected by the Religious Land
Use and Institutionalized Persons Act.
Residential structure means a structure whose use will be for a single-family home,
twofamily (duplex), three-family dwelling units, or multifamily dwellings inclusive of apartment
house, a townhouse, a condominium, or any type of dwelling unit.
Residential use or property means a building, site, or structure whose use will be for a
single-family, two-family (duplex), three-family dwelling or multifamily dwellings.
Restaurant means an establishment where food is ordered from a menu, prepared and served for
pay, for consumption on the premises but not a drive-in restaurant.
Restaurant, drive-in means any food or beverage dispensing operation at retail to the
general public where the public is served while remaining in automobiles or other motor vehicles.
Retail establishment means any facility where the primary use is the sale of goods or
merchandise to the general public. Limited processing or assembly may be permitted as
accessory to the selling activity.
Rezoning, an amendment to the zoning map which changes the zoning classification of a
parcel or parcels of land.
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Right-of-way means the area of a highway, road, street, way or parkway or other such strip
of land reserved for public use, whether established by prescription, easement, dedication, gift,
purchase, eminent domain or any other legal means.
Satellite antenna means any parabolic or spherical antenna which receives television or
other signals from orbiting satellites or other devices. The height of a ground-mounted antenna
shall be the maximum height to which it is capable of being raised and shall be measured from
the highest point of the finished grade of the roof adjacent to the structure. A satellite antenna
shall be considered as an accessory structure when it is not part of a public utility. A web or mesh
type antenna is an antenna primarily constructed of a web or mesh material so that it does not
substantially impair visibility. A ground mounted or "short pole" installation denotes a pole of nine
feet or less in height. A "long pole" installation denotes a pole of greater than nine feet in height
which is braced to the side of a building for added rigidity.
Sediment means the mineral or organic particulate material that is in suspension or has
settled in surface waters or groundwaters.
Service station. (See "automobile gas station and automobile service station.")
Shrub means a low growing perennial, woody or evergreen plant with persistent stems.
Side lines means those lines between lots facing the same street or alley.
Special care facility means an institution such as a hospital, nursing home, or similar type
of facility established for the care of non-ambulatory patients or clients who require special
provisions for emergency evacuation. Community residential homes providing care for
nonambulatory clients requiring special provisions for emergency evacuation are specifically
included in this definition for regulatory purposes.
Special event means an approved activity that can be either recurring or non-recurring.
Such event is usually for a short duration of time and is usually an entertainment, education,
cultural, or neighborhood event including, but not limited to, activities such as organized
neighborhood yard sales, neighborhood block parties, wedding receptions on the beach, spaghetti
dinners, special beach events, beach clean-ups, outdoor concerts and movies, outdoor morning
markets, bazaars, parades, and carnivals. Such events extend beyond the normal uses and
standards allowed by the land development regulations of the city.
Special exception means a use that would not be appropriate generally or without
restriction throughout the zoning district, but which, if controlled as to number, area, location, and
relation to the neighborhood, would promote the public health, safety, welfare, order, comfort,
convenience, appearance or prosperity and is permissible. Such uses may be in accordance with
the procedures as set forth in this Code.
State means the State of Florida and all its duly appointed agencies.
Statement of zoning compliance means a statement issued by the city manager or
designated representative of the city setting forth that the permitted construction has been
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completed in compliance with the approved plans and specifications and conforms with all
provisions of the land development regulations.
Store, convenience means a small retail establishment which sells a general line of goods
and products intended for the convenience of surrounding residents and whose gross floor area
does not exceed 3,000 square feet.
Store, retail means an establishment which sells goods or products directly to the public
for compensation.
Stormwater means the flow of water which results from, and that occurs immediately
following a rainfall.
Stormwater management system means the system, or combination of systems, designed
to treat stormwater, or collect, convey, channel, hold, inhibit, or divert the movement of stormwater
on, through and from a site.
Stormwater runoff means that portion of the stormwater that flows from the land surface of
a site either naturally, in manmade ditches, or in a closed conduit system.
Street means any thoroughfare, street, avenue, boulevard, highway, parkway or space
which may or may not be dedicated or deeded to the public for use and which affords the principal
means of access to abutting property for the purposes of vehicular travel.
Street, arterial (major) means streets and highways serving major metropolitan activity
centers, the highest traffic volume corridors, the longest trip desires, and a high proportion of total
urban area travel on a minimum of mileage. Service to abutting land should be subordinate to the
provision of travel service to major traffic movements. This system carries the major portion of
trips entering and leaving an urban area, as well as the majority of through movements desiring
to bypass the central city, and normally will carry important intra-urban as well as intercity bus
routes.
Street, arterial (minor) means streets and highways interconnecting with and augmenting
the urban principal arterial system and providing service to trips of moderate length at a somewhat
lower level of travel mobility. The system places more emphasis on land access and distributes
travel to geographic areas smaller than those identified with the higher system. It includes all
arterials not classified as major.
Street, collector means streets penetrating neighborhoods, collecting traffic from local
streets in the neighborhoods, and channeling it onto the arterial system. A minor amount of
through traffic may be carried on collector streets, but the system primarily provides land access
service and carries local traffic movements within residential neighborhoods, commercial and
industrial areas. It may also serve local bus routes.
Street, expressway means a street which is to be used only for the movement of vehicles
providing for no vehicular or pedestrian access to abutting property except at permitted,
authorized and controlled points. The acquisition of right-of-way for expressways includes the
acquisition of access rights thereto.
00945834-1
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Street, limited access means a highway or freeway which does not permit access except
at authorized and controlled points. The acquisition of right-of-way for such highways or freeways
usually includes the acquisition of access rights thereto. Access may also be limited through
methods other than acquisition of access rights.
Street, local means streets not classified in a higher system, primarily providing direct
access to abutting land and access to the higher systems. They offer the lowest level of mobility
and usually carry no bus routes. Service to through traffic is deliberately discouraged.
Street, marginal access means a street which is parallel and adjacent to an expressway,
arterial or limited access street or in the immediate vicinity of such streets and which has as its
principal purpose of relieving such street from local service of abutting property by providing
protection from conflicts with through traffic. A marginal access street may also be called a
frontage street.
Street, private means any street existing prior to or at the time of adoption of this Code
which has not been dedicated for public use and not accepted for ownership or maintenance by
the appropriate public agency. After adoption of the ordinance from which this chapter was
derived, private streets shall be limited to property under single ownership or a property owners'
association.
Street, public means any street designed to serve more than one property owner which is
dedicated to the public use and accepted for ownership and maintenance by the appropriate
public agency; includes any street right-of-way dedicated to the public prior to or at the time of
adoption of the ordinance from which this chapter was derived. Streets controlled by a property
owners' association may be retained as private streets by the association as long as the
association accepts the obligation for complete control and maintenance. A street designed to
serve more than one property owners' association must be public.
Street wall means the part of a building that faces the street, but it generally refers to how
and where several buildings line up to define a proper walking environment. At the most basic
level, buildings should be set back an equal distance so that facades are even for as far as a
pedestrian can see. A street wall helps to promote walking over automobile use by fostering a
feeling of safety. Because the upper floors of urban buildings define an enclosed visual space for
the pedestrian, they expand the view down the street.
Structural alteration means any change, except the repair or replacement, in the
supporting members of a building such as bearing walls, columns, beams or girders; or the
rearrangement of interior partitions and/or space affecting more than 20 percent of the total floor
area of the building.
Structure means a walled and roofed building that is principally above ground, a
manufactured home or other manmade facilities or infrastructures including, but not limited to
fences, billboards, swimming pools, docks, poles, pipelines, transmission lines, tracks and
advertising signs. A lawfully permitted mailbox, as provided for in subsection 68-458(e), shall not
be deemed to be a structure.
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Subdivision means the division of real property into two or more lots, parcels, tracts, tiers,
blocks, sites, units or any other division of land, or if the establishment of new streets and alleys
is involved, any division of such parcel. The term includes resubdivisions and, when appropriate
to the text, relates to the process of subdividing or to the lands or area subdivided; however, the
following shall be exempt:
(1) The public acquisition of strips of land for the widening of existing streets;
(2) The combination or recombination of portions of previously platted lots where no
new parcels or residual parcels smaller than any of the original lots are created;
(3) The division of land into parcels greater than one and one-fourth acres where no
new streets or easements of access are planned;
(4) The transference of part of one lot or tract to an adjacent lot or tract provided the
transference does not reduce any lot or tract to an area or width less than the
minimum specified in this chapter.
Submerged land means the land area situated below the mean high water line of a
standing body of water, including ocean, estuary, lake, pond, river or stream. For the purpose of
this definition retention areas that are a function of development and wetlands shall not be
considered submerged land.
Survey, certified means a survey, sketch, plan, map or other exhibit containing a written
statement regarding its accuracy or conformity to specified standards certified and signed by the
registered surveyor under whose supervision the survey was prepared.
Surveyor means a person licensed by the state to practice land surveying.
Temporary means a time period of not more than 90 days.
Tower means any structure that is designed and constructed primarily for the purpose of
supporting one or more antennas, including self-supporting lattice towers, guyed towers or
monopole towers. The term includes radio and television transmission/relay towers, microwave
towers, common-carrier towers, cellular telephone towers, alternative tower structures and the
like. The term includes the structure and any support thereto.
Townhouse or townhouse unit means an attached, privately owned single-family dwelling
unit which is a part of and adjacent to other similarly owned single-family dwelling units that are
connected to but separated from one another by no more than two party walls having no doors,
windows, or other provisions for human passage or visibility. A townhouse or townhouse unit may
only be developed with one dwelling unit.
Townhouse development means a site for the design and development of townhouse
group(s) that allow for individual ownership of a townhouse or townhouse unit.
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Example #1: Townhouse Development with Common Areas

Example #2: Townhouse Development without Common Area.
The individual townhouse lots encompass all of the land in the townhouse development. Typically,
there are easements recorded with the townhouse lots to ensure utility services and
ingress/egress access is provided to each townhouse lot.

Townhouse group means a cluster or grouping of townhouse units containing no less than
three and no more than ten townhouse dwelling units contiguous to one another. A townhouse
group or groups are located in a townhouse development. The townhouse group consists of the
attached townhouse units in one structure.
Townhouse lot means a recorded and deeded lot upon which a townhouse or townhouse unit is
developed. Only one townhouse unit may be constructed on a townhouse lot.
Use, accessory. (See "accessory use.")
Use, principal. (See "principal use.")
00945834-1
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Vehicle means a conveyance for persons or materials, as may be licensed by the state.
Yard means that open area of a lot or parcel which is provided as a setback and is
unoccupied by any structure.
Yard, required front means a yard extending across the full width of the lot or parcel
measured along the frontage from the building setback line. (See Attachment Two.)
Yard, required rear means a yard extending across the full side line width of the lot or
parcel and measured between the rear line of the lot or parcel and the building setback line. (See
Attachment Two).
Yard, required side means a yard extending along and parallel to the side line and building
setback line and located between the required front, rear or waterfront yards. (See Attachment
Two).

Yard, waterfront means a yard or any portion thereof on lots abutting a waterfront and
extending across the full width of the lot or any portion thereof or parcel and measured from the
mean high water line, property line or seawall, whichever is closer and the building setback line.
Zoning means the division of land within a jurisdiction into separate districts within which
uses are permitted, prohibited or permitted as a special exception. Brief definitions of the different
types of uses and structures as relates to zoning are explained in the article VI. Zoning establishes
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site regulations, such as building heights, density, floor area ratio, setbacks, building coverage,
impervious surface ratio, etc.
Zoning districts are established to promote compatible patterns of land use within the city
limits. Zoning districts also establish site development regulations and performance standards
appropriate to the purposes and the uses allowed in each district. Distinct zoning districts exist for
residential, resort, commercial, recreation/open space, etc. uses.
SECTION 3: Chapter 68, “ZONING REGULATIONS”, Article V, “ZONING DISTRICTS” of the
Code of Ordinances of the City of Treasure Island, Florida is hereby amended to create a new
Section 68-196 “PROHIBITED USES IN ALL DISTRICTS” to read as follows:
Sec. 68-196. - PROHIBITED USES IN ALL DISTRICTS
For the purpose of preventing misinterpretation and for emphasis, the following operations
or uses are specifically prohibited in all zoning districts:
(a) Medical marijuana treatment center dispensing facilities are prohibited within the
boundaries of the City.

SECTION 4. SEVERABILITY. It is declared to be the intent of the City Commission that,
if any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion of this Ordinance is for
any reason held invalid or unconstitutional by a court of competent jurisdiction, such
portion shall be deemed a separate, distinct and independent provision, and such holding
shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions thereof.
SECTION 5. CONFLICT. This action supersedes all codes and ordinances of the City
or parts of, in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of the conflict.
SECTION 6. CODIFICATION. Sections 2 and 3 of this Ordinance shall be codified in the
Code of Ordinances for the City of Treasure Island, Florida. The codifier is authorized to
renumber or reclassify such other provision of the Code of Ordinance to accomplish such
intention. The codifier is also authorized to make editorial changes not affecting the
substance of this Ordinance in the substitution of article, ordinance, section, paragraph,
or such other appropriate word or phrase in order to accomplish such intention.
SECTION 7. EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its
final passage.
FIRST READING:
PUBLISHED:
SECOND READING AND PUBLIC HEARING:
PUBLISHED:
00945834-1
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__________________, Mayor
ATTEST:
_________________________
Tiffany Makras, City Clerk

Approved as to form and content:

____________________________
Jennifer R. Cowan, City Attorney
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OVERVIEW OF REGULATIONS PLACED UPON MEDICAL MARIJUANA TREATMENT
CENTERS AND DISPENSARIES BY FLORIDA STATUTES

Medical marijuana treatment centers are the sole source from which a qualified patient may legally
obtain marijuana. Medical marijuana treatment centers:


May not dispense more than a 70-day supply of marijuana to a qualified patient or caregiver.



Must verify that the qualified patient and the caregiver, each have an active registration in the
medical marijuana use registry and an active and valid medical marijuana use registry
identification card



May not dispense or sell any other type of cannabis, alcohol, or illicit drug-related product,
including pipes, bongs, or wrapping papers.



Must record in the registry the date, time, quantity, and form of marijuana dispensed.



Must ensure the safety and security of premises where the cultivation, processing, storing, or
dispensing of marijuana occurs, and to maintain adequate controls against the diversion, theft,
and loss of marijuana or marijuana delivery devices.



Must have sufficient lighting from dusk until dawn at the center.



May not display products or dispense marijuana or marijuana delivery devices in the waiting
area.



Shall not dispense from its premises marijuana or a marijuana delivery device between the
hours of 9 p.m. and 7 a.m



Must store marijuana in a secured, locked room or a vault.



Require at least two employees to be on the premises at all times where cultivation, processing,
or storing of marijuana occurs.
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Shall ensure the safe transport of marijuana and marijuana delivery devices to medical
marijuana treatment centers, marijuana testing laboratories, or qualified patients, a medical
marijuana treatment center must maintain a marijuana transportation manifest in any vehicle
transporting marijuana.



Shall not engage in advertising that is visible to members of the public from any street, sidewalk,
park, or other public place. except: may have a sign that is affixed to the outside or hanging in
the window of the premises which identifies the dispensary by the licensee’s business name, a
department-approved trade name, or a department-approved logo.



May engage in Internet advertising and marketing, but advertisements must be approved by the
department. (Florida Department of Health)
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS



To date – No medical marijuana treatment center or medical marijuana dispensary has inquired
about locating in the City of Treasure Island.

If Treasure Island choses to permit medical marijuana treatment centers or dispensaries to locate in the
City – can the City establish a series of rules and regulations on how it will operate? NO


The state law has limited the City’s ability to establish requirements, to only the same
requirements that are placed on a commercial pharmacy (CVS, Walgreen’s, etc.)



The current zoning requirements treat a commercial pharmacy the same as any other retail
establishment in the City.



The state law has set out a series of requirements on medical marijuana treatment centers,
dispensaries and the operation of their delivery service. (see overview of State requirements)

What if the moratorium expires and no additional action is taken by the City Commission?


A medical marijuana treatment center or dispensary can locate in the City limits.



The medical marijuana treatment center or dispensary will be reviewed and treated as any
other retail establishment in the community.

If the City of Treasure Island chooses to ban medical marijuana treatment centers or dispensaries at this
time, can the City ever change its decision?


The state law does not discuss whether a local decision is permanent or not.



The state law gives cities and counties an opportunity to ban the use for their respective
jurisdictions.



It is unlikely that the passage of an Ordinance today would establish the City’s position on the
issue forever. An Ordinance cannot bind future City Commissions from making new and
alterative decisions on an issue.

If medical marijuana treatment centers and dispensaries are permitted in the City, where could they be
located? See Zoning Map



Permitted use in CG, PR-MU Core, and PR-MU Gulf Blvd
Special Exception use in RFM-50
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Have any medical marijuana treatment centers or dispensaries approached the City of Treasure Island
about locating here? NO
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From:

Cohen, Paulette

Sent:

Saturday, February 17, 2018 3:15 PM

To:

Bray, Robert

Subject:

FW: Medical marijuana Debate on Dispensaries in Treasure Island

From: Arthur Czyszczon [mailto:arthurczyszczon@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 17, 2018 3:02 PM

To: Brumback, Garry <gbrumback@mytreasureisland.org>; Cohen, Paulette <pcohen@mytreasureisland.org>; Tramble,
Justin <Jtramble@mytreasurelsland.org>; MInning, Robert <RMinning@mytreasureisland.org>
Subject: Medical marijuana Debate on Dispensaries in Treasure Island

Dear Commissioners, City Staff, City Manager Gary Brumback and Mayor Minning,
It is my opinion that Treasure Island should consider allowing Medical Marijuana dispensaries In be allowed in
its commercial use application. Now watching the special meeting streamed online the first two comments
were entertaining but completely misinformed to say the least.
Honestly the only way to really poll the residents is thru a referendum however based on all the comments at
the special meeting the medical dispensaries and Medical Marijuana are completely different than
recreational marijuana use. It's like comparing apples to oranges.
The commission should educate themselves on the differences between the two before they rush to Judgment
as medial marijuana dispensaries provide treatment to those who need it. If you decide to walk into a medical
marijuana dispensary without a state issued medical marijuana use registry identification you will dismissed
from the dispensary.
Here are my reasons why Treasure Island commissioners should consider it.

First of all, it's a LEGAL business first and foremost. The business owner would have to take the risk of coming
to full compliance with the rules and regulations set forth by the state. I am not sure how many businesses
would consider taking that risk for our small town but it would depend on the demand. Strong sanctions are
in place if these business fail to conduct their business accordingly. Florida's law mandates that medical
marijuana dispensaries be treated as regular pharmacies for zoning purposes. Anywhere a regular pharmacy
can operate is also open to medical marijuana dispensaries.
1381.986 Medical use of marijuana
(8) MEDICAL MARIJUANA TREATMENT CENTERS.(9) BACKGROUND SCREENING(10) MEDICAL AAARIJUANA TREATMENT CENTER INSPECTIONS; ADMINISTRATIVE

ACTIONS.-

11) PREEMPTION.-

Very extensive section with strict rules and regulations, employee rules and background checks, state
inspections and also strict penalties.

But remember a patient not a customer would need to provide a state issued medical marijuana use registry
identification card to enter the business and show not only the medical card but also ID. Using the
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prescriptions dosage in whatever prescribed form: cannabis oil, pills, gummy, edibles or the flower can only be
consumed at home and not in public. The penalties associated with use in public:
^381.986 Medical use of marijuana.-

(c) A qualified patient who uses

marijuana, not including low-THC cannabis, or a caregiver who

administers marijuana, not including low-THC cannabis, in plain view of or in a place open to the general public; in
a
school bus, a vehicle, an aircraft, or a boat; or
on the grounds of a school except as provided

in s. 1006.062. commits a misdemeanor of

the first degree, punishable as provided in

s. 775.082 or

s. 775.083.

Lately there has been chatter during the debates on why the downtown district hasn't seen redevelopment. If
you say "NO" to all new business ventures then downtown will never be considered for
redevelopment. However if Treasure Island should consider the benefits of being welcoming to new business
ventures and be proactive to new trends.
Lastly, and most importantly, it's medication. My father passed away from colon and liver cancer in July 2007
at the age of 49. And I have seen my father suffer thru four rounds chemo which probably killed him faster
than the cancer did. I know that he would of done anything if it would of at least eased the pain, prolonged his
life or even cured that awful disease for that matter. He traveled to Mexico and Switzerland for alternative
medicine which included some low THC cannabis oils treatment.

Accessibility of the medication in the form of a dispensary is no different than the local CVS or
Walgreen's. Medical Marijuana dispensaries provide medication to those suffering from ALS, Cancer, Crohn's
Disease, Epilepsy, Glaucoma, HIV/AIDS, Multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's Disease, PTSD, Seizures and Terminal
Illnesses.

My entire family supports allowing a medical marijuana dispensary on Treasure Island.
Best Regards,
Arthur Czyszczon
Janet Czyszczon
240 108th Ave #302

Krystyna Czyszczon
220 108th Ave #504a

and a business owner at

Page Terrace Beachfront Hotel
10500 Gulf Blvd

http://www.floridahealth.gov/programs-and-services/office-of-medical-mariiuana-use/index.html
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(12) PENALTIES.(b) A person who fraudulently represents that he or she has a qualifying medical condition to a
qualified
physician for the purpose of being issued a physician certification commits a misdemeanor of the first degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.
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http://norml.org/legal/item/florida-medical-mariiuana-law
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From:

Brumback, Garrison

Sent:

Friday, January 05, 2018 7:55 AM

To:

Cohen, Paulette

Cc:

Keys, Ken

Subject:

FW: Jan 16th meeting. Marijuana dispensaries

Paula, please keep a record of all correspondence on this issue. I will share it with the entire Commission.
Thanks,

Garry Brumback ICMA-CM

City Manager
Treasure Island, FL
727.547.4575

All government correspondence is subject to the public records law.

This message contains confidential information and is intended for the individual named. If you are not the addressee
you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have
received this e-mail by mistake And delete this e-mail from your system.

-—Original Message—

From: Dawn Fiser [mailto:dawnbucl@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 4, 2018 5:02 PM

To: Keys, Ken <kkeys@mytreasureisland.org>; Brumback, Garrison <gbrumback@mytreasureisland.org>
Cc: Email <dawnbucl@gmail.com>
Subject: Jan 16th meeting. Marijuana dispensaries
Hello Ken. We heard about the meeting regarding medical marijuana dispensaries entering Treasure Island and that
public input is wanted. Unfortunately, we can't attend the meeting but want to be sure our voice is heard and this is
part of the meeting.

We are against having the dispensaries in Treasure Island. We have spent most of our retired time traveling the US in
our RV and have visited many cities; most notably, Portland, Oregon and Durango, CO. We have traveled there several
times both pre-dispensaries and post-dispensaries. It was shocking for us to see the terrible decline in these beautiful
cities on our last visit. The homeless population had increased tri-fold & lines ran out the doors with these same people
waiting to enter the dispensary as well as loitering outside asking for money...to purchase their marijuana. Regardless of

it being "medical," there are many that can get it very easily for simple things such as lack of sleep & the system is
abused. This will happen anywhere the dispensaries open and our luxurious, already crowded, Treasure Island beach

location will only beg for that same type of clientele should dispensaries be allowed. We will no longer spend our
money in Portland or Durango.
We are two ADAMANT NO'S from Treasure Island. Follow Federal Law.

Please let our concerns be shared....our experiences don't lie.
1
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Chris & Dawn Fiser

Sunset Beach residents since 2003

cc: Garry Brumback
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From:

Boudreau, Armand

Sent:

Tuesday, December 19, 2017 7:01 PM

To:
Subject:

Brumback, Garrison; Davis, Amy; Cohen, Paulette
Fwd: medical marijuana issue

FYI only.
Chief Armand J.J. Boudreau

Interim Public Safety Director
Treasure Island Police Department
Treasure Island Fire Rescue
180 108th Avenue

Treasure Island, Florida 33706
Office: 727-547-4590
Fax: 727-547-4597

aboudreau@,mvtreasureisland.org

Begin forwarded message:
From: mitchell shenkman <mitcheIlshenkman@gmail.com>

Date: December 19, 2017 at 6:56:31 PM EST

To: "Minning, Robert" <rminning@mvtreasureisland.org>."Lunn, Larry"
<llunn@,mvtreasureisland.org>. "Keys, Ken" <kkevs@mvtreasureisIand.org>. "Kennedy,Ralph"
<rkennedv@mvtreasureisland.org>. <dtoth@.mvtreasureisland.org>.

" <chiefofpolice@mvtreasureisland.org>
Subject: medical marijuana issue

Mayor, Commissioners , Chief, hope you are well,

I am against the approval of having a Medical Marijuana dispensary in Treasure Island.
I have been involved with children and families for 12 years ,I am a member of the Guardian At
Litem foundation and Eckerd Kids Advisory boards and a Big Brother having mentored a Little
Brother for 10 years.
We currently have an epidemic of drug abuse in Pinellas , Hillsborough and Manatee counties. In

my experience, all Drug abuse leads to other issues ,sexual and physical abuse and the break up
of families with children being removed from their homes and placed in the care of the state
foster care system.
Let other towns leam the plus"s and minus's of this issue.
Please consider NOT allowing this type of business in Treasure Island.
Mitchell
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Thu 3/15/2018 3:45 PM
From John Cole <jcole3@tampabay.rr.com>
Subject: medical marijuana

First I should tell you I do not live in Treasure Island. Born and raised in St. Pete but spend a lot of time
and money in your great city.

I have had peripheral neuropathy for better part of 15 years and have been on opioids most of that
time. In December 2016 I graduated to morphine. Since then I feel like the drug is killing me. Its taking a
toll on my body. So I went to get approved for medical marijuana since I had a chronic burning pain
condition. Since January I have been able to cut my opioid use by 25% thanks to medical marijuana. My
next goal is to be able to get to 50% reduction in opioids. I am not ready to die yet. I have 3 doctors and
there is no cure for my condition.

So I believe that your city should allow at least 1 dispensary for people like me. I live near Tyrone Mall
and have visited 2 dispensaries here. But they do have different pricing so another dispensary might
help with competition and lower prices. Medical marijuana is very expensive.

Here is a big concern of mine. There is a big push concerning the opioid crisis and the need to make it
harder to get them. I fear waking up one day and the government says, sorry John no more opioids. That
would be a death sentence for me. I would commit suicide instead of trying to live with this burning
pain. So in comes medical marijuana and even though it is legal in Florida, the Feds might at some point
step into the picture and stop it. So people like me are stuck in the middle. We are trying to get off
opioids and turn to medical marijuana and the government doesn’t like that either.

Even though I don’t live in Treasure Island, would I be permitted to speak at the April 12 meeting? This
is a very serious issue but people like me don’t like being in this position but we are and we need help in
just living our lives normally.

Thank you for your time in reading this. I hope Treasure Island lifts the ban. Allow 1 in your city. If you
were to visit the 2 dispensaries I visit you will see a very discreet building not advertising what they do.
There is never people hanging outside and both places keep there doors locked and you must be buzzed
in.

Thank you again Paula.

John W. Cole
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I watched with great interest the debate today concerning medical marihuana ban in Treasure Island.

Attachment: 9 Ord 18-05 comment from public #4 (Ord. 18-05 : Ord. 18-05, Banning Marijuana Moratorium)

2.1.h

Treasure Island Facebook Page Comments
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MEDICAL MARIJUANA DISPENSING FACILITIES
Municipality

Standing

Belleair Beach

City Council elected to not take any action on 2/6/17. No further
discussions have taken place.

Belleair Bluffs

Prohibited via Ordinance 2017-05 which passed on 12/12/18

Clearwater

Permitted via Ordinance 9042-17 which passed on 12/7/17

Dunedin

Prohibited via Ordinance 17-36 which passed on 12/21/17 imposing a
temporary moratorium until June 30, 2018

Gulfport

Permitted via Ordinance 2017-13 which passed on 1/16/18

Indian Rocks Beach

Permitted due to Ordinance 2017-13 prohibiting same not passing
during the 10/10/17 meeting.

Largo

Permitted via Ordinance 2018-05 which passed on 10/17/17.

Madeira Beach

Prohibited via Ordinance 2017-09 which passed on 11/14/17.

North Redington Beach

Prohibited via Ordinance 2017-792 which passed on 11/9/17.

Pinellas County

Commission decided to take no action on 6/20/17.

Pinellas Park

Permitted via Ordinance 4042 which passed on 10/26/17.

Safety Harbor

Prohibited via Ordinance 2017-37 passed on 12/18/817, which bans
medical marijuana treatment center dispensing facilities and provides
regulations for the location of medical marijuana treatment center
cultivating and processing facilities.

Seminole

Prohibited per Ordinance 19-2017 which passed on 8/8/17.

St. Petersburg

Permitted. Topic was discussed during 8/17/17 Public Services &
Infrastructure Committee meeting and motion to take no action and
allow treatment centers to go into allowable areas passed.

St. Pete Beach

Proposed Ordinance 2018-02 (prohibiting treatment centers) was on
the 3/13/18 Agenda; however was skipped over during the meeting.

00961006-1
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LOCAL PLANNING AGENCY
RESOLUTION NO. 18-02

RECOMMENDATION FOR THE APPROVAL OF ORDINANCE 18-5 BANNING THE
OPERATION

OF

MEDICAL

MARIJUANA TREATMENT

TREASURE ISLAND; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, City of Treasure Island Ordinance No. 96-3, as amended, designated the Treasure Island City
Planning and Zoning Board as the Local Planning Agency for the City of Treasure island, Florida; and
WHEREAS,the Treasure island Local Planning Agency has held a Public Hearing with due public notice to
receive public comments on Ordinance 18-5, a proposed land development regulation which bans the
establishment and operation of medical marijuana treatment center dispensing facilities within the
corporate limits of the City of Treasure Island; and

WHEREAS, the Planning and Zoning Board, sitting as the Local Planning Agency finds that the proposed
Treasure Island Land Development Regulation is consistent with the Treasure Island Comprehensive Plan;
and

WHEREAS, the Treasure Island Local Planning Agency has reviewed the proposed Land Development
Regulation and has considered the public testimony received at said Public Hearing.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Local Planning Agency of Treasure Island, Florida, in public

meeting assembled:
1.
The Treasure Island Local Planning Agency hereby transmits to the City of Treasure Island
Commissioners the proposed Ordinance 18-5, banning the establishment and operation of medical
marijuana treatment center dispensing facilities within the corporate limits of the City of Treasure island
as set forth in Exhibit "A" as attached hereto, with the recommendation to approve.

PASSED AND DULY ADOPTED BY THE TREASURE ISLAND LOCAL PLANNING AGENCY, IZ'"^ day of April, 2018.
TREASURE ISLAND LOCAL PLANNING AGENCY

-/3Richard Harris, Chairperson
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ESTABLISHMENT AND

CENTER DISPENSING FACILITIES WITHIN THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF THE CITY OF
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
May 1, 2018

Item No. 2.2

DATE:

April 16, 2018

TO:

Garry Brumback, City Manager

FROM:

Paula Cohen, Community Improvement Director

SUBJECT:

Consideration of Termination of Declaration of Restrictive Covenants of BofA
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND:
Bank of America contacted the City Attorney regarding the sale of a parcel of land that
occurred by a predecessor in interest. First Bank of Pinellas County Land Corporation
acquired lots 7 and 8 as a remote parking site in January 5, 1983 to comply with the
City’s parking requirements and serve as the location for overflow parking. (Please see
the attached map). On September 21, 1988, First Bank of Treasure Island issued a
Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, which was recorded in the Pinellas County Clerk
of the Circuit Court’s Office which prohibited the selling of both the Bank Site and
Remote Parking Site independently of each other.
On July 8, 2004 a quit claim deed for Lot 7 and Lot 8 was given by First Bank of Pinellas
County Land Corporation to Capri Isle Hospitality Strategies, Inc. On June 10, 2005 a
warranty deed was issued by Capri Isle Hospitality Strategies, Inc. to Pirate Square,
LLC.
City Attorney Jennifer Cowan has reviewed the documents and has no objection to
them being executed.
DISCUSSION:
To help clear the title on this property, Bank of America is seeking the City’s approval
the “Termination of Declaration of Restrictive Covenants”.
FUNDING
No cost to the City.
RECOMMENDATION
The staff recommends the City Commission approve the execution of the termination of
declaration of restrictive covenants.
ATTACHMENTS
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Map of Subject Property
Letter from K Luongo, requesting execution of the Agreement
Assistant Secretary’s Certificate of Bank of America, National Association
Termination of Declaration of Restrictive Covenants
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Lots 7 and 8
Formerly the Remote Parking
Site of Bank of America

Attachment: Map of Subject Property (2018-23 : Consideration of Termination of Declaration of Restrictive Covenants of BofA)
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Existing Bank of America site
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
May 1, 2018

Item No. 2.3

DATE:

April 23, 2018

TO:

Garry Brumback, City Manager

FROM:

Paula Cohen, Community Improvement Director

SUBJECT:

Res. 18-45 Amending the Pay and Classification Plan to provide for a full-time
Assistant Community Improvement Director Position and amending the FY 2018
Budget to support this position for the remainder of the fiscal year.
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
The responsibilities of the Community Improvement Department and the Director have
increased significantly. The City’s building activity has increased significantly over the
past several years requiring more overall coordination of this program. There will also
be additional legislative action by the State which will require additional regulation that
the Department will have to implement and provide (i.e. 5G Ordinance and potentially
more). The increased building activity and in some cases complexity, has resulted in
little time remaining for the Director to focus on the overall management of the
department. There are a number of initiatives and/or services that the Department
cannot achieve (or do well) without supplementing resources such as:





Greater focus on department providing customer centric service;
Greater emphasis on economic redevelopment;
Analyze workflows to streamline the development review process;
Implement Energov Building Software program to modernize the technology
used by the department as well as provide enhanced services to the customer
and eventually offer some on-line capabilities;
 Become less paper dependent, developing a plan to scan files and plans to allow
them to be preserved electronically; and
 Updating the City’s Comprehensive Plan by 2020 to adhere to new state statutes
Examples of the duties and responsibilities of the Assistant Community Improvement
Director include, but are not limited to:
 Ensuring the department provides a customer-centric services.
 Overseeing the activity of the permit counter which accepts permit submittals,
issues building permits, collects fees, and confers with public on their application.

Page 1
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 Providing quality control review relative to permit issuance, building plan reviews,
civil engineering decisions, flood elevation certificates, V-zone certificates,
acceptance of surveys, certificates of completion, certificates of occupancy, etc.
for compliance with City codes and ordinances.
 Coordinating unsafe building complaints requiring fire, building, and code
inspection and monitors compliance requirements and city code enforcement
actions.
 Coordination and monitoring of all civil engineering and building plan reviews,
inspections, and “compliance re-checks”
 Coordinating fire inspector plan reviews and fire inspections of remodeling
projects and new construction of multiple unit (3 living units or greater) buildings
and commercial structures with Fire Department.
The proposed pay grade for the Assistant Community Improvement Director is Grade E
with a salary range of $63,268 - $94,903 plus benefits. Assuming someone hired at the
beginning of the grade, the annual cost for funding the position plus benefits is $90,000.
POLICY / PURPOSE
To amend both the Compensation and Classification Pay Plan and the FY 2018 Budget
to reflect adding one full-time Asst. CID Director position and associated funding for the
remaining of the fiscal year.
STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
Goal 5: Closely manage the intensity of redevelopment consistent with the character
and scale of the community. Goal 7: Preserve the City’s unique and high-quality
neighborhoods. Goal 8: Rejuvenate the City’s business and tourist areas.
FUNDING
It is anticipated that this position would be filled in May 2018, therefore, the estimated
costs for the proposed Assistant Community Improvement Director position for the
remainder of this fiscal year is $28,720 (including benefits). The proposed position will
be funded from the Restricted Building fund balance through a Budget Amendment to
appropriate funding within the General Fund Building Division, account 001-524112000.
As of the end of FY 2017, the Restricted Building Division fund balance has an ending
balance of $1,116,276 and is projected to increase during this fiscal year as the building
activity revenue continues to surpass anticipated revenue targets. This revenue is
restricted by Florida State Statute so that it can be used only towards the cost to
implement and enforce the Florida Building Code. This revenue has significantly grown
over the past several years due to the increase in building activity throughout the City.
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Staff recommends approval of Resolution 18-45 which amends the Pay and
Classification Plan to provide for a full-time Assistant Community Improvement Director
position to monitor and oversee the every-day operations of the Department.
Additionally, the Commission authorizes the associated Budget Amendment
appropriating $28,720 from the Restricted Building Division General Fund fund balance
within the Building Division Program, account 001-5241-12000.

ATTACHMENTS
Proposed Job Description for Assistant Community Improvement Director
Resolution 18-45
…
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RESOLUTION 18-45
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
TREASURE ISLAND AUTHORIZING THE AMENDMENT TO THE PAY
AND CLASSIFICATION PLAN TO PROVIDE FOR AN ASSISTANT
COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT DIRECTOR POSITION AND ASSOCIATED
BUDGET AMENDMENT FOR THE FY2018 BUDGET IN THE AMOUNT
OF $28,720 APPROPRIATING RESTRICTED BUILDING DEPARTMENT
FUND BALANCE WITHIN THE GENERAL FUND TO THE BUILDING
DEPARTMENT PROGRAM TO SUPPORT THIS POSITION FOR THE
REMAINDER OF THE FISCAL YEAR; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE
DATE.

WHEREAS, the City Commission has adopted a Pay and Classification Plan with the FY 2019
Budget; and
WHEREAS, staff is recommending the addition of an Assistant Community Improvement Director
classification and funding one full-time position within the Community Improvement Department;
and
WHEREAS, the pay grade of the Assistant Community Improvement Director classification and
attached job description will be in Pay Grade E, of which may be amended from time to time; and
WHEREAS, an associated budget amendment is required to support the position for the
remainder of the fiscal year, whereby funding is provided by appropriating the Restricted General
Fund Building Department fund balance in the amount of $28,720 to the Building Department
Program; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration, has determined
that granting this authorization is in the best interests of the City.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND DOES
RESOLVE:
Section 1. The Commission does hereby authorize amending the Pay and Classification
Plan to provide for an Assistant Community Improvement Director classification in Grade
E and fund an additional full-time position.
Section 2. The Commission authorizes a budget amendment to the FY 2018 Budget to
appropriate funds to support this position for the remainder of the fiscal year in the
amount of $28,720 from the Restricted General Fund Building Department fund balance
to the Building Department Program personnel account 001-5241-12000.

The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City Commission of the City
of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the ( ) by Commissioner ( ) who moved its adoption; was
seconded by Commissioner ( ) and upon roll call, the vote was:
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YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:

__________________________
Lawrence Lunn, Mayor
ATTEST:
______________________
Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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JOB TITLE:

ASST. COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT DIRECTOR GRADE: E

DEPARTMENT: COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT

SALARY: $63,268 - $94,903

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
Highly responsible position which organizes and supervises the timely processing of all steps of
the permit application process through building, civil engineering, zoning and fire and the
subsequent building, civil engineering and fire inspection service functions, in a manner that
demonstrates a commitment to solutions and decisions that collaboratively foster a positive
customer service environment. . Monitors complaints of unsafe conditions relative fire, building,
and / or civil engineering inspection – whether associated with a permit or not. Work is
performed under the general supervision of the Community Improvement Director. Supervision is
exercised over all department personnel.
ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS:
1. Ensures the department provides a customer centric services.
2. Monitors the scheduling of all civil engineering and building plan reviews, inspections,
and “compliance re-checks”
3. Coordinates fire inspector plan reviews and fire inspections of remodeling projects and
new construction of multiple unit (3 living units or greater) buildings and commercial
structures with Fire Department.
4. Coordinates unsafe building complaints requiring fire, building, and code inspection and
monitors compliance requirements and city code enforcement actions.
5. Advises and serves as an information source to inspectors, contractors, and the public on
permit and inspection matters, as well as, land development regulations / building / fire /
floodplain code interpretation.
6. Provides quality control review relative to permit issuance, building plan reviews, civil
engineering decisions, flood elevation certificates, V-zone certificates, acceptance of
surveys, certificates of completion, certificates of occupancy, etc. for compliance with City
codes and ordinances.
7. Oversees the activity of the permit counter which accepts permit submittals, issues
building permits, collects fees, and confers with public on their application.
8. Recommends land development code revisions

Attachment: Asst. CID Director Job Description (Res. 18-45 : Res 18-45 Assistant Community Improvement Director)

CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
JOB DESCRIPTION

9. Assists in the preparation of the division's budget.
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11. Assists in the development and implementation of inspection and permit processing
policies and procedures.
12. Serves as lead employee for the implementation of the new GIS based - computer system.
13. Serves as acting manager in the absence of the Community improvement Director
14. Performs related work as required.
15. Serves in a staff position as a “confidential” employee.
(These essential job functions are not to be construed as a complete statement of all duties
performed. Employees will be required to perform other job related marginal duties as
required.)
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
- Must exercise considerable independent professional judgment and initiative in
solving problems through the application of a thorough knowledge of the City’s code,
policies and practices.
- Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with City employees,
elected officials, contractors, consultants, city residents as well as other local, state,
regional, and federal agencies.
- Ability to recognize problems and develop creative and unique solutions, and skill in
obtaining agreement and commitment to solutions and decisions.
- Knowledge and training in supervisory and leadership practices and procedures.
- Training and experience in job safety requirements for areas of responsibility.
- Ability to communicate clearly and concisely, orally and in writing.
- Skill in the use of computerized system applications and personal computer software
applications.
- Ability to maintain information on a “confidential” basis.
- Excellent leadership, coaching, mentoring and people skills as well as excellent
organizational skills.
- Thorough knowledge of laws and ordinances governing planning, development and
zoning processes.
- General knowledge of the principles and practices of building design and construction.
- General knowledge of building construction codes.
- Ability to effectively communicate development plans to the public, private developers,
City management and elected officials.
- Ability to manage, direct and supervise professional and clerical staff.
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:


Attachment: Asst. CID Director Job Description (Res. 18-45 : Res 18-45 Assistant Community Improvement Director)

10. Interprets building, fire, flood regulations and land development regulations.

Graduation from an accredited four year college or university with a Bachelor's Degree in
Planning, Engineering, or Architecture or a related field. Five years of experience as a
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(A comparable amount of training, education or experience may be substituted for the above
minimum qualifications.)
LICENSES, CERTIFICATIONS OR REGISTRATIONS:
 Valid Florida Driver's License.
 A.I.C.P. preferred.
 International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO) or Florida Building Code as a
building inspector and/or plans reviewer preferred.
 Certified Floodplain Manager preferred.
ESSENTIAL PHYSICAL SKILLS:
Acceptable eyesight (with or without corrections)
Acceptable hearing (with or without aid)
Ability to communicate both orally and in writing.
Ability to access, input and retrieve information from a computer.
Ability to lift 20 pounds.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS:
Work is performed primarily in an office environment with moderate noise levels. The
employee in this class is frequently subject to inside environmental conditions which provide
protection from weather conditions but not necessarily from temperature changes and is
occasionally subject to outside environmental conditions.
(Reasonable accommodation will be made for otherwise qualified individuals with a disability.)

Attachment: Asst. CID Director Job Description (Res. 18-45 : Res 18-45 Assistant Community Improvement Director)

plans reviewer and / or building inspector; inclusive of supervisory and/or administrative
responsibilities.
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
May 1, 2018

Item No. 2.4

DATE:

April 24, 2018

TO:

Garry Brumback, City Manager

FROM:

Paula Cohen, Community Improvement Director

SUBJECT:

Res. 18-47 Letter of Engagement for Legal Counsel from Bryant, Miller, Olive
(BMO) and Associated Budget Amendment in the amount of $7,500
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND:
An administrative appeal case will be scheduled for an upcoming Planning and Zoning
Board meeting. The petitioner and the next neighbor will each be represented by their
own individual legal counsel. The administrative appeal is a quasi-judicial matter. In
quasi-judicial matters, attorneys are prohibited from acting as both the advocate for one
side and the advisory to the impartial body. Hence, the City Attorney cannot serve as
both the advocate for staff in the appeal and advise the Planning and Zoning Board.
Pursuant to section 70-181 of the City’s Code, in appeals of administrative decisions,
the City Attorney is required to advise the Planning and Zoning Board on whether the
appeal is within the province of the board and the legal merits, if requested by the
board. Often City staff represents does not have legal representation in administrative
appeal matters before the Planning and Zoning Board; however, given the matters at
issue in this administrative appeal, it is advisable that the City staff have legal
representation.
DISCUSSION:
City Attorney Jennifer Cowan will represent the Planning and Zoning Board. Ms.
Cowan contacted the law firm of Bryant, Miller, Olive (“BMO”). Nicole C. Nate, Attorney
with Bryant Miller Olive to represent the City staff. Ms. Nate provided the City with a
letter of engagement.
The contract with BMO will be on an hourly basis. However, in an effort to provide an
estimate of the potential costs involved, Attorney Nate has outlined in the letter of
engagement the process and estimated fees associated with each phase of the
process. Attorney Nate identifies three (3) phases of the process: the preliminary
phase, hearing phase, and appellate phase. The preliminary phases will have fees
related to preparing for the hearing, including but are not limited to, interviewing Civil
Engineer - Al Carrier, P E., Community Improvement Director - Paula Cohen, and Chief
Building Official - Neal Mazzei, reviewing the staff report and the documents related to
the matter.
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The hearing phase will include the fees and costs for Attorney Nate’s work immediately
preceding and at the Planning and Zoning Board hearing.
Lastly, there may be fees and costs following the hearing; should either the petitioner or
the next door neighbor of the petitioner choose to appeal the Planning and Zoning
Board’s determination. Should there be an appeal subsequent to the Planning and
Zoning Board determination, the Commission would be advised of such and a
recommendation would be made to the Commission as to representation in that matter.
Attorney Nate has provided an estimate, but the Commission would choose who would
handle the matter.
FUNDING
The letter of engagement outlines the following costs and expenses:
 Preliminary costs
$ 5,000
 Hearing costs
$ 2,500
 Costs and Expenses following the Hearing
$7,500-15,000
Since this case relates back to the issuance of a building permit; the funding for these
expenses is available from the building permit revenues (balance of $1.1M end of FY
2017).
Staff recommends an associated Budget Amendment appropriating an estimated
amount of $7,500 from the Restricted Building fund balance within the General Fund for
these legal expenses.
RECOMMENDATION
The staff recommends the City Commission approve Resolution 18-47, authorizing the
approval of the letter of engagement with Nicole C. Nate, Attorney and an associated
Budget Amendment appropriating $7,500 from the Restricted Building fund balance
within the General Fund for legal services to account 001-5241-31000 Attorney
Services.
ATTACHMENTS
Resolution 18-47
Letter of Engagement
Professional Summary of Nicole C. Nate, Attorney
…
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RESOLUTION 18-47
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
TREASURE ISLAND AUTHORIZING THE ENGAGEMENT OF LEGAL
SERVICES FROM BRYAN, MILLER, OLIVE AND ASSOCIATED BUDGET
AMENDMENT FOR THE FY2018 BUDGET IN THE AMOUNT OF $7,500
APPROPRIATING RESTRICTED BUILDING FUND BALANCE WITHIN
THE GENERAL FUND TO THE BUILDING DEPARTMENT PROGRAM;
AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, Section 70-181 Procedures for appeals from administrative decisions provides for an
aggrieved person to appeal a decision of an administrative official of the City under any provision
of the land use regulations to the Planning and Zoning Board; and
WHEREAS, the legal counsel for the aggrieved party has submitted the administrative appeal for
this case; and
WHEREAS, the City Attorney cannot represent both staff in advocating the matter and advise the
Planning and Zoning Board in determining the quasi-judicial matter; and
WHEREAS, Section 70-181 requires the City Attorney to advise the Planning and Zoning Board
on the legal merits of the matter, if requested; and
WHEREAS, it is advisable, given the matters at issue in the administrative appeal that City staff
have legal representation at the administrative appeal; and
WHEREAS, an associated budget amendment is required to fund this request whereby funding
is provided by appropriating the Restricted General Fund Building Department fund balance in the
amount of $7,500 to the Building Department Program; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration, has determined
that granting this authorization is in the best interests of the City.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND DOES
RESOLVE:
Section 1. To approve the letter of engagement with Nicole C. Nate, Attorney of the law
firm of Bryant Miller Olive for legal counsel.
Section 2. The Commission authorizes a budget amendment to the FY 2018 Budget to
appropriate funds of $7,500 from the Restricted General Fund Building Department fund
balance to the Building Department Program account 001-5241-31000 for legal services.

The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City Commission of the City
of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the ( ) by Commissioner ( ) who moved its adoption; was
seconded by Commissioner ( ) and upon roll call, the vote was:
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:
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__________________________
Lawrence Lunn, Mayor
ATTEST:
______________________
Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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Bryant
Miller
Olive

Attorneys at Law
One Tampa City Center
Suite 2700
Tampa, FL 33602
Tel 813.273.6677
Fax 813.223.2705
www.bmolaw.com

April 25, 2018

VIA PDF EMAIL ONLY
City of Treasure Island, Florida
Attn: Jennifer Cowan, City Attorney
120 108* Avenue
Treasure Island, FL 33706
jcowan@llw-law.com
Re:

Special Legal Counsel Services

Dear Jennifer:
This letter follows our recent discussions and outlines the terms of our engagement to
provide special counsel legal services to the City of Treasure Island (the City). Thank you for
thinking of Bryant Miller Olive P.A. (the Firm) for this matter.
While we do not wish to be overly formal with you, at the outset of each new
engagement, it is our custom and practice to confirm in writing the terms of the professional
relationship we are establishing, including the identity of our client(s), the nature and scope of
our professional undertaking and the essential business terms of our relahonship.
Our engagement will be to provide legal advice and representation to the City's staff,
building official, and engineer with regard to the appeal to the City's Planning and Zoning
Board filed by Nicholas W Griffin and Michelle G. Griffin over the building permit application
for the property located at 10042 S. Yacht Club Dr., and any subsequent appeal to the Circuit
Court Appellate Division or other litigation, as requested by the City. Nikki Nate will be the
primary attorney for this work. Ms. Nate is board certified by the Florida Bar in City County &
Local Government Law.
The Firm proposes to provide special cotmsel legal services pursuant to the attached
terms and at our discounted hourly rate of $250.00 for attorneys. Paralegals and law clerks will
be billed at an hourly rate of $125.00. A fee estimate by scope of work attached as Exhibit A.
However, in any litigation matter, in the event any person or entity other that the City is
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Miami
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Orlando
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required to pay attorney's fees, the hourly rates for all attorneys will be $395.00 or such amount
as is determined by the court, whichever is greater.
Costs and fees incurred will be billed monthly. Based on our long standing relationship
with the City, no retainer or cost deposit will be required at this time.
If the terms of this engagement, together with Exhibit A and the General Terms and
Conditions attached as Exhibit B, are agreeable, please sign the enclosed copy of this letter and
return it to me.
If you agree to proceed with this engagement based on the terms described above and in
the attached terms of engagement, please so indicate by signing and returning a copy of this
letter.
Should you have questions concerning this engagement, including the attachments,
please do not hesitate to contact Nikki or me.
Sincerely,
BRYANT MILLER OLIVE P.A.

By: Alan S. Zimmet, Shareholder

ACCEPTANCE
The foregoing terms of this engagement, including the General Terms and Conditions of
Engagement on the attached Exhibit A, are in accord with my imderstanding of the same and
are hereby approved and accepted.

Name;______________________
Title:______________________
City of Treasure Island, Florida

Date:

,2018
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Scope of Services
TASK 1: Pre-hearing evaluation and analysis

Est. Fees
$5,000

DESCRIPTION: Review all documents, permits,
and legal authorities related to the appeal filed
by Nicholas W Griffin and Michelle G. Griffin
over the building permit application for the
property located at 10042 S. Yacht Club Dr.;
meet with and interview key city staff involved
in the permitting, stop work orders, and other
matters related to the appeal; engage in pre
hearing negotiations, stipulation of facts, and
other pre-hearing matters with opposing
counsel(s).
TASK 2: Represent City in administrative appeal
hearing (quasi-judicial) before Planning and
Zoning Board

$2,500

DESCRIPTION:
Witness
and
exhibit
preparation; prepare for and represent City at
appeal hearing
TASK 3: If directed by the City, represent City in
subsequent appeal to the Circuit Court
Appellate Division or other litigation.

$7,500 -$15,000

This estimate is based on a discounted blended hourly rate of $250 for attorneys, whether shareholder or
associate. The above is a conservative estimate assuming active opposition to the administrative appeal.
However, it assumes no prehearing deposition or expert witness depositions, which would be rmcommon
in an administrative proceeding and does not include out of pocket costs, court fees, or expert witness
fees.
Please also note, inherent in any contested proceeding are many factors that are largely outside of our
control, including actions of opposing counsel and the court. Task 3, in particular, is set forth as a range to
account for many variables unique to that task, including the City's status in the appeal (appellant or
appellee), whether the court issues an order to show cause, whether the court orders oral argument, cind
the number of parties to the appeal. It does not include any estimated fees for second-tier certiorari review
before the Second District Court of Appeals. While we will do our best to monitor these estimates and
provide you with updates throughout the case, we cannot guaranty that the actual fees and expenses will
not exceed the above estimates.
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EXHIBIT B
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT
1.
Confidentiality and Related Matters. Several points regarding the ethics of our
profession that will govern our representation deserve emphasis. As a matter of professional
responsibility, we are required to preserve the confidences and secrets of our clients. This
professional obligation and the legal privilege for attorney-client communications exist to
encourage candid and complete communication between a client and his lawyer. We can
perform truly beneficial services for a client only if we are aware of all information that might
be relevant to our representation. Consequently, we trust that our attorney-client relationship
with you will be based on mutual confidence and unrestrained communication that will
facilitate our proper representation of you. Additionally, you should be aware that, in instances
in which we represent a corporation or other entity our client relationship is with the entity and
not with its individual executives, shareholders, directors, partners, or persons in similar
positions, or with its parent, subsidiaries, or other affiliates. In those cases, our professional
responsibilities are owed only to that entity, alone, and no conflict of interest will be asserted by
you because we represent persons with respect to interests that are adverse to individual
persons or business organizations who have a relationship with you. Of course, we can also
represent individual executives, shareholders, partners, and other persons related to the entity
in matters that do not conflict with the interests of the entity, but any such representation will
be the subject of a separate engagement. We generally do not represent multiple parties to a
transaction or other legal matter, but to the extent this engagement involves representation of
more than one similarly situated person or entity in a particular matter, our representation of
the group will not include the representation of any of the members of the group in relation to
any other members of the group.
2.

Out-of-Pocket Expenses. In addition to legal fees, our statements will include
out-of-pocket expenses that we have advanced on your behalf and our internal charges for
certain support activities. We may request an advance cost deposit (in addition to the advance
fee deposit) when we expect that we will be required to incur substantial costs on behalf of the
client.
During the course of our representation, it may be appropriate to hire third parties to
provide services on your behalf. These services may include such things as consulting or
testifying experts, investigators, providers of computerized litigation support, court reporters,
or other consultants. Because of the legal "work product" protection afforded to services that an
attorney requests from third parties, in certain situations our firm, upon the written approval of
your general counsel, including the rates, fees, and charges by your general counsel, may
assume responsibility for retaining the appropriate service providers. Even if we do so,
however, you will be responsible for paying all fees and expenses directly to the service
providers or reimbursing us for these expenses. The firm attempts to achieve efficiencies and
savings for its clients when dealing with independent contractors. The firm may be able to
obtain a reduced charge from a contractor or achieve other benefits to the client if the firm
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provides certain functions. For these administrative and coordination services, the firm may
charge an administrative fee, which will be separately disclosed to you.
3.

Billing. We bill periodically throughout the engagement for a particular matter,
and our periodic statements are due when rendered. If our fees are based primarily on the
amount of our time devoted to the matter, our statements will be rendered monthly. In
instances in which we represent more than one person with respect to a matter, each person that
we represent is jointly and severally liable for our fees and expenses with respect to the
representation. Our statements contain a summary of each matter for which legal services are
rendered and a fee is charged.
If our statements are not paid in a timely manner, we reserve the right to discontinue
services. The City agrees to pay all undisputed billing charges in accordance with the Florida
Local Government Prompt Payment Act, F.S. 218.70 et seq. The parties will promptly address
and attempt to resolve any dispute regarding payment in accordance with a dispute resolution
procedure established pursuant to the Florida Local Government Prompt Payment Act. Any
payments made on past due statements are applied first to the oldest outstanding statement.
We shall be entitled to attorneys' fees and expenses if collection activities are necessary.
4.
Questions About Our Bills. We invite you to discuss freely with us any
questions that you have concerning a fee charged for any matter. We will attempt to provide as
much billing information as you require and in such customary form that you desire.
5.

Termination.
Upon termination of our relationship, the attorney-client
relationship will end unless you and we have expressly agreed to a continuation with respect to
certain matters. The representation is terminable at will by either of us. The termination of the
representation will not terminate your obligation to pay fees and expenses incurred prior to the
termination.
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
May 1, 2018

Item No. 2.5

DATE:

April 24, 2018

TO:

Garry Brumback, City Manager

FROM:

Armand Boudreau, Interim Public Safety Director

SUBJECT:

Res. 18-46 Purchase of Replacement Fire Engine and Associated Budget
Amendment from Undesignated Penny for Pinellas fund balance
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND
Treasure Island Fire Rescue provides EMS and Fire services to the City of Treasure
Island and mutual aid services to the surrounding communities. The department
operates two engines (primary and reserve) and one EMS response vehicle. The
number of vehicles is based on the level and types of services, call volume, the
population and compliance with the City’s ISO (Insurance Services Office, Inc.) rating.
The ISO rating determines the City’s Public Protection Classification (PPC), based on
regular audits of the Fire Department’s structural fire suppression delivery system. The
City’s classification plays an important role in the underwriting process for insurance
companies providing coverage to property owners within the City of Treasure Island.
During our most recent audit, dated April 14, 2015, the City Communality Classification
was rated as a 02. This rating was based on an audit of fire apparatus which included a
front line engine and a reserve pumper truck. Any material changes to these resources
may adversely affect the City’s ISO rating and the resulting insurance premium rates.
The Fire Department currently operates a 2013 E-One engine as a primary ALS
response vehicle. The vehicle was purchased new in 2013 and recently underwent
extensive warranty work at the E-One factory in Ocala, Florida. The work included
extensive paint repair, replacement of seat belt harnesses and various other warranty
repairs. The truck is in excellent condition, and the current mileage is 30,989.
The reserve truck is a 1990 Spartan Pumper. Due to numerous equipment failures on
the truck over an extended period, an inspection was completed on February 14, 2018
by Ten-8 Fire Equipment in Bradenton, Florida. Ten-8 found mechanical deficiencies
with the air cleaner, engine, brakes, transmission, radiator, power steering, emergency
lights, interior lights and running lights. In addition, the vacuum system on the water
pumping system was defective, and Ten-8 was unable to complete a required annual
pump test. Upon receiving an estimate for $1,990.00 to repair the vacuum system
alone, we declined to invest any additional money into repair of a vehicle with a current
Page 1
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value of approximately $5,000.00. The truck was returned to Treasure Island Fire
Rescue and remains out of service, pending the purchase of a suitable replacement
vehicle.
POLICY / PURPOSE
The purpose of this resolution is to approve the purchase of a replacement reserve
truck for Treasure Island Fire Rescue, providing a safe and functional fire apparatus
thereby maintaining the City’s ISO rating. The intent of this purchase is to move the
2013 E-One engine from primary ALS response vehicle to reserve status and place the
2016 E-One engine into the primary ALS response position. This redeployment of fire
assets will ensure the maintenance of our current ISO rating well into the future.
STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
GOAL 1: Strengthen the financial stability of the City in an ever-changing economic
environment. OBJECTIVE 2: To support the extension of Penny for Pinellas and
develop a contingency plan for revenue if the referendum does not pass. 1. Update the
proposed expenditure plan for remaining Penny extension.
ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
Treasure Island Fire Rescue must maintain a reserve pumper to meet the fire
suppression needs of the City and to maintain the City’s current ISO PPC rating of 02.
Because the current 1990 Spartan pumper is no longer in service and projected
maintenance costs far exceed the value of the vehicle, staff conducted research for
purchasing a replacement vehicle.
Staff contacted REV/Hall Mark RTC in Ocala, Florida and requested a quote based on
the Florida Sheriff’s Association cooperative vehicle bid program. REV/Hall Mark RTC
is an authorized dealer for E-One, Inc., the same manufacturer for the department’s
2013 front line engine. REV initially submitted a proposal for a comparably equipped
2017 E-One Pumper Cyclone in the amount of $542,528.84. In addition, REV recently
submitted a proposal for a comparably equipped 2016 E-One Cyclone demonstrator
model in the amount of $419,929.00 which included a $5,000.00 trade-in allowance for
the existing 1990 Spartan pumper. The cost of the demonstrator model includes install
of all equipment, transfer of communications equipment (radio and laptop computer),
paint and graphics. The vehicle would be equipped nearly identically to the current
2013 E-One engine with the exception of a cascade system which provides staff with
the ability to refill air tanks. The current 2013 engine is equipped with such a system,
and the purchase of another portable air system is not needed.
REV also submitted a financing option which would provide the City with an option to
spread out the cost of the vehicle over four (4) years. In addition to the lump sum
payment option of $419,929.00, the City could also make four (4) annual payments of
$115,395.57. This financing option included an annual rate of 3.89% which adds an
additional $41,653.28 in interest charges.
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FUNDING
Funding will come from the undesignated fund balance in the Penny for Pinellas fund,
and be appropriated to account number 123-5300-64920 Public Safety Equip/Vehicles.
Staff’s recommendation on whether to purchase as a lump sum or utilize the financing
option will be finalized and presented at the next Commission meeting for the final
approval of this item. Staff is currently working on the FY 2019 budget and prioritizing
capital needs within the Penny for Pinellas Fund to propose to the City Commission and
this is needing more time before a final recommendation from staff is provided. Either
option will result in a budget amendment, but for different amounts.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends the purchase of a 2016 E-One Cyclone Pumper demonstrator model
from REV/Hall Mark RTC, which includes the trade-in allowance for the 1990 Spartan
Pumper, in the amount of $419,929.00. Staff will present the financing recommendation
on how to purchase the engine, of which both options will result with a budget
amendment from the undesignated fund balance in the Penny for Pinellas Fund to
account 123-5300-64920 Public Safety Equip/Vehicles.
ATTACHMENTS
 Resolution 18-46
 Fire Apparatus Proposal, dated April 11, 2018, from REV/Hall Mark RTC,
Inc.
 Inspection Report and Invoice from Ten-8 Fire Equipment, Inc.
…
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RESOLUTION 18-46

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE
CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA AUTHORIZING
TREASURE ISLAND FIRE RESCUE TO PURCHASE A
2016 E-ONE CYCLONE FIRE ENGINE FROM REV/HALL
MARK RTC FOR $419,929.00 AND ASSOCIATED
BUDGET AMENDMENT APPROPRIATING FUNDS FROM
THE UNDESIGNATED PENNY FOR PINELLAS FUND
BALANCE FOR THE PURCHASE OF THE ENGINE; AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE
WHEREAS, Treasure Island Fire Rescue provides EMS and Fire services to the
City of Treasure Island and mutual aid services to the surrounding communities.; and
WHEREAS, Treasure Island Fire Rescue operates two engines (primary and
reserve) and one EMS response vehicle; and
WHEREAS, the City’s Insurance Services Office, Inc. (ISO) rating of 02 is based
on an audit of Treasure Island fire apparatus which includes a primary engine and a
reserve pumper truck; and
WHEREAS, the current reserve truck is 28 years old and repair estimates far
exceed the estimated trade-in value of $5,000.00; and
WHEREAS, REV/Hall Mark RTC submitted a proposal for a comparably
equipped 2016 E-One Cyclone demonstrator model in the amount of $419,929.00,
including a $5,000.00 trade-in allowance for the existing 1990 Spartan pumper; and
WHEREAS, An associated Budget Amendment is required to appropriate funds
for this purchase from the Undesignated Penny for Pinellas fund balance; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration,
has determined that purchasing a 2016 E-One Cyclone fire engine from REV/Hall Mark
RTC is in the best interest of the City of Treasure Island.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND DOES RESOLVE THAT:
Section 1. Treasure Island Fire Rescue is authorized to purchase a 2016 E-One
Cyclone demonstrator fire engine from REV/Hall Mark RTC in the amount of
$419,929.00. The purchase price includes a $5,000.00 trade-in allowance for the
1990 Spartan Pumper truck.
Section 2. Funding will come from a Budget Amendment appropriating
Undesignated fund balance of the Penny for Pinellas Fund to account 123-530064920 Public Safety Equip/Vehicles.
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Section 3. This Resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.
The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City
Commission of the City of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the 3rd day of April, 2018
by Commissioner _______ who moved its adoption; was seconded by Commissioner
_______ and upon roll call, the vote was:

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:

__________________________
Lawrence Lunn, Mayor
ATTEST:

Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
May 1, 2018

Item No. 2.6

DATE:

April 18, 2018

TO:

Garry Brumback, City Manager

FROM:

Cathy Hayduke, Recreation Director

SUBJECT:

Treasure Bay Playground Fence Installation and Tennis Court Fence Repairs
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND
Resolution 17-123 approved the purchase and installation of a new playground from
Top Line Recreation for Treasure Bay. A portion of the remaining budgeted funds were
approved to be used to remove the existing fence and install a new fence around the
playground on the north side of the property to provide accessibility to the playground
after hours. Unlike all other neighborhood playgrounds in Treasure Island, the Treasure
Bay playground is only accessible during operational hours of the facility, which is
currently Monday through Thursday 8:00am until 9:00pm and Friday through Sunday
8:00am until 5:00pm. Playground hours are 8:00am until 9:00pm daily.
At the request of the previous Commission, Treasure Bay weekend hours will be
extended until 8:00pm starting this May 1st through October 31st to allow patrons to
utilize the entire facility longer during the summer months.
During Hurricane Irma, the tennis court fence on courts #6, #9 and #10 were minimally
damaged. After the storm, it was difficult to obtain a fence company to provide quotes
for the repairs to our fence due to the high volume of fence replacements/repairs county
wide. Staff decided to include the tennis court fence repairs into the quote for the new
playground fence installation.
POLICY / PURPOSE
The City’s Purchasing Policy requires that the purchase of all goods, materials and
services in excess of $10,000 or more for goods, materials, equipment or services shall
be made only upon the approval and award of the City Commission and only after
competitive bid process set forth in an administrative policy established by the City
Manager for purchases in excess of $10,000.
STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
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GOAL 2: Create and maintain functional and cost-effective City facilities and grounds to
serve the needs of the community.
GOAL 3: Proactively maintain and improve infrastructure that meets the future needs of
the City. OBEJECTIVE 2: To update and implement 5-year maintenance plans for the
City infrastructure such as sewer, storm water, roads, parks, and miscellaneous
facilities. ACTION PLANS # 6, develop a City park 5-year maintenance and
improvement plan.
ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
Staff received four quotes for the installation of the playground fence. However, only two
of the four companies bid on the tennis court fence repairs for courts 6, 9 and 10
Superior Fence
West Coast Fence Corp
Allied Fence
A-1 Fence

Playground Fence
$5,290
$6,509.39
$8,890.65
$9,311

Tennis Court Fence Repairs
did not provide quote
$3,615
$10,834.96
did not provide quote

Building Official Neal Mazzei reviewed the fence quotes and noted the following as
outlined in the quotes:
1. The sketches were fairly ambiguous and contained different linear feet
dimensions of product to be used. He noted that West Coast Fence
measurements were the closest to staffs’ measurements.
2. Allied Fence was the only company to include the removal of the existing fence.
3. There were varying sizes and gauges of material
4. Superior and Allied indicted that the posts would be set in concrete
The Building Official suggested that staff request the specific manufacturer’s material
specifications for all materials proposed to be used by each fence contractor specifically
sizes, gauges, finishes of posts, mesh, gates, rails, etc.
Staff contacted each of the companies, of which West Coast Fence was the only
company that provided the requested documentation for additional information. It was
noted that West Coast Fence would be setting all posts in concrete; however, they
would not be removing the existing 40’ of fence and gate. Upon review of the submitted
material, the Building Official recommended West Coast Fence. Additionally, Treasure
Bay staff will be removing approximately 40’ of existing 6’ fence and a gate.
FUNDING
Funding for the playground fence installation in the amount of $6,509.39 is budgeted in
the Penny for Pinellas Fund account 123-5300-63000 as approved by Resolution 17123.
The tennis court fence repairs in the amount of $3,615 is budgeted in the General Fund,
account 001-5722-46900 Repairs/Maintenance to Buildings/Equipment.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends that the Commission accept the quote from West Coast Fence,
Corp. in the amount of $10,124.39 for the installation of the Treasure Bay
playground fence and repairs to the tennis court fence.
ATTACHMENTS
 Quote and documentation from West Coast Fence, Corp.

MOTION
I move for the City Commission to accept the quote from West Coast Fence, Corp. in
the amount of $10,124.39 for the installation of the Treasure Bay playground fence and
repairs to the existing tennis court fence for courts 6, 9 and 10.
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE
CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA APPROVING
THE PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION OF A BCI BURKE
PLAYGROUND FROM TOP LINE RECREATION IN THE
AMOUNT OF $73,268.45 AS PROVIDED FOR IN
PROPOSAL 134-93382-4 REFLECTING THE OSCEOLA
COUNTY SCHOOLS CONTRACT SDOC-1 6-B-087-LH
COSTS; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE
WHEREAS, As part of the City’s Strategic Plan, the Recreation Department is
completing a City-wide park plan for the city’s seven parks which includes upgrades to
park equipment and structures; and
WHEREAS, many of the city’s playground equipment is over twenty years old
and require on-going repairs to and replacement of the equipment and component
pieces; and
WHEREAS, the City is piggybacking off the Osceola County Schools contract
SDOC-16-B-087-LH and is approved to receive a discount off the purchase of an eligible
new BCI Burke playground structure as quoted by Top Line Recreation in proposal 13493382-4 of $18,722.85 from the BCI Burke Move With Us Grant Program; and
WHEREAS, the cost and installation for the play structure and miscellaneous
equipment, playground bumper and access ramp, engineered wood fibers ground cover,
installation of the equipment and ground cover, permitting and freight is $73,268.45 net
of the discount; and
WHEREAS, funds in the amount of $112,600 are budgeted in the Penny for
Pinellas Fund for the replacement of the playground equipment and surfacing; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration,
has determined that the purchase and installation of a new BCI Burke playground
structure as quoted by Top Line Recreation in proposal 134-93382-4 is in the best
interest of the City of Treasure Island.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE
ISLAND DOES RESOLVE THAT:
Section 1. The Commission approve the purchase and installation of a new BCI
Burke play structure for Treasure Bay in the amount of $73,268.45 as quoted by
Top Line Recreation in proposal 134-93382-4, net of the Burke Move With Us
Grant in the form of a discount of $1 8,722.85.
Section 2. Staff recommends that a portion of the remaining budgeted funds of
$39,331.55 be used to move existing fence and/or install new fence on the north
side of the property around the play area for accessibility after hours, Quotes for

Attachment: Resolution 17-123 (Motion 18-7 Treasure Bay Playground Fence Installation and Tennis Court Fence Repairs)
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The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City
Commission of the City of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the 7th day of November,
2017 by Commissioner Lunn who moved its adoption; was seconded by Commissioner
Keys and upon roll call, the vote was:
YEAS: Commissioners Toth, Lunn, Kennedy, Keys & Mayor Minning
NAYS:

None

ABSENT OR ABSTAINING: None

Robert Minning,
ATTEST:

Pamela A.

iddleton, City Clerk

Attachment: Resolution 17-123 (Motion 18-7 Treasure Bay Playground Fence Installation and Tennis Court Fence Repairs)

the playground fence have not been received at this time; however, staff
estimates that the cost will be within the City Manager’s spending authority.
Section 3. This Resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
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Hayduke, Cathy <chaydukemytreasureisIand.org>
westcoastfence 1 <westcoastfence1@verizon.net>
FW: Fence Quote
Thu, Mar 8, 2018 9:10 am
img82O.pdf (1783K)

Good Morning Lindy,
I have a few questions regarding the fence quote provided to the City for the Treasure Bay playground fence
1. Our measurements for the fenced area is 200’ 6’ High Green Vinyl Fence and 71’-4”-4’ High Green Vinyl Fence.
The quote was for 205’-6’ fence and 68’-4 foot fence. Would you please requote with the dimensions I provided?
2. Confirming that your bid included that the concrete posts would be set in concrete? If not, please include a price to
place the posts in concrete
3. We would like a cost for removing and disposing off the existing/old fence or is that included in the bid but not
specified?
4. Would you please provide me with the manufacturer’s material specifications for all materials proposed to be
used such as specific sizes, gauges, finishes, posts, mesh, gates, rails, etc...
—

I appreciate your assistance in this matter. Thank you

From: West Coast Fence Corp. [mailto:westcoastfencel@verizon.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 8:46 AM
To: Hayduke, Cathy <chayduke@rnytreasureisland.org>
Subject: Fence Quote

Good morning,
Attached are the quotes for the tennis courts and playground.
Thank you,
Lindy Gavaghan
West Coast Fence Corp.
6500 49th St. N
Pinellas Park, FL 33781
Ph: 727-522-4111
Fax: 727-525-6939
westcoastfence 1 @verizon net
.

https://maiIaol .com/webmail-std/en-us/PrintMessage
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AMERISTAR FENCE PRODUCTS
PERMACOAT PC-4OTM Color Chain Link Framework
Industrial Weight
CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION -323113
—

PART
GENERAL
1.01 WORK INCLUDED
-

The contractor shall provide all labor, materials and appurtenance
s necessary for installation of the color chain link fencing
system defined herein at (specify project site).
1.02 RELATED WORK
Section 02500 Paving and Surfacing
Section 03300 Case-tn-Place Concrete
Section 04200 Unit Masonry
—

—

—

1.03 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The contractor shall supply a total color chain link fencing system of the design, style and
strength defined herein. The system
shall include all components (i.e., framework, chain link fabric, gates and fittings require
)
d.
1.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE
The contractor shall provide laborers and supervisors who are thoroughly
familiar with the type of constmction involved and
materials and techniques specified.
1.05 REFERENCES
A. American Society for Testing and K’laterials (ASTM) Standards: A9OJA
9OM Test Method for Weight (Mass) of Coating on
Iron and Steel Articles with Zinc or Zinc-Alloy Coatings. A653/
A653M
Specification for Steel Sheet. Zinc-Coated
(Galvanized) or Zinc-Iron Alloy-Coated (Galvanricaled) by the
Hot-Dip Process, A924/A924M Specification for General
Requirements for Steel Sheet, Metallic-Coated by the Hot-Dip Process.
B6 Specification for Zinc, B 117 Practice for
Operating Salt Spray (Fog) Apparatus. Dl 499 Ptactice for Operat
ing Light- and Water-Exposure Apparatus (Carbon-Arc Type)
for Exposure of Plastics. D3359 Test Methods for Measuring
Adhesion by Tape Test. ES/ESM Test Methods for Tension
Testing of Metallic Materials. F567 Practice for Installation
of Chain-Link Pence, F626 Specification for Fence Fittings.
P668 Specification for Poly (Vinyl Chloride) (PVC)-Coate
d Steel Chain-Link Fence Fabric. F900 Specification for ndustr
ial
and Commercial Swing Gates. P934 Specification for Standa
rd Colors for Polymer-Coated Chain Link Fence Materials,
F969
Practice for Construction of Chain-Link Tennis Court Fence. F
1043 Specification for Strength and Protective Coatings on
Metal Industrial Chain Link Fence Framework. Fl 184 Specif
ication for Industrial and Commercial Horizontal Slide Gates.
.

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

B. American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) Standards; Ml 81
for Chain-Link Fence.

Standard Specification

-

C. United States Federal Supply Service General Servic
es Administration Speciuications R.R-F-191/3 Federa
l Specification
Sheet for Fencing, Wire and Post, Metal (Chain-Link Fence
Posts, Top nails and Braces) Detail Specification.
-

-

1.06 SUBMITTAL
The manufacturer’s literature shall be submitted prior
to installation.
1,07 PRODUCT HANDL1G AND STORAGE
Upon receipt at the job Site, all materials shall
be checked to ensure that no damages occurred
during shipping or handling.
Materials shall be stored in such a manner to ensure
proper ventilation and drainage and to protect
against damage, weather,
vandalism and theft,

PcrrnaCoat PC-40 Specificeiion

t’13

Amersar Fence Products
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2.6.b
PART 2- MATE RIALS
2.01 MANUFACTURER
Framework for color chain link
fence systems shall conform to Ameristart Per
macoatt PC-40” (indu
manufactured by Amerista
strial weight), as
rS Fence Pr
oducts in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
2.02 MATERIAL STEEL FRA
MEWORK
A. The steel material used to manufac
ture Amerista? PermaCoat PC.40tw
shall be zinc-coated steel strip, galvanize
dip process conforming to the criteria
d by the hotof ASTM A653/A653M and the gene
ral requirements of ASTM A924/A924M
.
B. The zinc used in the galvanizing
process shall conform to ASTM B6.
Weight of zinc shall be determined usin
method described in ASTM A90 and
g the test
shall conform to the weight range (exte
rnal and internal) of ASTM F 1043,
Type B.
C. The framework shall be manufac
tured in accordance with commercial
standards to meet the strength (50,000
yield strength) and coating requirem
psi minimum
ents of the following standards; 1.)
AST
M F 1043, Group IC, Electrical Resi
Round Steel Pipe, heavy industrial
stanc
e Welded
weight. 2.) Ml 81, Type I, Orade 2,
Electrical Resistance Welded Steel Pipe
19 1/3, Class 1, Grade B, Electrical Resi
.
3.)
RR.P
stance Welded Steel Pipe.
-

0. The exterior surface of the electrical
resistance weld shall be recoated with
the same type of material and thickness
basic zinc coating.
as the
E. The manufactured framework shall
be subjected to the PermaCoat proc
ess, a complete thermal stratification
(multi-stage, high.temperature, mult
coating process
i-layer) including, as a minimum,
six-s
a
tage pretreatment/wash (with zinc
electrostatic spray application of an
phosphate), an
epoxy base, and a separate electrostatic
spray application of a polyester finish.
F. The material used for the base coat
shall be a (gray color) thermosetting
epoxy; the minimum thickness of
be two (2) mils. The material used
the base coat shall
for the finish coat shall be a thermosen
ing “no-mar” TGIC polyester powder;
thickness of the finish coat shall
the minimum
be two (2) mils. The stratification coate
d pipe shall demonstrate the abili
resistance test in accordance with
ty
to
endu
re a salt-spray
ASTM B117 without loss of adhe
sion for a minimum exposure
Additionally, the coated pipe shall
tune of 3,500 hours.
demonstrate the ability to withstand
exposure in a weather-ometer appa
without failure in accordance with
ratus for 1,000 hours
ASTM 01499 and to show satis
facto
ry adhesion when subjected to the
Method B, in ASTM 03359. The
cross-hatch test,
polyester finish coat shall not crack.,
blister or split under normal use.
C. The color cf all framework
shall be (specify Black, Green
or Brown) in accordance with AST
M F934.
H, The strength of Ameristart
PermaCoatt PC-40” shall conform
to the requirements of ASTM
shall not he less than 90% of the
F 1043; the minimum weight
nominal weight (see Table 1).
The strength of line, end, corner
determined by the use of 4’ or
and pull posts shall be
6’ cantilevered beam test. The top
rail shall be determined by a 10’
Table I). An alternative meth
free.
supp
orted beam test (see
od of determining pipe strength
is by the calculation of bend
Conformance with this specification
ing
mom
ent (see Table 1).
can be demonstrated by measuring
the yield strength of a randomly
from each lot and calculating
selected piece of pipe
the section modulus. The yield stren
gth shall be determined according
ASTM £8. For materials under this
to the methods described in
specification, the 0.2 offset method
shall be used in determining yield
posts, line posts
strength. Terminal
and top/bottom rails
shall be precut to
specified lengths.
2.03 MATERIAL FENCE FAB
RIC
A. The material for chain link fenc
e fabric shall be manufactured
from galvanized steel wire. The
requirements of ASTM F668, Tabl
weight of zinc shall meet the
e 4, Galvanized wire shall
be PVC-coated_to meet the requirem
of the fence fabric shall be (specify
ents
of ASTM P668. The class
Class 1 Extruded, Class 2A
Extruded and Bonded or Clas
s ZB Fused and Bonded).
B. Selvage; Top edge (specify
knuckled or twisted) and botto
m edge (speeify knuckled or twIs
ted).
.-

-

-

-

Pcrrnacoat PC’-40 Specification

Arneristar Fence
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C. Color: The coating color for the knc fabric shall be (specify
Black, Green or Brown). Reference ASTM F668 and ASTM
F934.
D. Wire Size: The size of the steel wire core shall be (specify gauge) gauge.
(See Table 2); the finished size of the coated wire shall
be (specify gauge) gauge (Sec Table 2).
£.

Height and Mesh Size; The fabric height shall be (specify height) feet high with
a mesh size of (specify mesh size) inches. (Sec
Table 2).

2.04 MATERIAL FENCE FITTINGS
The material for fence fittings shall be manufactured to meet the requirements of ASTM
F626. The color of all fittings and
fasteners shall be (specify Black, Green or Brown) in accordance with ASTM F934.
All fasteners shall be stainless steel.
2.05 MATERIAL GATES
Swing gates shall be manufactured and coated to meet the requirements of ASTM l’900.
Slide gates shall be manufactured to
meet the requirements of ASTM F 1184. The color of all gates shall be (specify
Black, Green or Brawn) in accordance with
ASTM F934.
-

PART 3- EXECUTION
3.01 PREPARATION
All new installation shall be laid out by the contractor in accordance with the conatniction
plan.
3.02 INSTALLATION
install chain link fence in accordance with ASTM F567. Fr chain link tennis court
fences, install in accordance with ASTM
F969, Fence posts shall be set at spacings of a maximum of 10’ o.c. Gate
posts shall be spaced according to the gate openings
specified Ifl the construction plans. The “Paving and Sothcing,” “Cast-In-Place
Concrete” and “Unit Masonry” sections of this
specification shall govern post base placement and material requirements. Install
fabric on security side arid attach with wire ties
or clip to line posts at 15 inches o,c. and to rails, braces and tension wire 24
at
incheS o.c.
3.03 CLFANING
The contractor shall clean the jobsite of excess materials. Post hole excavations
shall be scattered uniformly away from posts.
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NJ

Poly(Vinyl Chloride) (PVC) Coated
Steel Chain Link Fence Fabric

CIa.. I

-

Extrudd

ASTM F668, Federal Specification RR-F-191/IE Type
IV, AASHTO M-181 Type IV Class A
Product Name: Extruded Poly(Vinyl Chloride) PVC Coated
Steel Chain Link Fence Fabric.
Basic Use: Extruded PVC coated fabric is a PVC coated, high strength
galvanized steel chain link fence fabric for
industrial, commercial and institutional applications, extruded Fabric i
contained in local, state and federal
government specifications for use in prison, road, dock, airport, housing, forestry,
and military use.
Composition and Material: The galvanized steel core wire for producing extruded
PVC coated steel chain link fence
fabric is produced by cold-drawing good commercial grade steel rod into wire
of the appropriate diameter. The steel
rod from which the wire is drawn is produced by the open hearth, electric furnace or
basic oxygen process. The
galvanized coating is produced by passing the cleaned wire through a bath of molten zinc
which conforms to ASTM
B6. The extruded PVC coating i produced by extruding PVC at a coating thickness of 0.0i5
(.38mm) 0.025° (0.64
mm) over a galvanized core wire.
-

Standards:
ASTM B6 Slab Zinc
ASTM F567 Installation of Chain Link Fence
ASTM F668 Poly( Vinyl Chloride) (PVC) and Other Organic PolyrnerCoated Steel Chain Link Fence Fabric, Class
1
Federal Specification RR-F-t 91 K/i E Fencing, Wire, and Post Metal (Chain Link Fence Fabric). Type IV
AASHTO M..181 Chain Link Fence, Type IV, Class A
—

—

—

—

—

Technical Data:
General: The manufacturer, if requested, will supply samples and certification that all materials furnished comply with
the appropriate specifications.
Chain Link Fence Fabric: The base metal of the chain link fence fabric is composed of commercial quality,
medium
carbon galvanized (zinc coated) steel wire. The vinyl coating is continuously applied over the galvanized wire
by the
extrusion process. The extrusion process ensures a dense and impervious coating free of voids, as well
as a smooth
and lustrous surface appearance. Vinyl coating thickness, galvanized coating weight, and wire tensile strength
conform to ASTM F868, Class 1, Federal Specification RR-F-191/1 Type IV, and AASHTO M-181 Type
IV, Class A,
as shown in table 1. The wire is PVC coated before weaving and is free and flexible at all joints. Unless otherwise
specified, fabric woven iii 2” (50 mm) mesh, under 72” (1 .830 mm) in height, is knuckled at both salvages; fabric 72”
(1.830 mm) high and over is knuckled at one end and twisted at the other. All fabrics woven into meshes under
2” (5C
mm) have both salvages knuckled. See Table II.
Wire Coating: Only plasticized poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) with a low temperature (-20 C 4 C) plasticizer and
no
extenders or extraneous matter other than the necessary stabilizers and pigments, is used. The PVC
coatings resists
attack from prolonged exposure to dilute solutions most common mineral acids, seawater, and dilute solutions
of most
salts and alkali. See Table II.
Installation; Install fence ri accordance with ASTM Practice 567. Handle all PVC coated material with
care. If PVC
coating is damaged during installation, contractor must replace or repair the material at own expense.
Maintenance: Periodic inspection is recommended but rio routine maintenance i required.
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Poly(Vinyl Chloride) (PVC)
- Coated
Steel Chain Link Fence Fabric

EXTRUDED
ASTM F668 Class 1, Federal specification RR-F-191/1E
Type IV, AASHTO M-181
Type IV, Class A
Table I

-

PVC Coated Steel Wire Characteristics

PVC
Zinc Coated Core Coated PVC Coated
Wire Size
Finished NIre Ailowabh
Variance
Wire Size

Core Wire
Zinc
Coating PVC Coating
mecicnes.
Weight,

eresking
Strength,
minimum

T.n&Ie
Strength,
mm

—_----

-.-__

Gage Inch mm
9
0.148 378
11
0.120 3.05
14 0.080

Gage
8
8
11

Inch
mm Oz/1t2 gfm2 Inch mm
M Newtons ksl
*0.005 *0.13 030 92
75
0.015[0.38 1,290 5,740
±0,005 ±0.13 0.30 92
t
to
850
75
3,780
0.0250.64jTh8o
±o.oo5 ±0.13
75
1,690

Table 2 - PVC Coated Chain Link Fabric Sizes
Mesh Size Fin Ished
Fabric Wire Height
•
Wire
K. Knuckled
Inch
Inch
T-Twlsted/Barbed
2”
6, 8
18”— 240”
KK, K1 TT
1 3/4’
6,8
18”— 240”
10< only
1”
8
18’—144”
KKonly
—

-.

—

Table 3

-

Typical Vinyl Properties
Test

Specific Gravity

ardness, Durometer

--

Fensile Strength

Ultimate ElonQation
Mandrel Bend Test, lox mandrel
Dielectric Streigth, voltimil
Compression cut-through, lbs
ccelerated Aging Test

Roll Size
ft

25’, 50’
25’, 50’
25’

-

Test Method
ASTM 0 792
ASTM 0 2240
ASTM D 412
ASTM 0 412
ASTM 0 568

Value
1.30 ± 0.03
A90 ± 5
2,600 ±5%
275% ±5%
-20° F (.290 C)

ASTM 0 149
BELL LABS

1 ,500

ASTM D 1499

1,500 hrs @ 14.5° F

750

PAP,
515
515

515
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Hayduke, Cathy
Thursday, March 8, 2018 9:13 AM
‘John Gavaghan’
FW: Playground Fence & Tennis Ct. repair
Treasure Island Playground and Tennis Court repair.pdf

Importance:

High

Good Morning John,
I have a few questions regarding the fence quote provided to the City for the Treasure Bay playground fence
1.

2.
3,
4.

Our measurements for the fenced area is 200’ 6’ High Green Vinyl Fence and 71’-4”-4’ High Green Vinyl Fence.
The quote was for 220’-6’ fence and 68’-4 foot fence. Would you please requote with the dimensions I
provided?
Confirming that your bid included that the concrete posts would be set in concrete?
Confirming that the cost includes the removal and disposal off the existing/old fence?
Would you please provide me with the manufacturer’s material specifications for all materials proposed to be
used such as specific sizes, gauges, finishes, posts, mesh, gates, rails, etc...
—

I appreciate your assistance in this matter. Thank you

From: John Gavaghan [mailto:iohn@wcftampa.comj
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 8:42 AM
To: Hayduke, Cathy <chayduke@mytreasureisland.org>
Subject: Playground Fence & Tennis Ct. repair
Importance: High
Good morning Kevin,
Please fine attach your requested quote for the playground fence and Tennis Court repair. If you have any question
please feel free to cal me at the numbers below.
Thanks
John T. Gavaghan
President
West Coast Fence of Tampa, Inc.
DBA Allied Fence of Tampa Bay
P: 813-886-5097
C: 813-267-5079
F: 813-886-5849

avast

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
www.avast.com
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
May 1, 2018

Item No. 2.7

DATE:

April 20, 2018

TO:

Garry Brumback, City Manager

FROM:

Justin Tramble, Assistant Director of Recreation

SUBJECT:

Extension of Treasure Bay Summer Weekend Hours
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND
The Recreation Department has been tasked with increasing usage at the City’s
Treasure Bay Golf and Tennis facility. As requested by the City Commission, the
Recreation Department is proposing to extend the weekend summer hours at Treasure
Bay Golf and Tennis Facility. The proposed change should provide additional time to
generate revenue and provide more opportunity to generate usage of the facility.
The current hours are:
Monday - Thursday 8:00 am - 9:00 pm
Friday - Sunday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
The proposed hours are:
Monday - Thursday 8:00 am - 9:00 pm
Friday - Sunday 8:00 am - 8:00 pm
(May 1 - October 31)
In the past, the facility was open until 9:00 pm on the weekends. During the recession,
the hours were reduced as a cost savings measure.
POLICY / PURPOSE
The personnel costs attributed to the extension of summertime weekend hours are
currently unbudgeted in the FY 17-18 Budget; therefore, Commission approval of
the additional hours is needed.
STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
Goal 2; Objective 3 - To increase usability and functionality of the City’s recreation
facilities and programs, while reducing the gap between revenues and expenditures.

Page 1
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ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
As requested by the City Commission, the Recreation Department is proposing to
change the summertime weekend hours at Treasure Bay Golf and Tennis. The
proposed weekend hours would be applicable from May 1 st - October 31st.
The proposed change would add 10 additional hours a week for 26 weeks, totaling 260
additional hours. The additional hours would be added to two of the three clubhouse
attendants. This proposed extension would cost $2,602 per clubhouse attendant for a
total cost of $5,204 including benefits, excluding health insurance.
FUNDING
The increase in personnel costs will be offset by the additional revenue from tennis, golf
and footgolf fees generated by the extended hours. An estimated minimum of ten (10)
residents and ten (10) non-residents per weekend playing tennis, golf and footgolf
during the extended hours will provide an additional $15,600.
Estimated Revenue = $15,600
Personnel Cost = $5,204
The estimated revenue does not include rentals, vending revenues or club/pull cart
rentals. By extending the hours during the weekend, the Recreation Department
believes that the facility will be more marketable for weddings and birthday parties at the
facility, which will bring in even more revenue.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Recreation Department recommends the extension of summertime weekend
hours (May 1st - October 31st). The proposed hours are:
Friday - Sunday
8:00 am - 8:00 pm
MOTION
I move for the City Commission to approve staff’s recommendation to extend the
summertime weekend hours at Treasure Bay Golf and Tennis.
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
May 1, 2018

Item No. 2.8

DATE:

April 19, 2018

TO:

Garry Brumback, City Manager

FROM:

Cathy Hayduke, Recreation Director

SUBJECT:

Adding Inflators to Non-Exclusive License Agreements
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND
The City of Treasure Island currently has six (6) Non-Exclusive License Agreements
with beach concessionaires for services provided on the public beach. Each Licensee
pays an annual fee to the City of Treasure Island, as listed below. Additionally, all
Licensees are required to provide to the City an annual financial report relative to their
beach concessions.
The City has contracts with the following beach concessionaires:
LICENSEE
Taylor Beach Services

ANNUAL FEE
$20,263

Surf Rentals, LLC

$6,000

Florida Fisherman, Inc
d/b/a Hubbard’s
Marina, Mark Hubbard
Sand Runners, LLC

$9,000

Big Event Slides, LLC
formerly All Around
Amusements

$18,000

Suncoast BeachCams,
LLC formerly Joe
Nuzzo d/b/a The
Suncoast Surf Shop

$420

$2,100

PERMITTED USES
Cabanas, umbrellas,
lounges, chairs,
kayaks, paddleboards
Umbrellas, lounge
chairs, non-motorized
paddleboats
Cabanas, umbrellas,
kayaks, non-motorized
bicycles
Beach gear valet
service
Hippo or Trippo
Waterslide, bounce
house, bungee
trampoline
Surf Webcam

PERMITTED AREA
104th Avenue to 121st
Avenue
120th Avenue to 121st
Avenue
104th Avenue to 100th
Avenue
104th Avenue to 112th
Avenue and
Community Center
104th Avenue

Beach Pavilion

POLICY / PURPOSE

Page 1
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The City Commission has authorized the City Manager to enter into Non-Exclusive
License Agreements with various beach concessionaires. Any changes to these
agreements must be approved by the City Commission.

STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
Goal 1: Strengthen the financial stability of the City in an ever-changing economic
environment. Goal 8: Rejuvenate the City’s business and tourist areas
ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
With the exception of Taylor Beach Services, the Licensees and the City Manager are
required to renegotiate the fees paid to the City on an annual basis. Taylor Beach
Services Non-Exclusive License Agreement provides for a three-year contract with
increases built in for each year of the contract; however, their contract expires this year.
To standardize the Non-Exclusive License Agreements and to provide for consistency in
annual fee increases among the Licensees, staff is purposing that under the FEES and
PAYMENT section of each Non-Exclusive License Agreement the city provide for an
annual increase. As proposed by the City Attorney, the wording in all Non-Exclusive
License Agreements would state “This licensee fee may be adjusted by the City from
time to time not to exceed more than one increase per year with a 3% maximum per
year”.
FUNDING
N/A
RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends that the Commission authorize the City Manager to amend the
existing Non-Exclusive License Agreements to provide for an annual increase that
may be adjusted by the City from time to time not to exceed more than one
increase per year with a 3% maximum per year. Moving forward, all requests for
new Non-Exclusive License Agreements will contain the same provision under the
FEES and PAYMENT section of the agreement.
ATTACHMENTS
N/A

MOTION
I move for the City Commission to approve / deny staff’s recommendation to
amend the current Non-Exclusive License Agreements to provide for an annual
increase that may be adjusted by the City from time to time not to exceed more
than one increase per year with a 3% maximum per year. Moving forward, all
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requests for new Non-Exclusive License Agreements will contain the same
provision under the FEES and PAYMENT section of the agreement.
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
May 1, 2018

Item No. 2.9

DATE:

April 23, 2018

TO:

Garry Brumback, City Manager

FROM:

Stacy Boyles, Asst Director of Public Works

SUBJECT:

Res. 18-35 Execution of a State-Funded Grant Agreement between the Florida
Department of Transportation and the City of Treasure Island for the
Construction and Construction Engineering Inspection Services of the Treasure
Island Causeway, from West of Causeway Boulevard North to East of Causeway
Boulevard North
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND
In 2016, the City submitted a $1.5M funding request to the State legislature for East
Causeway roadway and drainage improvements. The funding request was ultimately
approved in the current state fiscal year’s budget in the amount of $1.2M. On April 17,
2018, the City Commission entered into an interlocal agreement with the City of St.
Petersburg for the design and construction of the East Causeway Roadway and
Drainage Improvements Project (Res. 18-22).
POLICY / PURPOSE
The purpose of this item is to request that the City Commission execute a State-Funded
Grant Agreement with the Florida Department of Transportation for construction of the
East Causeway Roadway and Drainage Improvements Project.
STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
Goal 1 of the City’s Strategic Plan is to “Strengthen the financial stability of the City in
an ever-changing economic environment.” Objective 1 under this goal is to “provide
funding for the operations, maintenance, and eventual replacement of the Treasure
Island Causeway/Causeway bridges”.
ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
In addition to the interlocal agreement with the City of St. Petersburg, a State-Funded
Grant Agreement is also needed to allow for the reimbursement of construction costs
from the $1.2M appropriation.
The tentative schedule for the project is as follows:
Page 1
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Final Design Submittal
Construction Bid Solicitation
Construction Start Date
Construction Completion Date

December 2018
June 2019
August 2019
May 2020

FUNDING
Funding in the amount of $1.2M was appropriated by the State legislature to the City of
Treasure Island for the Roadway and Drainage Improvements Project. No additional
funding is being requested at this time. However, if the SWFWMD grant is awarded,
$275,000 will be needed in matching funds from the City of Treasure Island and the
actual bid results will indicate any project shortfalls that will need to be addressed
between Treasure Island and St. Petersburg as outlined in the interlocal agreement.
The project includes the undergrounding of the East Causeway streetlights for a cost of
approximately $16,700, $12,000 of which is reimbursable under the $1.2M
appropriation. The remaining $4,000 for the streetlights will be budgeted from the Penny
for Pinellas fund in fiscal year 2019. Should the SWFWMD grant be awarded, the
required matching funds will be budgeted from the stormwater fund beginning in fiscal
year 2019.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the City Commission approve Resolution 18-35 executing a
State-Funded Grant Agreement with the Florida Department of Transportation for the
construction of the East Causeway Roadway and Drainage Improvements Project.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Florida Department of Transportation State-Funded Grant Agreement
Attachment B: Res. 18-35 - State-Funded Grant Agreement between the Florida
Department of Transportation and the City of Treasure Island for the Construction and
Construction Engineering Inspection Services of the Treasure Island Causeway, from
West of Causeway Boulevard North to East of Causeway Boulevard North
…
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RESOLUTION 18-35
RESOLUTION NO. 18-35
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
TREASURE ISLAND EXECUTING A STATE-FUNDED

GRANT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND THE CITY
OF
TREASURE
ISLAND,
FLORIDA
FOR
THE
CONSTRUCTION AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
INSPECTION SERVICES OF THE TREASURE ISLAND
CAUSEWAY FROM WEST OF CAUSEWAY BOULEVARD
NORTH TO EAST OF CAUSEWAY BOULEVARD NORTH
AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island desires to improve the eastern portion of the
Treasure Island Causeway’s roadway and drainage system; and
WHEREAS, the City of St. Petersburg is designing a multimodal trail along the north
side of the East Causeway to connect the Pinellas Trail in St. Petersburg to Treasure Island; and
WHEREAS, the City received a $1,200,000 appropriation from the State Legislature for
East Causeway roadway and drainage improvements which will impact the City of St.
Petersburg’s multi-modal trail project; and
WHEREAS, the City entered into an interlocal agreement with the City of St. Petersburg
to design and manage the roadway and trail projects together to avoid costly utility relocations,
to ensure consistency and efficiency, and to minimize traffic impacts; and
WHEREAS, this State-Funded Grant Agreement with the Florida Department of
Transportation allows the City of Treasure Island to be reimbursed for eligible East Causeway
construction activities from the $1,200,000 appropriation; and
WHEREAS, the City of Treasure Island Commission, after due consideration, has
determined that executing a State-Funded Grant Agreement between the Florida Department of
Transportation and the City of Treasure Island, Florida for the Construction and Construction
Engineering Inspection Services of the Treasure Island Causeway from West of Causeway
Boulevard North to East of Causeway Boulevard North is in the best interest of the City of
Treasure Island.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
DOES RESOLVE THAT:
Section 1. A State-Funded Agreement be executed with the Florida Department of
Transportation for the construction and construction engineering inspection services of
the Treasure Island Causeway in the amount of $1,200,000.00. Funds for this project will
proposed in the FY 2019 budget.
Section 2. This Resolution is effective immediately upon adoption.
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The foregoing Resolution was offered during Regular Session of the City Commission of
the City of Treasure Island, Florida, sitting on the 15th day of May, 2018 by Commissioner
_______ who moved its adoption; was seconded by Commissioner _______ and upon roll call,
the vote was:
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT OR ABSTAINING:

__________________________
Lawrence Lunn, Mayor
ATTEST:

Tiffany Makras, City Clerk
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FPN: 441503 1 54 01

Fund: EM18
Org Code:

FLAIR Category:
FLAIR Obj:

FPN:

Fund:
Org Code:

FLAIR Category:
FLAIR Obj:

FPN:

Fund:
Org Code:

FLAIR Category:
FLAIR Obj:

County No:15-Pinellas

Contract No:

Vendor No: F59-6000441002

THIS STATE-FUNDED GRANT AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is entered into this
day of
2018, by and
between the State of Florida Department of Transportation, (“Department”), and City of Treasure Island, (“Recipient”). The
Department and the Recipient are sometimes referred to in this Agreement as a “Party” and collectively as the “Parties”.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual benefits to be derived from joint participation on the Project, the Parties
agree to the following:
1. Authority: The Department is authorized to enter into this Agreement pursuant to Sections 334.044, 334.044(7),
and (select the applicable statutory authority for the program(s) below):
☐ Section 339.2817 Florida Statutes, County Incentive Grant Program (CIGP), (CSFA 55.008)
☐ Section 339.2818 Florida Statutes, Small County Outreach Program (SCOP), (CSFA 55.009)
☐ Section 339.2816 Florida Statutes, Small County Road Assistance Program (SCRAP), (CSFA 55.016)
☐ Section 339.2819 Florida Statutes, Transportation Regional Incentive Program (TRIP), (CSFA 55.026)
☒ (Chapter 2017-70, LOF) , GAA Line 1921A , Local Transportation Projects, (CSFA 55.039)
The Recipient by Resolution or other form of official authorization, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit “E”,
Recipient Resolution, and made a part of this Agreement, has authorized its officers to execute this Agreement
on its behalf.
2. Purpose of Agreement: The purpose of this Agreement is to provide for the Department’s participation in the
construction and Construction Engineering Inspection (CEI) services of the Treasure Island Causeway, from west
of Causeway Boulevard North to east of Causeway Boulevard North, as further described in Exhibit “A”, Project
Description and Responsibilities, attached to and incorporated into this Agreement (“Project”); to provide
Department financial assistance to the Recipient; state the terms and conditions upon which Department funds will
be provided; and to set forth the manner in which the Project will be undertaken and completed.
3. Term of the Agreement, Commencement and Completion of the Project: This Agreement shall commence
upon full execution by both Parties and the Recipient shall complete the Project on or before May 10, 2021. If the
Recipient does not complete the Project within this time period, this Agreement will expire on the last day of the
scheduled completion as provided in this paragraph unless an extension of the time period is requested by the
Recipient and granted in writing by the Department prior to the expiration of this Agreement. Expiration of this
Agreement will be considered termination of the Project. The Recipient acknowledges that no funding for the Project
will be provided by the State under this Agreement for work on the Project that is not timely completed and invoiced
in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The cost of any work performed prior to full execution of the
Agreement. Notwithstanding the expiration of the required completion date provided in this Agreement and the
consequent potential unavailability of any unexpended portion of State funding to be provided under this Agreement,
the Recipient shall remain obligated to complete all aspects of the Project identified in Exhibit “A” in accordance
with the remaining terms of this Agreement, unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, in writing.

Attachment: Attachment A_FDOT East Causeway Agreement (Res. 18-35 : Res. 18-35, Execution of a State-Funded Grant Agreement between
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Execution of this Agreement by both Parties shall be deemed a Notice to Proceed to the Recipient for the design
phase or other non-construction phases of the Project. If the Project involves a construction phase, the Recipient
shall not begin the construction phase of the Project until the Department issues a written Notice to Proceed for the
construction phase. Prior to commencing the construction work described in this Agreement, the Recipient shall
request a Notice to Proceed from the Department.
4. Amendments, Extensions and Assignment: This Agreement may be amended or extended upon mutual
written agreement of the Parties. This Agreement shall not be assigned, transferred or otherwise encumbered by
the Recipient under any circumstances without the prior written consent of the Department.
5. Termination or Suspension of Project: The Department may, by written notice to the Recipient, suspend any or
all of the Department’s obligations under this Agreement for the Recipient’s failure to comply with applicable law or
the terms of this Agreement until such time as the event or condition resulting in such suspension has ceased or
been corrected. The Department may also terminate this Agreement in whole or in part at any time the interest of
the Department requires such termination.
a. If the Department terminates the Agreement, the Department shall notify the Recipient of such termination
in writing within thirty (30) days of the Department’s determination to terminate the Agreement, with
instructions as to the effective date of termination or to specify the stage of work at which the Agreement is
to be terminated.
b. The Parties to this Agreement may also terminate this Agreement when its continuation would not produce
beneficial results commensurate with the further expenditure of funds. In this event, the Parties shall agree
upon the termination conditions through mutual written agreement.
c. If the Agreement is terminated before performance is completed, the Recipient shall be paid only for that
work satisfactorily performed for which costs can be substantiated. Such payment, however, may not
exceed an amount which is the same percentage of the contract price as the amount of work satisfactorily
completed is a percentage of the total work called for by this Agreement. All work in progress on the
Department right-of-way will become the property of the Department and will be turned over promptly by
the Recipient.
d. Upon termination of this Agreement, the Recipient shall, within thirty (30) days, refund to the Department
any funds determined by the Department to have been expended in violation of this Agreement.
6. Project Cost:
a. The estimated cost of the Project is $1,690,249.00. This amount is based upon the Schedule of Financial
Assistance in Exhibit "B", attached and incorporated in this Agreement. The Schedule of Financial
Assistance may be modified by execution of an amendment of the Agreement by the Parties.
b. The Department agrees to participate in the Project cost up to the maximum amount of $1,200,000.00 and,
additionally the Department’s participation in the Project shall not exceed N/A% of the total cost of the
Project, and as more fully described in Exhibit “B", Schedule of Financial Assistance. The Department’s
participation may be increased or reduced upon a determination of the actual bid amounts of the Project by
the execution of an amendment. The Recipient agrees to bear all expenses in excess of the amount of the
Department’s participation and any cost overruns or deficits incurred in connection with completion of the
Project.
c. The Department’s participation in eligible Project costs is subject to, but not limited to:
i. Legislative approval of the Department's appropriation request in the work program year that the
Project is scheduled to be committed;
ii. Approval of all plans, specifications, contracts or other obligating documents and all other terms of
this Agreement; and
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iii. Department approval of the Project scope and budget at the time appropriation authority becomes
available.
7. Compensation and Payment:
a. The Department shall reimburse the Recipient for costs incurred to perform services described in the
Project Description and Responsibilities in Exhibit “A”, and as set forth in the Schedule of Financial
Assistance in Exhibit “B”.
b. The Recipient shall provide quantifiable, measurable, and verifiable units of deliverables. Each deliverable
must specify the required minimum level of service to be performed and the criteria for evaluating successful
completion. The Project and the quantifiable, measurable, and verifiable units of deliverables are described
more fully in Exhibit “A”, Project Description and Responsibilities. Any changes to the deliverables shall
require an amendment executed by both parties.
c. Invoices shall be submitted no more often than monthly and no less than quarterly by the Recipient in detail
sufficient for a proper pre-audit and post-audit, based on the quantifiable, measurable and verifiable
deliverables as established in Exhibit “A”. Deliverables and costs incurred must be received and approved
by the Department prior to reimbursements. Requests for reimbursement by the Recipient shall include an
invoice, progress report and supporting documentation for the period of services being billed that are
acceptable to the Department. The Recipient shall use the format for the invoice and progress report that
is approved by the Department.
d. Supporting documentation must establish that the deliverables were received and accepted in writing by
the Recipient and must also establish that the required minimum standards or level of service to be
performed based on the criteria for evaluating successful completion as specified in Exhibit “A” has been
met. All costs invoiced shall be supported by properly executed payrolls, time records, invoices, contracts
or vouchers evidencing in proper detail the nature and propriety of charges as described in Attachment F
– Contract Payment Requirements.
e. Travel expenses are not compensable under this Agreement.
f.

Payment shall be made only after receipt and approval of deliverables and costs incurred unless advance
payments are authorized by the Chief Financial Officer of the State of Florida under Chapters 215 and 216,
Florida Statutes or the Department’s Comptroller under Section 334.044(29), Florida Statutes.
If this box is selected, advance payment is authorized for this Agreement and Exhibit “G”,
Alternative Advance Payment Financial Provisions is attached and incorporated into this
Agreement.
If the Department determines that the performance of the Recipient is unsatisfactory, the Department shall
notify the Recipient of the deficiency to be corrected, which correction shall be made within a time-frame to
be specified by the Department. The Recipient shall, within thirty (30) days after notice from the Department,
provide the Department with a corrective action plan describing how the Recipient will address all issues of
contract non-performance, unacceptable performance, failure to meet the minimum performance levels,
deliverable deficiencies, or contract non-compliance. If the corrective action plan is unacceptable to the
Department, the Recipient will not be reimbursed to the extent of the non-performance. The Recipient will
not be reimbursed until the Recipient resolves the deficiency. If the deficiency is subsequently resolved, the
Recipient may bill the Department for the unpaid reimbursement request(s) during the next billing period. If
the Recipient is unable to resolve the deficiency, the funds shall be forfeited at the end of the Agreement’s
term.
Recipients receiving financial assistance from the Department should be aware of the following time
frames. Inspection and approval of deliverables and costs incurred shall take no longer than 20 days
from the Department’s receipt of the invoice. The Department has 20 days to deliver a request for
payment (voucher) to the Department of Financial Services. The 20 days are measured from the latter of
the date the invoice is received or the deliverables and costs incurred are received, inspected, and
approved.
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If a payment is not available within 40 days, a separate interest penalty at a rate as established pursuant
to Section 55.03(1), Florida Statutes, will be due and payable, in addition to the invoice amount, to the
Recipient. Interest penalties of less than one (1) dollar will not be enforced unless the Recipient requests
payment. Invoices that have to be returned to a Recipient because of Recipient preparation errors will
result in a delay in the payment. The invoice payment requirements do not start until a properly
completed invoice is provided to the Department.
A Vendor Ombudsman has been established within the Department of Financial Services. The duties of
this individual include acting as an advocate for Recipient who may be experiencing problems in obtaining
timely payment(s) from a state agency. The Vendor Ombudsman may be contacted at (850) 413-5516.
g. The Recipient shall maintain an accounting system or separate accounts to ensure funds and projects are
tracked separately. Records of costs incurred under the terms of this Agreement shall be maintained and
made available upon request to the Department at all times during the period of this Agreement and for five
years after final payment is made. Copies of these documents and records shall be furnished to the
Department upon request. Records of costs incurred include the Recipient's general accounting records
and the project records, together with supporting documents and records, of the contractor and all
subcontractors performing work on the project, and all other records of the contractor and subcontractors
considered necessary by the Department for a proper audit of costs.
h. Progress Reports. Upon request, the Recipient agrees to provide progress reports to the Department in
the standard format used by the Department and at intervals established by the Department. The
Department will be entitled at all times to be advised, at its request, as to the status of the Project and of
details thereof.
i.

If, after Project completion, any claim is made by the Department resulting from an audit or for work or
services performed pursuant to this Agreement, the Department may offset such amount from payments
due for work or services done under any agreement which it has with the Recipient owing such amount if,
upon demand, payment of the amount is not made within 60 days to the Department. Offsetting any amount
pursuant to this paragraph shall not be considered a breach of contract by the Department.

j.

The Recipient must submit the final invoice on the Project to the Department within 120 days after the
completion of the Project. Invoices submitted after the 120-day time period may not be paid.

k. The Department’s performance and obligation to pay under this Agreement is contingent upon an annual
appropriation by the Legislature. If the Department's financial assistance for this Project is in multiple fiscal
years, a notice of availability of funds from the Department’s project manager must be received prior to
costs being incurred by the Recipient. See Exhibit “B” for funding levels by fiscal year. Project costs
utilizing any fiscal year funds are not eligible for reimbursement if incurred prior to funds approval being
received. The Department will notify the Recipient, in writing, when funds are available.
l.

In the event this Agreement is in excess of $25,000 and has a term for a period of more than one year, the
provisions of Section 339.135(6)(a), Florida Statutes, are hereby incorporated:
"The Department, during any fiscal year, shall not expend money, incur any liability, or
enter into any contract which, by its terms, involves the expenditure of money in excess of
the amounts budgeted as available for expenditure during such fiscal year. Any contract,
verbal or written, made in violation of this subsection is null and void, and no money may
be paid on such contract. The Department shall require a statement from the comptroller
of the Department that funds are available prior to entering into any such contract or other
binding commitment of funds. Nothing herein contained shall prevent the making of
contracts for periods exceeding 1 year, but any contract so made shall be executory only
for the value of the services to be rendered or agreed to be paid for in succeeding fiscal
years, and this paragraph shall be incorporated verbatim in all contracts of the Department
which are for an amount in excess of $25,000 and which have a term for a period of more
than 1 year."
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m. Any Project funds made available by the Department pursuant to this Agreement which are determined by
the Department to have been expended by the Recipient in violation of this Agreement or any other
applicable law or regulation, shall be promptly refunded in full to the Department. Acceptance by the
Department of any documentation or certifications, mandatory or otherwise permitted, that the Recipient
files shall not constitute a waiver of the Department's rights as the funding agency to verify all information
at a later date by audit or investigation.
n. In determining the amount of the payment, the Department will exclude all Project costs incurred by the
Recipient prior to the execution of this Agreement, costs incurred prior to issuance of a Notice to Proceed,
costs incurred after the expiration of the Agreement, costs which are not provided for in the latest approved
Schedule of Financial Assistance in Exhibit “B” for the Project, costs agreed to be borne by the Recipient
or its contractors and subcontractors for not meeting the Project commencement and final invoice time
lines, and costs attributable to goods or services received under a contract or other arrangements which
have not been approved in writing by the Department.
8. General Requirements:
The Recipient shall complete the Project with all practical dispatch in a sound, economical, and efficient manner,
and in accordance with the provisions in this Agreement and all applicable laws.
a. The Recipient must obtain written approval from the Department prior to performing itself (through the
efforts of its own employees) any aspect of the Project that will be funded under this Agreement. In the
event the Recipient proceeds with any phase of the Project utilizing its employees, the Recipient will only
be reimbursed for direct costs (this excludes general overhead).
b. The Recipient shall provide to the Department certification and a copy of appropriate documentation
substantiating that all required right-of-way necessary for the Project has been obtained. Certification is
required prior to authorization for advertisement for or solicitation of bids for construction of the Project,
including if no right-of-way is required.
c. The Recipient shall comply and require its contractors and subcontractors to comply with all terms and
conditions of this Agreement and all federal, state, and local laws and regulations applicable to this Project.
d. The Recipient shall have the sole responsibility for resolving claims and requests for additional work for the
Project by the Recipient’s contractors and consultants. No funds will be provided for payment of claims or
additional work on the Project under this Agreement without the prior written approval of the claim or request
for additional work by Department.
9. Contracts of the Recipient
a. The Department has the right to review and approve any and all third party contracts with respect to the
Project before the Recipient executes any contract or obligates itself in any manner requiring the
disbursement of Department funds under this Agreement, including consultant or construction contracts or
amendments thereto. If the Department exercises this right and the Recipient fails to obtain such approval,
the Department may deny payment to the Recipient. The Department may review the qualifications of any
consultant or contractor and to approve or disapprove the employment of such consultant or contractor.
b. It is understood and agreed by the parties hereto that participation by the Department in a project that
involves the purchase of commodities or contractual services or the purchasing of capital equipment or the
equipping of facilities, where purchases or costs exceed the Threshold Amount for CATEGORY TWO per
Chapter 287.017 Florida Statutes, is contingent on the Recipient complying in full with the provisions of
Chapter 287.057 Florida Statutes The Recipient shall certify to the Department that the purchase of
commodities or contractual services has been accomplished in compliance with Chapter 287.057 Florida
Statutes It shall be the sole responsibility of the Recipient to ensure that any obligations made in accordance
with this Section comply with the current threshold limits. Contracts, purchase orders, task orders,
construction change orders, or any other agreement that would result in exceeding the current budget
contained in Exhibit "B", or that are not consistent with the Project description and scope of services
contained in Exhibit "A" must be approved by the Department prior to Recipient execution. Failure to
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obtain such approval, and subsequent execution of an amendment to the Agreement if required, shall be
sufficient cause for nonpayment by the Department.
c. Participation by the Department in a project that involves a consultant contract for engineering, architecture
or surveying services, is contingent on the Recipient’s complying in full with provisions of Section 287.055,
Florida Statutes, Consultants’ Competitive Negotiation Act. In all cases, the Recipient shall certify to the
Department that selection has been accomplished in compliance with the Consultants’ Competitive
Negotiation Act.
d. If the Project is procured pursuant to Chapter 255 for construction services and at the time of the competitive
solicitation for the Project 50 percent or more of the cost of the Project is to be paid from state-appropriated
funds, then the Recipient must comply with the requirements of Section 255.0991, Florida Statutes.
10. Design and Construction Standards and Required Approvals: In the event the Project includes construction
the following provisions are incorporated into this Agreement:
a. The Recipient is responsible for obtaining all permits necessary for the Project.
b. In the event the Project involves construction on the Department’s right-of-way, the Recipient shall provide
the Department with written notification of either its intent to:
i. Award the construction of the Project to a Department prequalified contractor which is the lowest
and best bidder in accordance with applicable state and federal statutes, rules, and regulations.
The Recipient shall then submit a copy of the bid tally sheet(s) and awarded bid contract, or
ii. Construct the Project utilizing existing Recipient employees, if the Recipient can complete said
Project within the time frame set forth in this Agreement. The Recipient’s use of this option is subject
to approval by the Department.
c. The Recipient shall hire a qualified contractor using the Recipient’s normal bid procedures to perform the
construction work for the Project. For projects that are not located on the Department’s right-of-way, the
Recipient is not required to hire a contractor prequalified by the Department unless the Department
notifies the Recipient prior to letting that they are required to hire a contractor prequalified by the
Department.
d. The Recipient is responsible for provision of Construction Engineering Inspection (CEI) services. The
Department reserves the right to require the Recipient to hire a Department pre-qualified consultant firm
that includes one individual that has completed the Advanced Maintenance of Traffic Level Training.
Administration of the CEI staff shall be under the responsible charge of a State of Florida Licensed
Professional Engineer who shall provide the certification that all design and construction for the Project
meets the minimum construction standards established by Department. The Department shall have the
right to approve the CEI firm. The Department shall have the right, but not the obligation, to perform
independent assurance testing during the course of construction of the Project. Subject to the approval of
the Department, the Recipient may choose to satisfy the requirements set forth in this paragraph by either
hiring a Department prequalified consultant firm or utilizing Recipient staff that meet the requirements of
this paragraph, or a combination thereof.
e. The Recipient is responsible for the preparation of all design plans for the Project. The Department reserves
the right to require the Recipient to hire a Department pre-qualified consultant for the design phase of the
Project using the Recipient’s normal procurement procedures to perform the design services for the Project.
All design work on the Project shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of all applicable laws
and governmental rules and regulations and federal and state accepted design standards for the type of
construction contemplated by the Project, including, as applicable, but not limited to, the applicable
provisions of the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and the AASHTO Policy on
Geometric Design of Streets and Highways. All design work for any portion of the Project to be located on
Department right-of-way shall conform to all applicable standards of the Department, as provided in Exhibit
“F”, Terms and Conditions of Construction, which is attached to and incorporated into this Agreement
if a portion of the Project will be located on FDOT’s right of way.
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The Recipient shall adhere to the Department Conflict of Interest Procedure (FDOT Topic No. 375-030006) or Conflict of Interest Procedure for State Funded Grant Programs (FDOT Topic No. 525-010-XX).

g. The Recipient will provide copies of the final design plans and specifications and final bid documents to the
Department’s Construction Project Manager prior to commencing construction of the Project. The
Department will specify the number of copies required and the required format.
h. The Recipient shall require the Recipient’s contractor to post a payment and performance bond in
accordance with applicable law.
i.

The Recipient shall be responsible to ensure that the construction work under this Agreement is performed
in accordance with the approved construction documents, and that it will meet all applicable Recipient and
Department standards.

j.

Upon completion of the work authorized by this Agreement, the Recipient shall notify the Department in
writing of the completion of construction of the Project; and for all design work that originally required
certification by a Professional Engineer, this notification shall contain an Engineers Certification of
Compliance, signed and sealed by a Professional Engineer, the form of which is attached hereto and
incorporated herein as Exhibit “C”, Engineers Certification of Completion. The certification shall state
that work has been completed in compliance with the Project construction plans and specifications. If any
deviations are found from the approved plans, the certification shall include a list of all deviations along with
an explanation that justifies the reason to accept each deviation.

k. The Recipient shall provide the Department with as-built plans of any portions of the Project funded through
the Agreement prior to final inspection.
11. Maintenance Obligations: In the event the Project includes construction then the following provisions are
incorporated into this Agreement:
a. The Recipient agrees to maintain any portion of the Project not located on the State Highway System
constructed under this Agreement for its useful life. If the Recipient constructs any improvement on
Department right-of-way, the Recipient
shall
shall not
maintain the improvements located on the Department right-of-way made for their useful life. If the Recipient
is required to maintain Project improvements located on the Department right-of-way beyond final
acceptance, then Recipient shall, prior to any disbursement of the State funding provided under this
Agreement, also execute a Maintenance Memorandum of Agreement in a form that is acceptable to the
Department. The Recipient has agreed to the foregoing by resolution, and such resolution is attached and
incorporated into this Agreement as Exhibit “E”. This provision will survive termination of this Agreement.
12. State Single Audit: The administration of resources awarded through the Department to the Recipient by this
Agreement may be subject to audits and/or monitoring by the Department. The following requirements do not limit the
authority of the Department to conduct or arrange for the conduct of additional audits or evaluations of state financial
assistance or limit the authority of any state agency inspector general, the Auditor General, or any other state official.
The Recipient shall comply with all audit and audit reporting requirements as specified below.
a. In addition to reviews of audits conducted in accordance with Section 215.97, Florida Statutes, monitoring
procedures to monitor the Recipient’s use of state financial assistance may include but not be limited to onsite visits by Department staff and/or other procedures including, reviewing any required performance and
financial reports, following up, ensuring corrective action, and issuing management decisions on
weaknesses found through audits when those findings pertain to state financial assistance awarded through
the Department by this Agreement. By entering into this Agreement, the Recipient agrees to comply and
cooperate fully with any monitoring procedures/processes deemed appropriate by the Department. The
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Recipient further agrees to comply and cooperate with any inspections, reviews, investigations, or audits
deemed necessary by the Department, the Department of Financial Services (DFS) or the Auditor General.
b. The Recipient, a nonstate entity as defined by Section 215.97(2)(n), Florida Statutes, as a recipient of state
financial assistance awarded by the Department through this Agreement is subject to the following
requirements:
i. In the event the Recipient meets the audit threshold requirements established by Section 215.97,
Florida Statutes, the Recipient must have a State single or project-specific audit conducted for such
fiscal year in accordance with Section 215.97, Florida Statutes; applicable rules of the Department
of Financial Services; and Chapters 10.550 (local governmental entities) or 10.650 (nonprofit and
for-profit organizations), Rules of the Auditor General. Exhibit “D” to this Agreement indicates
state financial assistance awarded through the Department by this Agreement needed by the
Recipient to further comply with the requirements of Section 215.97, Florida Statutes. In
determining the state financial assistance expended in a fiscal year, the Recipient shall consider
all sources of state financial assistance, including state financial assistance received from the
Department by this Agreement, other state agencies and other nonstate entities. State financial
assistance does not include Federal direct or pass-through awards and resources received by a
nonstate entity for Federal program matching requirements.
ii. In connection with the audit requirements, the Recipient shall ensure that the audit complies with
the requirements of Section 215.97(8), Florida Statutes. This includes submission of a financial
reporting package as defined by Section 215.97(2)(e), Florida Statutes, and Chapters 10.550 (local
governmental entities) or 10.650 (nonprofit and for-profit organizations), Rules of the Auditor
General.
iii. In the event the Recipient does not meet the audit threshold requirements established by Section
215.97, Florida Statutes, the Recipient is exempt for such fiscal year from the state single audit
requirements of Section 215.97, Florida Statutes. However, the Recipient must provide a single
audit exemption statement to the Department at FDOTSingleAudit@dot.state.fl.us no later than
nine months after the end of the Recipient’s audit period for each applicable audit year. In the event
the Recipient does not meet the audit threshold requirements established by Section 215.97,
Florida Statutes, in a fiscal year and elects to have an audit conducted in accordance with the
provisions of Section 215.97, Florida Statutes, the cost of the audit must be paid from the
Recipient’s resources (i.e., the cost of such an audit must be paid from the Recipient’s resources
obtained from other than State entities).
iv. In accordance with Chapters 10.550 (local governmental entities) or 10.650 (nonprofit and for-profit
organizations), Rules of the Auditor General, copies of financial reporting packages required by
this Agreement shall be submitted to:
Florida Department of Transportation
Office of Comptroller, MS 24
605 Suwannee Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0405
Email: FDOTSingleAudit@dot.state.fl.us
And
State of Florida Auditor General
Local Government Audits/342
111 West Madison Street, Room 401
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1450
Email: flaudgen_localgovt@aud.state.fl.us
v. Any copies of financial reporting packages, reports or other information required to be submitted to
the Department shall be submitted timely in accordance with Section 215.97, Florida Statutes, and
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Chapters 10.550 (local governmental entities) or 10.650 (nonprofit and for-profit organizations),
Rules of the Auditor General, as applicable.
vi. The Recipient, when submitting financial reporting packages to the Department for audits done in
accordance with Chapters 10.550 (local governmental entities) or 10.650 (nonprofit and for-profit
organizations), Rules of the Auditor General, should indicate the date the reporting package was
delivered to the Recipient in correspondence accompanying the reporting package.
vii. Upon receipt, and within six months, the Department will review the Recipient’s financial reporting
package, including corrective action plans and management letters, to the extent necessary to
determine whether timely and appropriate corrective action on all deficiencies has been taken
pertaining to the state financial assistance provided through the Department by this Agreement. If
the Recipient fails to have an audit conducted consistent with Section 215.97, Florida Statutes, the
Department may take appropriate corrective action to enforce compliance.
viii. As a condition of receiving state financial assistance, the Recipient shall permit the Department, or
its designee, DFS or the Auditor General access to the Recipient’s records including financial
statements, the independent auditor’s working papers and project records as necessary. Records
related to unresolved audit findings, appeals or litigation shall be retained until the action is
complete or the dispute is resolved.
c. The Recipient shall retain sufficient records demonstrating its compliance with the terms of this Agreement
for a period of five years from the date the audit report is issued and shall allow the Department, or its
designee, DFS or the Auditor General access to such records upon request. The Recipient shall ensure
that the audit working papers are made available to the Department, or its designee, DFS or the Auditor
General upon request for a period of five years from the date the audit report is issued unless extended in
writing by the Department.
13. Restrictions, Prohibitions, Controls and Labor Provisions:
a. A person or affiliate who has been placed on the convicted vendor list following a conviction for a public
entity crime may not submit a bid on a contract to provide any goods or services to a public entity; may not
submit a bid on a contract with a public entity for the construction or repair of a public building or public
work; may not submit bids on leases of real property to a public entity; may not be awarded or perform work
as a contractor, supplier, subcontractor or consultant under a contract with any public entity; and may not
transact business with any public entity in excess of the threshold amount provided in Section 287.017,
Florida Statutes, for CATEGORY TWO for a period of 36 months from the date of being placed on the
convicted vendor list.
b. In accordance with Section 287.134, Florida Statutes, an entity or affiliate who has been placed on the
Discriminatory Vendor List, kept by the Florida Department of Management Services, may not submit a bid
on a contract to provide goods or services to a public entity; may not submit a bid on a contract with a public
entity for the construction or repair of a public building or public work; may not submit bids on leases of real
property to a public entity; may not be awarded or perform work as a contractor, supplier, subcontractor or
consultant under a contract with any public entity; and may not transact business with any public entity.
c. An entity or affiliate who has had its Certificate of Qualification suspended, revoked, denied or have further
been determined by the Department to be a non-responsible contractor may not submit a bid or perform
work for the construction or repair of a public building or public work on a contract with the Recipient.
d. No funds received pursuant to this Agreement may be expended for lobbying the Florida Legislature, judicial
branch, or any state agency, in accordance with Section 216.347, Florida Statutes.
e. The Department shall consider the employment by any contractor of unauthorized aliens a violation of
Section 274A(e) of the Immigration and Nationality Act. If the contractor knowingly employs unauthorized
aliens, such violation will be cause for unilateral cancellation of this Agreement.
f.

The Recipient shall:
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i. Utilize the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s E-Verify system to verify the employment
eligibility of all new employees hired by the Recipient during the term of the contract; and
ii. Expressly require any subcontractors performing work or providing services pursuant to the
state contract to likewise utilize the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s E-Verify system to
verify the employment eligibility of all new employees hired by the subcontractor during the contract
term.
g. The Recipient shall comply and require its contractors and subcontractors to comply with all terms and
conditions of this Agreement and all federal, state, and local laws and regulations applicable to this Project.
14. Indemnification and Insurance:
a. It is not intended by any of the provisions of any part of this Agreement to create in the public or any member
thereof, a third party beneficiary under this Agreement, or to authorize anyone not a party to this Agreement
to maintain a suit for personal injuries or property damage pursuant to the terms or provisions of this
Agreement. The Recipient guaranties the payment of all just claims for materials, supplies, tools, or labor
and other just claims against the Recipient or any subcontractor, in connection with this Agreement.
Additionally, to the extent permitted by law and as limited by and pursuant to the provisions of Section
768.28, Florida Statutes, the Recipient agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Department , including
the Department’s officers and employees, from liabilities, damages, losses and costs, including, but not
limited to, reasonable attorney’s fees, to the extent caused by the negligence, recklessness or intentional
wrongful misconduct of the Recipient and persons employed or utilized by the Recipient in the performance
of this Agreement. This indemnification shall survive the termination of this Agreement. Nothing contained
in this paragraph is intended to nor shall it constitute a waiver of the State of Florida and the Recipient’s
sovereign immunity. Additionally, the Recipient agrees to include the following indemnification in all
contracts with contractors/subcontractors and consultants/subconsultants who perform work in connection
with this Agreement:
“To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Recipient’s contractor/consultant shall indemnify and hold
harmless the Recipient and the State of Florida, Department of Transportation, including the Department’s
officers and employees, from liabilities, damages, losses and costs, including, but not limited to, reasonable
attorney’s fees, to the extent caused by the negligence, recklessness or intentional wrongful misconduct of
the contractor or consultant and persons employed or utilized by the contractor or consultant in the
performance of this Agreement.
This indemnification shall survive the termination of this Agreement. Nothing contained in this paragraph
is intended to nor shall it constitute a waiver of the State of Florida or the Recipient’s sovereign immunity.”
b. The Recipient shall provide Workers’ Compensation Insurance in accordance with Florida’s Workers’
Compensation law for all employees. If subletting any of the work, ensure that the subcontractor(s) and
subconsultants have Workers’ Compensation Insurance for their employees in accordance with Florida’s
Workers’ Compensation law. If using “leased employees” or employees obtained through professional
employer organizations (“PEO’s”), ensure that such employees are covered by Workers’ Compensation
insurance through the PEO’s or other leasing entities. Ensure that any equipment rental agreements that
include operators or other personnel who are employees of independent contractors, sole proprietorships
or partners are covered by insurance required under Florida’s Workers' Compensation law.
c. If the Recipient elects to self-perform the Project, and such self-performance is approved by the Department
in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the Recipient may self-insure and proof of self-insurance
shall be provided to the Department. If the Recipient elects to hire a contractor or consultant to perform the
Project, then the Recipient shall, or cause its contractor or consultant to carry Commercial General Liability
insurance providing continuous coverage for all work or operations performed under the Agreement. Such
insurance shall be no more restrictive than that provided by the latest occurrence form edition of the
standard Commercial General Liability Coverage Form (ISO Form CG 00 01) as filed for use in the State
of Florida. Recipient shall, or cause its contractor to cause the Department to be made an Additional Insured
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as to such insurance. Such coverage shall be on an “occurrence” basis and shall include
Products/Completed Operations coverage. The coverage afforded to the Department as an Additional
Insured shall be primary as to any other available insurance and shall not be more restrictive than the
coverage afforded to the Named Insured. The limits of coverage shall not be less than $1,000,000 for each
occurrence and not less than a $5,000,000 annual general aggregate, inclusive of amounts provided by an
umbrella or excess policy. The limits of coverage described herein shall apply fully to the work or operations
performed under the Agreement, and may not be shared with or diminished by claims unrelated to the
Agreement. The policy/ies and coverage described herein may be subject to a deductible and such
deductibles shall be paid by the Named Insured. No policy/ies or coverage described herein may contain
or be subject to a Retention or a Self-Insured Retention unless the Recipient is a state agency or subdivision
of the State of Florida that elects to self-perform the Project. Prior to the execution of the Agreement, and
at all renewal periods which occur prior to final acceptance of the work, the Department shall be provided
with an ACORD Certificate of Liability Insurance reflecting the coverage described herein. The Department
shall be notified in writing within ten days of any cancellation, notice of cancellation, lapse, renewal, or
proposed change to any policy or coverage described herein. The Department’s approval or failure to
disapprove any policy/ies, coverage, or ACORD Certificates shall not relieve or excuse any obligation to
procure and maintain the insurance required herein, nor serve as a waiver of any rights or defenses the
Department may have.
d. When the Agreement includes the construction of a railroad grade crossing, railroad overpass or underpass
structure, or any other work or operations within the limits of the railroad right-of-way, including any
encroachments thereon from work or operations in the vicinity of the railroad right-of-way, the Recipient
shall, or cause its contractor to, in addition to the insurance coverage required above, procure and maintain
Railroad Protective Liability Coverage (ISO Form CG 00 35) where the railroad is the Named Insured and
where the limits are not less than $2,000,000 combined single limit for bodily injury and/or property damage
per occurrence, and with an annual aggregate limit of not less than $6,000,000. The railroad shall also be
added along with the Department as an Additional Insured on the policy/ies procured pursuant to the
paragraph above. Prior to the execution of the Agreement, and at all renewal periods which occur prior to
final acceptance of the work, both the Department and the railroad shall be provided with an ACORD
Certificate of Liability Insurance reflecting the coverage described herein. The insurance described herein
shall be maintained through final acceptance of the work. Both the Department and the railroad shall be
notified in writing within ten days of any cancellation, notice of cancellation, renewal, or proposed change
to any policy or coverage described herein. The Department’s approval or failure to disapprove any
policy/ies, coverage, or ACORD Certificates shall not relieve or excuse any obligation to procure and
maintain the insurance required herein, nor serve as a waiver of any rights the Department may have.
e. When the Agreement involves work on or in the vicinity of utility-owned property or facilities, the utility shall
be added along with the Department as an Additional Insured on the Commercial General Liability policy/ies
procured above.
15. Miscellaneous:
a. In no event shall any payment to the Recipient constitute or be construed as a waiver by the Department
of any breach of covenant or any default which may then exist on the part of the Recipient and the making
of such payment by the Department, while any such breach or default shall exist, shall in no way impair or
prejudice any right or remedy available to the Department with respect to such breach or default.
b. If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, the remainder of this Agreement shall not be affected. In
such an instance, the remainder would then continue to conform to the terms and requirements of
applicable law.
c. The Recipient and the Department agree that the Recipient, its employees, contractors, subcontractors,
consultants, and subconsultants are not agents of the Department as a result of this Agreement.
d. By execution of the Agreement, the Recipient represents that it has not paid and, also agrees not to pay,
any bonus or commission for the purpose of obtaining an approval of its application for the financing
hereunder.
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e. Nothing in the Agreement shall require the Recipient to observe or enforce compliance with any provision
or perform any act or do any other thing in contravention of any applicable state law. If any of the provisions
of the Agreement violate any applicable state law, the Recipient will at once notify the Department in writing
in order that appropriate changes and modifications may be made by the Department and the Recipient to
the end that the Recipient may proceed as soon as possible with the Project.
f.

This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original,
but all of which shall constitute the same Agreement. A facsimile or electronic transmission of this
Agreement with a signature on behalf of a party will be legal and binding on such party.

g. The Department reserves the right to unilaterally terminate this Agreement for failure by the Recipient to
comply with the provisions of Chapter 119, Florida Statutes.
h. The Recipient agrees to comply with Section 20.055(5), Florida Statutes, and to incorporate in all
subcontracts the obligation to comply with Section 20.055(5), Florida Statutes
i.

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Florida. In
the event of a conflict between any portion of the contract and Florida law, the laws of Florida shall prevail.
The Recipient agrees to waive forum and venue and that the Department shall determine the forum and
venue in which any dispute under this Agreement is decided.

j.

This Agreement does not involve the purchase of Tangible Personal Property, as defined in Chapter 273,
Florida Statutes.

16. Exhibits.
a. Exhibits A, B, D, and E are attached to and incorporated into this Agreement.
b.

The Project will involve construction, therefore, Exhibit “C”, Engineer’s Certification of Compliance is
attached and incorporated into this Agreement.

c.

A portion or all of the Project will utilize the Department’s right-of-way and, therefore, Exhibit F, Terms
and Conditions of Construction in Department Right-of-Way, is attached and incorporated into this
Agreement.

d.

The following Exhibit(s), in addition to those listed in 16.a. and 16.b., are attached and incorporated into
this Agreement:

e. Exhibit and Attachment List
Exhibit A: Project Description and Responsibilities
Exhibit B: Schedule of Financial Assistance
*Exhibit C: Engineer’s Certification of Compliance
Exhibit D: State Financial Assistance (Florida Single Audit Act)
Exhibit E: Recipient Resolution
*Exhibit F: Terms and Conditions of Construction in Department Right-of-Way
*Exhibit G: Alternative Pay Method
Attachment F – Contract Payment Requirements
*Additional Exhibit(s):
*Indicates that the Exhibit is only attached and incorporated if applicable box is selected.
The remainder of this page intentionally left blank.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement on the day and year written above.

RECIPIENT CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND

STATE OF FLORIDA,
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

By:

By:

Name:

Name: Richard Moss, P.E.

Title:

Title:

Director of Transportation Development

Legal Review:

By:
Name: Martin Hernandez
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EXHIBIT “A”
PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND RESPONSIBILITIES
FPN: 441503 1 54 01
This exhibit forms an integral part of the State-Funded Grant Agreement between the State of Florida, Department of
Transportation and
City of Treasure Island (the Recipient)

PROJECT LOCATION:
The project is on the National Highway System.
The project is on the State Highway System.
PROJECT LENGTH AND MILE POST LIMITS: Total length 0.460 MI

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Construction and CEI services of the Treasure Island Causeway from west of Causeway
Boulevard North to east of Causeway Boulevard North.The City of Treasure Island,in cooperation with the City of St.
Petersburg, intends to construct roadway improvements along Treasure Island Causeway from west of Causeway Blvd
North to east of Causeway Blvd North. Improvements include the replacement and realignment of the center median
curbing, addition of new curbing along the outside lanes, roadway resurfacing, drainage improvements, and utility
adjustments as required. The proposed cross section will provide for two (2) eleven (11') foot wide westbound travel lanes,
an approximately nine (9') foot wide center median with new sod, and two (2) eleven (11') foot wide eastbound travel lanes.
Construction of drainage improvements, utility adjustments, traffic signs, traffic and appurtenance adjustment and pavement
markings are required. Construction of the bicycle/pedestrian trail is to be funded separetely from this project.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS BY RECIPIENT:
The audit report(s) required in the Agreement shall include a Schedule of Project Assistance that will reflect the Department’s
contract number, the Financial Project Number (FPN), the amount of state funding action (receipt and disbursement of
funds), any local funding action, and the funding action from any other source with respect to the project.
The Agency is required to provide a copy of the design plans to the Department, coordinate permitting with the Department,
and notify the Department prior to commencement of any right-of-way activities.
The Agency will submit to the Department the project draft Bid Package and draft construction contract.The Agency will not
begin the construction phase until the Department has reviewed, approved the Bid package and issued a Notice to Proceed.
The Agency will provide progress blling invoices with appropriate back-up documentation to the Department on a quarterly
basis or sooner.
Construction related activities, including project advertisement, conducted prior to Notice to Proceed will not be reimbursed.
The Agency shall invoice the Department quarterly for actual costs incurred. When submitting invoices to the Department,
the Agency shall submit a quarterly report using the Local Programs Project Montioring Status Report form and provide
appropriate back-up documentation.
The Recipient shall commence the project’s activities subsequent to the execution of this Agreement and shall perform in
accordance with the following schedule:
a) Study to be completed by N/A
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EXHIBIT “A”
PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND RESPONSIBILITIES
b) Design to be completed by 2/6/2019.
c) Right-of-Way requirements identified and provided to the Department by 8/24/2018.
d) Right-of-Way to be certified by 10/8/2018.
e) Construction contract to be let by 8/12/2019.
f) Construction to be completed by 5/10/2021.
If this schedule cannot be met, the Recipient will notify the Department in writing with a revised schedule or the project is
subject to the withdrawal of funding.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS BY DEPARTMENT: The Department will issue Notice to Proceed to the Agency after final
execution of this agreement.
Upon receipt of an invoice, the Department will have twenty (20) working days to review and approve the goods and services
submitted for payment.

(REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK)
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STATE-FUNDED GRANT AGREEMENT
EXHIBIT “B”
SCHEDULE OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
RECIPIENT NAME & BILLING ADDRESS:

FINANCIAL PROJECT NUMBER:

City of Treasure Island
120 108th Avenue, Treasure Island, FL 33706

441503 1 54 01

I. PHASE OF WORK by Fiscal Year:
Design- Phase 34
Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)

FY 2018

FY

FY

TOTAL

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$0.00

0%
or
$ 0.00

or
$

%

%

%
or
$

%
or
$

%
or
$ 0.00

%

or
$

Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)

or
$

Local Participation (Any applicable waiver noted in Exhibit “A”)

or
$ 0.00

or
$ 0.00

or
$ 0.00

or
$0.00

In-Kind Contribution

$

$

$

$ 0.00

Cash

$

$

$

$ 0.00

Combination In-Kind/Cash

$

$

$

$ 0.00

Right of Way- Phase 44

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$0.00

Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)

or
$

Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)

or
$

Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)

or
$

%

%
or
$

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
or
$ 0.00

or
$

or
$

%

%
or
$

or
$

%
or
$ 0.00

%

%
or
$

%

or
$ 0.00

or
$
%

%

Local Participation (Any applicable waiver noted in Exhibit “A”)

or
$

%

Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)

%
or
$ 0.00

%
or
$

%

%
or
$ 0.00

%

%

or
$ 0.00

or
$ 0.00

or
$ 0.00

or
$0.00

In-Kind Contribution

$

$

$

$ 0.00

Cash

$

$

$

$ 0.00

Combination In-Kind/Cash

$

$

$

$ 0.00

Construction/CEI - Phase 54

$ 1,690,249.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

or
$

or
$ 0.00

or
$ 0.00

%
or
$ 1,200,000.00
%
or
$ 0.00
%
or
$ 0.00
%
or
$490,249.00

In-Kind Contribution

$ 490,249.00

$

$

$ 490,249.00

Cash

$

$

$

$ 0.00

Combination In-Kind/Cash

$

$

$

$ 0.00

Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)

Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)
Local Participation (Any applicable waiver noted in Exhibit “A”)

%

$1,690,249.00

or
$ 1,200,000.00
%
or
$
%
or
$
%
or
$ 490,249.00

Maximum Department Participation - (Local Transportation
Projects)

%

%
or
$

%
or
$

%
or
$

%
or
$

%
or
$

%

%
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STATE-FUNDED GRANT AGREEMENT
EXHIBIT “B”
SCHEDULE OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Insert Phase and Number (if applicable)

$ 0.00

$ 0.00
%

Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)

or
$

Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)

or
$

Maximum Department Participation - (Insert Program Name)

or
$

or
$
%

%

%
or
$ 0.00

%
or
$

%
or
$

%

$0.00
%

or
$

or
$
%

Local Participation (Any applicable waiver noted in Exhibit “A”)

$ 0.00
%

%
or
$ 0.00

%
or
$

%

%
or
$ 0.00

%

%

or
$ 0.00

or
$ 0.00

or
$ 0.00

or
$0.00

In-Kind Contribution

$

$

$

$ 0.00

Cash

$

$

$

$ 0.00

Combination In-Kind/Cash

$

$

$

$ 0.00

$1,690,249.00

$0.00

$0.00

$1,690,249.00

II. TOTAL PROJECT COST:

COST ANALYSIS CERTIFICATION AS REQUIRED BY SECTION 216.3475, FLORIDA STATUTES:
I certify that the cost for each line item budget category has been evaluated and determined to be allowable, reasonable, and necessary as required by
Section 216.3475, F.S. Documentation is on file evidencing the methodology used and the conclusions reached.

Tamara Perez
District Grant Manager Name

Signature

Date
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EXHIBIT “C”
ENGINEER’S CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE

Engineer’s Certification of Compliance. The Recipient shall complete and submit the following Notice of
Completion and, if applicable, Engineer’s Certification of Compliance to the Department upon completion
of the construction phase of the Project.
NOTICE OF COMPLETION

STATE-FUNDED GRANT AGREEMENT
Between
THE STATE OF FLORIDA, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
and City of Treasure Island
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:Treasure Island Causeway from west of Causeway Boulevard North to

east of Causeway Boulevard North
FPID#: 441503 1 54 01
In accordance with the Terms and Conditions of the State-Funded Grant Agreement, the undersigned
provides notification that the work authorized by this Agreement is complete as of

, 20

.

By:
Name:
Title:

ENGINEER’S CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE
In accordance with the Terms and Conditions of the State-Funded Grant Agreement, the undersigned
certifies that all work which originally required certification by a Professional Engineer has been completed
in compliance with the Project construction plans and specifications. If any deviations have been made
from the approved plans, a list of all deviations, along with an explanation that justifies the reason to accept
each deviation, will be attached to this Certification. Also, with submittal of this certification the Recipient
shall furnish the Department a set of “as-built” plans certified by the Engineer of Record/CEI.
By:
SEAL:

Name:
Date:

,

P.E.
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STATE-FUNDED GRANT AGREEMENT

EXHIBIT D
STATE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE (FLORIDA SINGLE AUDIT ACT)

THE STATE RESOURCES AWARDED PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT CONSIST OF THE FOLLOWING:
Awarding Agency:

State Project Title
and CSFA
Number:

*Award Amount:

Florida Department of Transportation

County Incentive Grant Program (CIGP), (CSFA 55.008)
Small County Outreach Program (SCOP), (CSFA 55.009)
Small County Road Assistance Program (SCRAP), (CSFA 55.016)
Transportation Regional Incentive Program (TRIP), (CSFA 55.026)
(Chapter 2017-70, LOF), GAA Line 1921A; Local Transportation Projects, (CSFA 55.039)
$1,200,000.00

*The state award amount may change with supplemental agreements
Specific project information for CSFA Number is provided at: https://apps.fldfs.com/fsaa/searchCatalog.aspx

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO STATE RESOURCES AWARDED PURSUANT TO THIS
AGREEMENT:
State
Project
Compliance
Requirements
https://apps.fldfs.com/fsaa/searchCompliance.aspx

for

CSFA

Number

are

The State Projects Compliance Supplement is provided at: https://apps.fldfs.com/fsaa/compliance.aspx

provided

at:
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EXHIBIT “E”
RECIPIENT RESOLUTION
The Recipient Resolution, or other official authorization, authorizing entry into this Agreement is
attached and incorporated into this Agreement.
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ATTACHMENT F
CONTRACT PAYMENT REQUIREMENTS
Florida Department of Financial Services, Reference Guide for State Expenditures
Cost Reimbursement Contracts
Invoices for cost reimbursement contracts must be supported by an itemized listing of expenditures by
category (salary, travel, expenses, etc.). Supporting documentation shall be submitted for each amount for
which reimbursement is being claimed indicating that the item has been paid. Documentation for each
amount for which reimbursement is being claimed must indicate that the item has been paid. Check
numbers may be provided in lieu of copies of actual checks. Each piece of documentation should clearly
reflect the dates of service. Only expenditures for categories in the approved agreement budget may be
reimbursed. These expenditures must be allowable (pursuant to law) and directly related to the services
being provided.
Listed below are types and examples of supporting documentation for cost reimbursement agreements:
(1) Salaries: A payroll register or similar documentation should be submitted. The payroll register
should show gross salary charges, fringe benefits, other deductions and net pay. If an individual
for whom reimbursement is being claimed is paid by the hour, a document reflecting the hours
worked times the rate of pay will be acceptable.
(2) Fringe Benefits: Fringe Benefits should be supported by invoices showing the amount paid on
behalf of the employee (e.g., insurance premiums paid). If the contract specifically states that fringe
benefits will be based on a specified percentage rather than the actual cost of fringe benefits, then
the calculation for the fringe benefits amount must be shown.
Exception: Governmental entities are not required to provide check numbers or copies of checks
for fringe benefits.
(3) Travel: Reimbursement for travel must be in accordance with Section 112.061, Florida
Statutes, which includes submission of the claim on the approved State travel voucher or electronic
means.
(4) Other direct costs: Reimbursement will be made based on paid invoices/receipts. If
nonexpendable property is purchased using State funds, the contract should include a provision
for the transfer of the property to the State when services are terminated. Documentation must be
provided to show compliance with Department of Management Services Rule 60A-1.017, Florida
Administrative Code, regarding the requirements for contracts which include services and that
provide for the contractor to purchase tangible personal property as defined in Section 273.02,
Florida Statutes, for subsequent transfer to the State.
(5) In-house charges:Charges which may be of an internal nature (e.g., postage, copies, etc.) may
be reimbursed on a usage log which shows the units times the rate being charged. The rates must
be reasonable.
(6) Indirect costs:If the contract specifies that indirect costs will be paid based on a specified rate,
then the calculation should be shown.
Contracts between state agencies, and or contracts between universities may submit alternative
documentation to substantiate the reimbursement request that may be in the form of FLAIR reports
or other detailed reports.
The Florida Department of Financial Services, online Reference Guide for State Expenditures can be found
at this web address http://www.myfloridacfo.com/aadir/reference_guide/.
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CITY OF TREASURE ISLAND
AGENDA COVER MEMORANDUM
May 1, 2018

Item No. 2.10

DATE:

April 23, 2018

TO:

Garry Brumback, City Manager

FROM:

Michael Helfrich, Public Works Director

SUBJECT:

Authorization to Purchase Utility Relocation Services from Duke Energy
($1,029,213.80), Brighthouse ($44,743.00) and Frontier ($24,689.27) for the Gulf
Boulevard Improvement/Beautification Project
___________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND
The Gulf Boulevard Improvement Program began in June 2001 with the research and
development of a publication by Phil Graham & Company, P.A. in conjunction with the
Pinellas County Economic Development and a cooperative effort with the eleven of the
beach communities from St. Pete Beach on the south to Clearwater on the north,
Pinellas County Utilities, Progress Energy, Verizon and Bright House. The participating
municipalities include from north to south: Clearwater, Belleair Beach, Belleair Shores,
Indian Rocks Beach, Indian Shores, Redington Shores, North Redington Beach,
Redington Beach, Madeira Beach, Treasure Island, and St. Pete Beach. The Study
outlined the design opportunities for site improvements that would unify the entire Gulf
Boulevard Corridor in Pinellas County by creating a unified streetscape experience and
relocating the overhead utilities underground. The 2001 Study was a first step in
providing a Master Plan which could be implemented as funds became available.
The purpose of the second report published in December 2002 was to provide a
schematic design phase with an accurate as possible budget estimate for the
improvements described and adopted as part of the Gulf Boulevard Improvement
Program Master Plan published in June 2001.
The purpose of this third report in April 2007, reviews the existing site conditions to
establish a current and realistic schematic level design and cost estimate of the Gulf
Boulevard Improvement Program for each of the 11 participating communities. This
schematic level design phase of the project is intended to prepare a summary for each
participating municipality as to the extent of roadway streetscape elements that will be
standards to be implemented to comply with the general criteria and intent set forth in
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the Gulf Boulevard Improvement Program Master Plan published in June 2001 and
subsequent Project Budget Report December 2002.
The budgets for each participating municipality was based on the length of Gulf
Boulevard in their specific municipality.

Figure 1 - Gulf Boulevard Length in Miles per 11 Cities

The City of Treasure Island was provided assess to $3,777,236 funding the Gulf
Boulevard Improvement/Beatification Program. The City utilized these reports to meet
and exceed the Project Program requirements.
In April 2014, the City presented to the BIG - C sub-committee a proposal for
undergrounding utilities on Gulf Blvd. from 127th Ave south to 119th Ave. In addition, the
proposal included street light replacement and miscellaneous undergrounding on Gulf
Blvd. from 127th Ave to 105th Ave. The total projected cost for this proposal, including
engineering design and restoration was estimated at $2,777,104. The actual cost of
this work came in at $ $2,194,413.
This proposal for Gulf Boulevard Beautification was sent to the BIG - C sub-committee
on April 20, 2018 for their review the scope of the project and how it meets the criteria
established in third report dated April 2007 (see Exhibit 1)
POLICY / PURPOSE
To request authorization from the City Commission to purchase Utility Relocation
Services from Duke Energy, Brighthouse and Frontier for the Gulf Boulevard
Improvement/Beautification Project.
STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE
Goal 3 of the City’s Strategic Plan is to: Proactively maintain and improve infrastructure
that meets the future needs of the City.
ANALYSIS / DISCUSSION
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The proposed Gulf Boulevard Improvement/Beautification project has the following
Items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Utility Relocation (Duke Energy)
Utility Relocation (Frontier)
Utility Relocation (Brighthouse/Spectrum)
Gateway Elements
Plant Materials
Irrigation/Lighting
Design/Bid Documents

This staff memo is only requesting authorization for the Utility Relocation portion of this
project. Staff will return for authorization of the others once the cost estimates have
been reviewed by staff.
The existing condition of the overhead utilities from 104th Ave to Blind Pass Bridge
along Gulf Boulevard does not allow for a complete undergrounding of the overhead
utilities. The cost for this was determined to be over $4 Million in 2013. Because of the
limited funds to the City, it was determined that the utility relocation would be to first
relocate the overhead utilities that run perpendicular to Gulf Boulevard.
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The existing condition of the perpendicular crossings are as follows:
•
•
•

17 Duke Energy Crossings
11 Frontier Crossings
3 Spectrum (Brighthouse) Crossings

The three utility companies were solicited to provide costs for undergrounding the
perpendicular crossings. The results of the request for costs are as provided:
1. Duke Energy ($1,029,213.80 see Exhibit 2)
2. Brighthouse ($44,743.00 see Exhibit 3)
3. Frontier ($24,689.27 see Exhibit 4)
FUNDING
Funding for this purchase is in the Gulf Boulevard Undergrounding Fund 301-530063120.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the City Commission the purchase of Utility Relocation
Services from Duke Energy ($1,029,213.80), Brighthouse ($44,743.00) and
Frontier ($24,689.27) for the Gulf Boulevard Improvement/Beautification Project
ATTACHMENTS
Exhibit 1 - BIG - C Presentation
Exhibit 2 - Quote from Duke Energy
Exhibit 3 - Quote from Brighthouse
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Exhibit 4 - Quote from Frontier
MOTION
I move for the City Commission approve / deny staff’s recommendation to authorize the
purchase of Utility Relocation Services from Duke Energy ($1,029,213.80), Brighthouse
($44,743.00) and Frontier ($24,689.27) for the Gulf Boulevard
Improvement/Beautification Project
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PREVIOUSLY APPROVED PROJECT (2014)

105th Ave

Utility Relocation/Overhead
Lines Undergrounded

119th Ave

127th thAve
127 Ave

COMPLETED EARLY 2017

Roadway Lighting

Project Limits
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TREASURE ISLAND FUNDING
Fiscal Year
FY 2013
FY 2014
FY 2015
FY 2016
FY 2017

FY 2018
FY 2019
Total to be allocated

Received
$377,723
$377,724
$377,725
$377,726
$755,446
$2,266,344
‐$2,194,413

Total to date Reimbursed

$71,931

Amount Remaining
$755,446
$755,446
$3,777,236
‐$2,194,413
$1,582,823
Amount available for
project
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PREVIOUS CONCEPTUAL PLAN
(WHY NOT UNDERGROUND ALL UTILITIES?)

 Undergrounding all aboveground utilities on Gulf Blvd. South of 104th Ave
• Duke Energy Binding Cost Estimate $3,099,627.46

• Spectrum (Brighthouse) and Verizon (Frontier) estimates over $700,000
• FDOT Right of Way issues due to inadequate width of travel lanes.
• Cost exceeded the funding available.
• When additional funds become available, undergrounding all is still an

option.
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PROPOSED GULF BOULEVARD BEAUTIFICATION
SECTION 1 – UTILITY RELOCATION

Blind Pass Bridge

105th Ave

Underground/Remove all Perpendicular Aboveground
Utilities crossing Gulf Blvd.
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EXISTING CONDITION ALONG GULF BLVD.
(south of 104th Ave)
17 Duke Energy Crossings
11 Frontier Crossings
3 Spectrum Crossings
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SELECTED EXISTING CONDITION ALONG GULF BLVD.
Intersection 104th Ave and Gulf Blvd.
Perpendicular Utility Crossings
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SELECTED EXISTING CONDITION ALONG GULF BLVD.
Gulf Blvd South of Publix
Perpendicular Utility
Crossings
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SELECTED EXISTING CONDITION ALONG GULF BLVD.
Intersection of 103rd Ave and Gulf Blvd.
Perpendicular Utility Crossings
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SELECTED EXISTING CONDITION ALONG GULF BLVD.
Intersection of 99th Ave and Gulf Blvd.
Perpendicular Utility Crossings
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SELECTED EXISTING CONDITION ALONG GULF BLVD.
Intersection of Harrell Ave and Gulf Blvd.
Perpendicular Utility Crossings
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NORTH & SOUTH ENTRANCE
SECTION 8 – GATEWAY ELEMENTS
North Entrance across from John’s Pass
Bridge median

South Entrance across from Sunset Vista
Trailhead Park
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LANDSCAPING FOR MEDIAN GULF BLVD
SECTION 14 - PLANT MATERIALS
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LANDSCAPING FOR MEDIAN GULF BLVD
SECTION 14 - PLANT MATERIALS
TYPICAL MEDIAN PLANT DESIGN
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RECLAIMED WATER & UP LIGHTING IN THE MEDIAN
SECTION 16 – IRRIGATION/LIGHTING

 The recommended irrigation system type for the medians is low volume drip

irrigation.
 The use of low volume drip and water establishment period eliminated
overspray along the project corridor, providing safer conditions and water
conservation.
 Up lighting of the median will be used on the gateway signs and the Medjool
Date Palms and other Palm Trees.
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COST ESTIMATE FOR PROPOSED BEAUTIFICATION PROJECT
Gulf Blvd Beautification
104th Ave South to Bind Pass Bridge
Item #
1

Description

Esimated Cost ($)

Section 1 - Utility Relocation (Duke Energy)
1a Phase I - Harrell Ave to 99th Ave

$

168,717.67

1b Phase II - 100th Ave to 102nd Ave

$

344,545.23

1c Phase III - 102nd Ave to 105th Ave

$

505,950.95

2

Section 1 - Utility Relocation (Frontier)

$

25,000.00

3

Section 1 - Utility Relocation (Spectrum)

$

50,000.00

4

Section 8 - Gateway Elements ( 2 Signs at (1) North and (1)
South Entrance)

$

150,000.00

5

Section 14 - Plant Materials (Landscaping for Median Gulf Blvd)

$

150,000.00

6

Section 16 - Irrigation/Lighting (Median Gulf Blvd)

$

125,000.00

7

Section 22 - Consultant Design Fees (Baker)
Engineering/Design/Bid Documents/Landscaping Arch

$

64,000.00

Estimated Total
Amount Remaining
Deficit

$
$

1,579,213.85
1,582,823.00
($390.85)
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ANTICIPATED SCHEDULE
 May 1, 2018 – Start Easements for Utilities
 May 1, 2018 – City Commission Workshop Duke Energy, Frontier, Spectrum and Michael Baker








International Work Authorization
May 15, 2018 – City Commission Meeting authorizing costs for Duke Energy, Frontier, Spectrum and
Michael Baker International
May 21, 2018 – Michael Baker start design work on Gateway Elements (Signage) and
Landscaping/Irrigation/Lighting for Medians
June 11, 2018 – Duke Energy start on Phase I @ Blind Pass Bridge
August 13, 2018 – Duke Energy start on Phase II @ 100th Ave
September 17, 2018 – Bid out the Gateway Elements and Landscaping/Irrigation/Lighting for
Medians
December 3, 2018 – Duke Energy start on Phase III @ 102nd Ave
July 31, 2019 – Project Complete
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF TREASURE ISLAND
GULF BEAUTIFICATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
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2.10.b
2166 Palmetto St
Clearwater, FL 33765
o: 727.562.5742
f: 727.562.5753

July 20, 2017
Michael Helfrich
City of Treasure Island
120 – 108th Avenue
Treasure Island, FL 33706
Subject:

Cost estimate to underground Duke Energy facilities

Dear Mr. Helfrich:
Thank you for submitting your request to Duke Energy. The purpose of this proposal is to provide a cost estimate for
the area you have identified. This cost estimate is based on current labor and material rates and may require review and
adjustments as needed.
Project Scope
To underground Duke Energy’s existing electrical facilities that cross Gulf Boulevard from Harrell Avenue to 99th Avenue.
This scope does not include new street lights.
Cost Estimate
The cost estimate for the areas identified above: $ 168,717.67
Proposal Assumptions
This cost estimate is based on normal construction methods, by means of directional bore. Below is a non-inclusive list of
assumptions used in calculating this estimate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All underground facilities to be located in private property easements, not in the right of way. Easements to be
obtained by customer at no cost to Duke Energy.
Does not include cost to underground joint users, such as telephone and cable television.
Does not include cost for restoration of any street, right of way, easement, private property or pavement
reconstruction that may be necessary as a result of the construction. This cost only includes backfilling the affected
area to safe condition.
Does not include costs associated with new streetlights.
Does not include cost to replace existing meter can to accept new underground service.
Does not include any survey work that may be required to identify right of way and easements.
All paved/highly landscaped areas will be directional bored.
Duke Energy’s design does not guarantee construction feasibility in the field until a constructability review is
completed.

If you would like to proceed with this project, please contact me at (727)562-5742 or at the email address above. We
appreciate your business and look forward to providing you with excellent customer service.
Sincerely,
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2166 Palmetto
St
Clearwater, FL 33765

( '-> DUKE
ENERGY..

o: 727.562.5742
1: 727.562.5753
miriam.lucker@duke-energy.com

Michael Helfrich
City of Treasure Island
120- 108th Avenue
Treasure Island, FL 33706
Subject:

Cost estimate to underground Duke Energy facilities- Gulf Blvd Phase 2

Dear Mr. Helfrich:
Thank you for submitting your request to Duke Energy. The purpose of this proposal is to provide a cost estimate for
the area you have identified. This cost estimate is based on current labor and material rates and may require review and
adjustments as needed.

Project Scope
To underground Duke Energy's existing electrical facilities that cross Gulf Boulevard from lOOth Ave to 102"d Ave. This
scope does not include new street lights.
Cost Estimate
The cost estimate for the areas identified above:

$ 344,545.23

Proposal Assumptions
This cost estimate is based on normal construction methods, by means of directional bore. Below is a non-inclusive list of
assumptions used in calculating this estimate:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

All underground facilities to be located in private property easements, not in the right of way. Easements to be
obtained by customer at no cost to Duke Energy.
Does not include cost to underground joint users, such as telephone and cable television.
Does not include cost for restoration of any street, right of way, easement, private property or pavement
reconstruction that may be necessary as a result of the construction. This cost only includes backfilling the affected
area to safe condition.
Does not include costs associated with new streetlights.
Does not include cost to replace existing meter can to accept new underground service.
Does not include any survey work that may be required to identify right of way and easements.
All paved/highly landscaped areas will be directional bored.
Duke Energy's design does not guarantee construction feasibility in the field until a constructability review is
completed.

If you would like to proceed with this project, please contact me at (727)562-5742 or at the email address above. We
appreciate your business and look forward to providing you with excellent customer service.
Sincerely,
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November 20, 2017

Miriam Tucker
Project Manager
1 Distribution Force (lDF) - Project M anagement
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February 25, 2018

Michael Helfrich
City of Treasure Island
120- 1081h Avenue
Treasure Island, Fl 33706
Subject:

Cost estimate to underground Duke Energy facilities - Gulf Blvd Phase 3

Dear Mr. Helfrich:
Thank you for submitting your request to Duke Energy. The purpose of this proposal is to provide a cost estimate for
the area you have identified. This cost estimate is based on current labor and material rates and may require review and
adjustments as needed.

Project Scope
To underground Duke Energy's existing electrical facilities that cross Gulf Boulevard from 102nd Ave to 1051h Ave. This
scope does not include new street lights.
Cost Estimate
The cost estimate for the areas identified above:

$ 505,950.95

Proposal Assumptions
This cost estimate is based on normal construction methods, by means of directional bore. Below is a non·inclusive list of
assumptions used in calculating this estimate:
J

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

All underground facilities to be located in private property easements, not in the right of way. Easements to be
obtained by customer at no cost to Duke Energy.
Does not include cost to underground joint users, such as telephone and cable television.
Does not include cost for restoration of any street, right of way, easement, private property or pavement
reconstruction that may be necessary as a result of the construction. This cost only includes backfilling the affected
area to safe condition.
Does not include costs associated with new streetlights.
Does not include cost to replace existing meter can to accept new underground service.
Does not include any survey work that may be required to identify right of way and easements.
All paved/highly landscaped areas will be directional bored.
Duke Energy's design does not guarantee construction feasibility in the field until a constructability review is
completed.

If you would like to proceed with this project, please contact me at (727)562·5742 or at the email address above. We
appreciate your business and look forward to providing you with excellent customer service.
Sincerely,
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miriam tucker@ duke-energy.com

Miriam Tucker
Project Manager
1 Distribution Force (lDF)- Project Management
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April 5‐2018
Re: Binding cost to underground Bright House Networks East / West aerial facilities along gulf Blvd from
99th avenue to 104th Avenue in the city of Treasure Island.
44,743.00
This cost includes all labor and materials to facilitate the undergrounding stated above.
Any questions please feel free to contact me
Ted Bingham
Construction Coordinator III
Charter Communications
700‐Carillion Parkway, Suite 6
St Petersburg, Florida 33716
727‐329‐2847
Theodore.Bingham@charter.com
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